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Summary

Transmission Electron microscopy (TEM) encompasses a diverse range of techniques that
employ an electron beam to investigate materials, exploring their morphology, shape, and
intricate details at a spatial resolution as small as the size of an atom. From the perspective
of the probing mechanism, TEM can also be regarded as the examination of the scattering
of the fast electrons and the subsequent products as they interact with the studied matter.
Through the utilization of various hardware and analyzing methods, the outcomes of
scattering can be recorded and analyzed, yielding valuable data that characterize the
investigated objects and even facilitating the quantification of certain properties.

The progress in the hardware has enhanced the efficiency of data acquisition, resulting in
larger volumes of data with increased complexity. Despite these advancements, the phase
information of the transmitted electron wave, which is related to the elastic scattering
of the fast electron, is not easily accessible, even with state-of-the-art equipment. This
information, nevertheless, can be extracted from the recorded electron scattering pattern
by specific algorithms or imaging modes.

Ptychography, phase contrast imaging, and phase plates are among some of the methods
or tools that leverage the phase information carried by the electron wave to achieve a
deeper understanding of the investigated materials. These approaches involve either
reconstructing the object that introduces the phase shift or forcing the phase information
to be reflected on the amplitude variations of the wave, which can be directly recorded.
While the aforementioned methods are widely recognized for their high dose efficiency
and enhanced contrast for weak scatterers, it is important to highlight two aspects that
have received comparatively less attention within the field of phase-related methodolo-
gies.

The first aspect concerns real-time imaging. Traditional imaging modes of TEM allow
data from each acquisition step to be interpreted separately and independently of each
other and thus enable live feedback during the data acquisition. On the other hand,
the majority of these phase-related imaging methods, with very few exceptions, lack
the ability to update the reconstruction results during the data collection process. This
limitation is due to either extensive processing time or the absence of ways to restate the
algorithm in a streaming workflow where partial incoming data gets processed as soon
as it is available, and successive updates of the result are made. Since many operations
on the microscope, such as the navigation on the sample plane and the adjustment of the
optical condition, rely on live feedback, these phase-related methods cannot fully replace
the traditional imaging modes despite their high dose efficiency. As a consequence, TEMs
are often operated with less dose-efficient imaging modes, and only the region of interest
(ROI) is "recorded" at lower doses when it comes to beam-sensitive materials, which
is clearly a non-ideal solution. As studies in the field of dose-sensitive materials gain
significant awareness over the years, there is a pressing need for a compatible imaging
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method that combines good dose efficiency, process efficiency, and strong contrast from
light elements.

The second aspect pertains to the design of the probing waveform. While the phase
shift of the transmitted wave is typically the focus of the imaging or measuring purposes
of the TEM, it is also important to investigate the design of the incident wave that can
efficiently carry the desired information. Indeed, there is a surge of interest in waveform
manipulation in TEM that leads to the creation of fulfilling physical devices. Novel
measurement techniques based on the designed waveforms have also been proposed.
However, these complex wave modulators have seen rather little improvements in their
adaptability, making them suitable only for specific purposes or the creation of certain
waveforms. Sample inspection or TEM operation that utilizes information delivered by
multiple waveforms has not yet been demonstrated. The potential and new applications
that can be realized with adaptive probing electron waves need to be explored further.

This thesis is thus dedicated to progress in these aspects:

1. The first chapter gives a comprehensive overview of the fundamental principles of
TEM that are relevant to the topics. It includes a description of the elastic scattering
of fast electrons and elucidates how the phase shift of the wave is introduced as
a result. Additionally, a concise introduction to various TEM setups is presented,
including the different operation modes and parameters that can be tuned to opti-
mize the outcomes of an experiment. A discussion on imaging and data acquisition,
as well as the corresponding hardware, are included, involving different types of
detectors and their advantages and disadvantages.

2. The second chapter describes various methods that are employed or referenced in
this thesis. First of all, the simulation package and the model describing the scat-
tering event and wave propagation are introduced. Subsequently, descriptions of a
series of imaging methods that utilize the phase information of the electron wave
are presented. The chapter also includes an introduction to statistical approaches
that are used to analyze data and obtain quantitative information that cannot be
intuitively acquired. Besides, the concept of the hypothesis test and how the design
of a TEM experiment can benefit from such tests is elaborated.

3. In the third chapter, an imaging method that exhibits efficiency in both dose usage
and data processing is introduced. The processing of the data and how real-time
imaging is achieved by decomposing the algorithm are discussed in detail. The
contrast transfer function of the imaging method is explained, including its connec-
tion with the choice of parameter and warnings of possible misinterpretation of the
contrast. The efficiency of the algorithm is demonstrated through the processing
of pre-recorded data, as well as from data streamed directly from the detector.

4. The fourth chapter builds upon the concept of real-time imaging proposed in the
third chapter with a more intricate procedure. A novel reconstruction method is
proposed to handle the diffraction patterns obtained from a TEM experiment. In-
spired by ptychography, patterns acquired from proximity are processed to retrieve
phase images of the inspected object with the help of AI. The AI model is trained
to work on finite data size, enabling the initiation of image reconstruction once a
small amount of data has been collected, thus enabling live feedback during the
data acquisition.
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5. The fifth chapter explores the idea of modulating the electron wave through the
implementation of a programmable phase plate. The phase plate is composed
of multiple openings, and in each opening, a confined electrostatic potential can
be created with a tunable voltage source. As a consequence, the phase shift can
be programmed for each partial wave. Such ability is crucial for the creation of
orthogonal wave sets for sample inspection. Furthermore, the potential of the
device in various research fields is discussed and demonstrated.

6. In the sixth chapter, the possibility to distinguish atom species based on the elastic
scattering of the fast electrons is investigated. As each type of element establishes
a different potential profile, the scattering result of the passing wave would also be
different, and thus atom differentiation can be achieved by observing the acquired
wave intensity. By formulating the process of distinguishing waveforms as a specific
measurement of quantum states, criteria to maximize the difference between the
states can be derived. With that, designs of probing electron waves are proposed
and tested with simulation. The benefit of such designs for imaging larger features
is also discussed.

7. The seventh chapter summarizes the contents of the thesis and provides an outlook
on future developments in this domain.
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Samenvatting

Transmissie elektronen microscopie (TEM) omvat een breed scala aan technieken die een
elektronenbundel gebruiken om materialen te onderzoeken en hun morfologie, vorm en
details te verkennen met een ruimtelĳke resolutie zo klein als de grootte van een atoom.
Vanuit het perspectief van het sondering mechanisme kan TEM ook worden beschouwd
als het onderzoek naar de verstrooiing van de snelle elektronen en de daaropvolgende
producten waneer ze interageren met de bestudeerde materie. Door gebruik te maken
van verschillende hardware en analysemethoden kunnen de uitkomsten van verstrooiing
worden geregistreerd en geanalyseerd. Dat levert waardevolle gegevens op die de onder-
zochte objecten karakteriseren en zelfs de kwantificering van bepaalde eigenschappen
mogelĳk maken.

De vooruitgang in de hardware heeft de efficiëntie van gegevensverzameling verbeterd,
wat resulteert in grotere hoeveelheden gegevens met verhoogde complexiteit. Ondanks
deze vooruitgang is de fase-informatie van de transmissie elektronengolf, die gerelateerd
is aan de elastische verstrooiing van het snelle elektron, zelfs met state-of-the-art appa-
ratuur niet eenvoudig toeganklĳk. Deze informatie kan echter worden geëxtraheerd uit
het geregistreerde elektronnenverstrooiingspatroon door middel van specifieke algorit-
men of beeldvormingsmodi.

Ptychography, fasecontrastbeeldvorming en faseplaten behoren tot enkele van de meth-
oden of tools die een dieper inzicht in de onderzochte materialen aan te bieden door de
fase-informatie die door de elektronengolf wordt gedragen. Deze benaderingen betref-
fen ofwel het reconstrueren van het object dat de faseverschuiving introduceert, of het
forceren van de fase-informatie om te worden weerspiegeld op de amplitudevariaties
van de golf, die direct kunnen worden geregistreerd. Hoewel de bovengenoemde meth-
oden algemeen worden erkend voor hun hoge dosisefficiëntie en verhoogd contrast voor
zwakke verstrooiers, is het belangrĳk om twee aspecten te benadrukken die in het veld
van fase-gerelateerde methodologieën relatief minder aandacht hebben gekregen.

Het eerste aspect betreft real-time beeldvorming. Traditionele beeldvormingsmodi van
TEM laten gegevens uit elke acquisitiestap toe om afzonderlĳk en onafhankelĳk van
elkaar te worden geïnterpreteerd en bieden zo live feedback tĳdens de gegevensacquisitie.
Aan de andere kant hebben de meeste van deze fase-gerelateerde beeldvormingsmetho-
den, op enkele uitzonderingen na, niet de mogelĳkheid om de reconstructieresultaten bĳ
te werken tĳdens het gegevensverzamelingsproces. Deze beperking is te wĳten aan een
te lange verwerkingstĳd of het ontbreken van manieren om het algoritme te herschrĳven
in een "streaming workflow" waarbĳ gedeeltelĳke inkomende gegevens worden verwerkt
zodra ze beschikbaar zĳn en opeenvolgende updates van het resultaat worden gemaakt.
Aangezien veel bewerkingen op de microscoop, zoals navigatie op het monsteroppervlak
en aanpassing van de optische toestand, afhankelĳk zĳn van live feedback, kunnen deze
fase-gerelateerde methoden de traditionele beeldvormingsmodi niet volledig vervangen,
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ondanks hun hoge dosisefficiëntie. Als gevolg daarvan worden TEM’s vaak bediend met
minder dosisefficiënte beeldvormingsmodi, en wordt alleen het interessegebied "gereg-
istreerd" bĳ lagere doses als het gaat om stralingsgevoelige materialen, wat duidelĳk een
niet-ideale oplossing is. Aangezien studies op het gebied van dosisgevoelige materialen
in de loop der jaren aanzienlĳke aandacht hebben gekregen, is er een dringende behoefte
aan een compatibele beeldvormingsmethode die goede dosisefficiëntie, procesefficiëntie
en sterk contrast op de lichte elementen combineert.

1. Het eerste hoofdstuk geeft een uitgebreid overzicht van de fundamentele principes
van TEM die relevant zĳn voor de onderwerpen. Het bevat een beschrĳving van de
elastische verstrooiing van snelle elektronen en legt uit hoe de faseverschuiving van
de golf hierdoor wordt geïntroduceerd. Daarnaast wordt een beknopte introductie
van verschillende TEM-opstellingen gepresenteerd, inclusief de verschillende werk-
ingsmodi en parameters die kunnen worden ingesteld om de resultaten van een
experiment te optimaliseren. Er wordt ingegaan op beeldvorming en gegevensver-
werving en de bĳbehorende hardware, waarbĳ verschillende soorten detectoren en
hun voor- en nadelen aan bod komen.

2. Het tweede hoofdstuk beschrĳft verschillende methoden die in dit proefschrift wor-
den gebruikt of waarnaar wordt verwezen. Allereerst worden het simulatiepakket
en het model dat de verstrooiing en golfvoortplanting beschrĳft geïntroduceerd.
Vervolgens worden beschrĳvingen gegeven van een reeks beeldvormingsmetho-
den die gebruik maken van de fase-informatie van de elektronengolf. Het hoofd-
stuk bevat ook een inleiding tot statistische benaderingen die worden gebruikt om
gegevens te analyseren en kwantitatieve informatie te verkrĳgen die niet intuïtief
kan worden bekomen. Daarnaast wordt het concept uitgewerkt die gaat over de
hypothesetest en hoe het ontwerp van een TEM-experiment dergelĳke tests kan
benutten.

3. In het derde hoofdstuk wordt een beeldvormingsmethode geïntroduceerd die ef-
ficiënt is in zowel dosisgebruik als gegevensverwerking. De verwerking van de
gegevens en hoe real-time beeldvorming wordt bereikt door het algoritme te on-
tleden, worden in detail besproken. De "contrast transfer function" van de beeld-
vormingsmethode wordt uitgelegd, inclusief het verband met de parameterkeuze
en waarschuwingen voor mogelĳke misinterpretatie van het contrast. De effi-
ciëntie van het algoritme wordt aangetoond aan de hand van de verwerking van
vooraf opgenomen gegevens en gegevens die rechtstreeks van de detector worden
gestreamd.

4. Het vierde hoofdstuk bouwt voort op het concept van real-time beeldvorming
zoals voorgesteld in het derde hoofdstuk met een meer ingewikkelde procedure.
Er wordt een nieuwe reconstructiemethode voorgesteld om de diffractiepatronen
van een TEM-experiment te verwerken. Geïnspireerd door ptychography, worden
patronen verkregen uit nabĳheid verwerkt om fasebeelden van het geïnspecteerde
object op te halen met behulp van AI. Het AI-model is getraind om te werken met een
beperkte hoeveelheid gegevens, wat het mogelĳk maakt om de beeldreconstructie te
starten zodra een kleine hoeveelheid gegevens is verzameld, waardoor live feedback
tĳdens de gegevensverzameling mogelĳk is.

5. Het vĳfde hoofdstuk onderzoekt het idee om de elektronengolf te moduleren door
middel van een programmeerbare faseplaat. De faseplaat bestaat uit meerdere
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openingen en in elke opening kan een begrensde elektrostatische potentiaal gecreëerd
worden met een afstembare spanningsbron. Hierdoor kan de faseverschuiving
voor elke partiële golf geprogrammeerd worden. Deze mogelĳkheid is cruciaal
voor het creëren van orthogonale golfsets voor monsterinspectie. Verder wordt
het potentieel van het apparaat in verschillende onderzoeksgebieden besproken en
gedemonstreerd.

6. In het zesde hoofdstuk wordt de mogelĳkheid onderzocht om atoomsoorten te
onderscheiden op basis van de elastische verstrooiing van de snelle elektronen.
Aangezien elk type element een ander potentiaalprofiel vaststelt, zou het verstrooi-
ingsresultaat van de passerende golf ook verschillend zĳn, en dus kan atoomdif-
ferentiatie worden bereikt door de verworven golfintensiteit te observeren. Door
het proces van het onderscheiden van golfvormen te formuleren als een specifieke
meting van kwantumtoestanden, kunnen criteria worden afgeleid om het verschil
tussen de toestanden te maximaliseren. Daarmee worden ontwerpen voor het son-
dering van elektronengolven voorgesteld en getest met simulatie. Het voordeel
van dergelĳke ontwerpen voor het afbeelden van grotere eigenschappen wordt ook
besproken.

7. Het zevende hoofdstuk vat de inhoud van het proefschrift samen en geeft een
vooruitblik op toekomstige ontwikkelingen in dit domein.
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Chapter 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Introduction to Transmission Electron

Microscopy

Humans use their senses to perceive the world. They hear and see objects that emit or
interfere with the transmission of sound or light, and build primitive knowledge about
things that can be observed in these ways. Humans are enlightened by their senses but
also limited by them. We do not possess the receptors to magnetism, humidity, and
not even light with wavelengths outside a narrow band that can trigger a signal in the
eyes. We do not naturally possess the ability to observe things that are far away or much
smaller than us.

To perceive these objects, we rely on the use of tools. Telescopes, microscopes, etc., are
tools that provide access to information that was once impossible to acquire. Celestial
bodies lightyears away from us can be recorded with telescopes, and their motions, trans-
formations, and interactions with each other are great teachers that reveal phenomena
that cannot be observed on Earth. In contrast, on the micro- and nanoscale, Tissues,
cells, viruses, and proteins can be imaged with microscopes, which leads to tremendous
advances in life science and medicine. New theories, hypotheses, and inventions as a
result of breakthroughs in the technology of observation gradually change our lives and
allow the creation of even more sophisticated instruments to probe the unknowns.

Electric fields or potentials provide rich knowledge about nature since most of the sub-
stances that we know are composed of atoms, and atoms create electric fields. Despite
being another example of things that humans cannot naturally perceive, an electric
field can be probed by charged particles such as electrons. The short wavelength of
high-energy electrons is beneficial for the probing of minuscule objects, as the shortest
resolvable distance is proportional to the wavelength, according to the Abbe diffraction
limit. Besides, electrons can be generated, controlled, and detected relatively easily,
compared to other charged particles, such as protons or helium nuclei. With all these
advantages, the development of electron microscopes (EM) has seen great success in
achieving imaging abilities unmatched by other contemporary microscopic techniques.
Such a powerful tool naturally attracts applications in multiple fields of research. Vari-
ous types of EM with different sets of abilities and operating conditions are thus created
for different purposes, such as scanning electron microscopes (SEM), and transmission
electron microscopes (TEM). Each of them focuses on the generation and collection of
some kind of signal, produced by the interaction between the probing electrons and the
sample.

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

In general the results of the interaction or scattering can be categorized as elastic and
inelastic by whether energy exchange is involved. While the results of the latter are
commonly used across various types of EMs, for instance, the emission of characteristic
X-ray [1] and the energy loss of the fast electron [2] corresponding to the excitation of
specific atomic orbitals are used to characterize the composing elements of the material,
what separates TEM from other electron microscopy is the utilization of the coherent
wave nature of the elastically scattered electrons, which is preserved as a result of the
limited sample thickness.

Elastic scattering comes from interactions that do not involve energy exchange, but the
momentum of the fast electrons, however, can be altered by the scattering, thus changing
their propagation direction. Since the energy and wavelength of the electrons after the
scattering remain unchanged, the temporal coherence of the electron wave is preserved,
and the result of elastic scattering can thus be described as changes in the coherent
waveform, making use of the particle-wave duality. As a result, the recorded intensity
of the wave contains information about the interacting sample and can be processed to
form an image of the illuminated sample region with spatial resolution varying from
sub-angstrom level to tens of micrometers.

This chapter is dedicated to providing a basic description of elastic scattering and de-
scribes how the sample influences the electron waveform. The essential components of a
TEM and its different setups are discussed, including their influence on the properties of
the probing electron wave. Additionally, a few common imaging modes are introduced,
as well as various types of detectors to record the result of scattering.

1.1 Elastic Scattering

The kinetic energy of an electron wave is influenced by the potential variations along its
path. However, in a typical electron microscopy setup, the kinetic energy is preserved as
the electrostatic potential before and after the sample is kept at zero, and therefore the
only permanent effect of this passage through the potential landscape of the sample is a
phase modulation, which is found to be [3]:

Δ𝜑(®𝑟) = 𝜋
𝜆𝐸

∫ ∞

−∞
𝑉(®𝑟, 𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 − 𝑒

ℏ

∫ ∞

−∞
𝐴𝑧(®𝑟, 𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 (1.1)

where 𝜆 and 𝐸 are the wavelength and energy of the electron wave, 𝑒 is the electric
charge carried by a single electron, ℏ the reduced Planck’s constant, and Δ𝜑(®𝑟) describes
the resulting 2D phase profile with the assumption that the electrons travel straight in
the 𝑧 direction. This phase profile is a function of the spatial distribution of the electric
potential 𝑉(®𝑟, 𝑧) and the magnetic vector potential 𝐴𝑧(®𝑟, 𝑧).

The first term in equation 1.1 corresponds to the influence of the local electrostatic poten-
tial. Despite that the positive potential of the nuclei is almost completely shielded by the
electrons on a macroscopic scale, the combined potential landscape on the microscopic
scale as a result of the charges of both signs can be experienced by the electron as it
passes through the material, introducing phase shift to the passing wave. The second
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1.2. CREATING AN ELECTRON BEAM

term describes the effect of the magnetic vector potential, which creates contrasts that
originate from several magnetic effects in the sample, such as domain walls [4, 5], mag-
netic vortices [6], and skyrmions [7]. Since this acquired phase is a direct result of the
potential distribution in the material, one would be able to extract valuable information,
such as the locations of the atoms in the sample, if the phase shift can be measured in
some manner.

1.2 Creating an Electron Beam

In a TEM, the probing electron wave that can carry such phase information is created
in the form of certain beam shapes. This beam is created by selecting the electrons
emitted from the electron source with an aperture, limiting it to contain only electrons
that are almost perfectly parallel to the optical axis to ensure the beam is formed with
electrons from a spatially coherent source [8]. This beam is further processed by the
condenser system into a desired shape and size before it propagates to the sample plane
and interacts with the investigated material. The process of creating an electron beam is
summarized in figure 1.1.

Other parameters of the TEM setup also influence the properties of the electron beam. To
maximize the information one can obtain from a TEM experiment, as well as minimize
unwanted side effects, these parameters need to be selected carefully. The following
discussion covers factors that determine the beam’s properties, including the operation
modes of the TEM, the angle, the energy, and the current of the beam. Additionally, the
corresponding TEM components that allow the adjustment of these parameters are also
introduced.

Operation modes

Depending on whether a parallel beam or a convergent beam is desired, the condenser
system creates the image of the aperture or the diffraction pattern of the aperture at the
sample plane, respectively, as the probing electron wave.

The creation of a convergent beam can be described by Fraunhofer diffraction or far-
field diffraction. When the convergence angle is sufficiently small to fulfill the paraxial
approximation, which is indeed the case for most of the TEM, the electron wave on the
aperture plane 𝜓𝑎𝑝(®𝑘) and the incident wave on the sample plane 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟), are connected by
an inverse Fourier transform IFT:

𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) =
∫ ∞

−∞
𝜓𝑎𝑝(®𝑘)𝑒 𝑖2𝜋

®𝑘·®𝑟 𝑑2 ®𝑘

=

∫ ∞

−∞
𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛(®𝑘)𝑒 𝑖𝜒(

®𝑘)+𝑖2𝜋®𝑘·®𝑟 𝑑2 ®𝑘

= IFT
[
𝜓𝑎𝑝(®𝑘)

] (1.2)
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Figure 1.1: Common operation modes and components of a TEM. (a) Parallel illumina-
tion utilizes a broad beam to interact with a relatively large area of the sample. (b) A
convergent beam with a convergence angle 𝛼 creates a sharp probe at the sample plane.
The wave at the condenser aperture plane 𝜓𝑎𝑝(®𝑘), incident wave 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) and exit wave 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)
at the sample plane, and the transmitted wave at diffraction plane𝜓𝑑𝑖(®𝑘) and image plane
𝜓𝑖𝑚(®𝑟) are indicated.
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1.2. CREATING AN ELECTRON BEAM

where 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑛(®𝑘) is the condenser lens aperture that crops the passing wave, and 𝜒(®𝑘)
describes the aberrations in the condenser system.

The waveform 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) of a convergent beam or a parallel beam on the sample plane thus
describes the probing wave that directly interacts with the sample. The result of this
interaction is directly written onto the passing wave, creating a different waveform on
the exit surface of the sample 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟). The effect of this interaction will be covered in more
detail in the next chapter, where the concept of multislice simulation is introduced. After
further propagation, the exit wave forms a diffraction pattern on the back focal plane of
the lower objective lens. The process is again described by Fraunhofer diffraction, which
can be simplified to a Fourier transform FT of the wave when the outgoing angle is small:

𝜓𝑑𝑖(®𝑘) =
∫ ∞

−∞
𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋

®𝑘·®𝑟 𝑑2®𝑟

= FT
[
𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)

] (1.3)

In equation 1.3, the transmitted wave 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) and 𝜓𝑑𝑖(®𝑘) are found on the sample plane and
the diffraction plane, respectively. The waveform of the exit wave can be recreated on the
image plane of the objective lens by taking another Fourier transform of the waveform
on the diffraction plane:

𝜓𝑖𝑚(®𝑟) =
∫ ∞

−∞
𝜓𝑑𝑖(®𝑘) exp

[
𝑖2𝜋®𝑘 · ®𝑟

]
𝑑2 ®𝑘

=

∫ ∞

−∞
𝐴𝑜𝑏(®𝑘) exp

[
𝑖𝜒(®𝑘) + 𝑖2𝜋®𝑘®𝑟

]
𝑑2 ®𝑘

= IFT
[
𝜓𝑑𝑖(®𝑘)

] (1.4)

The term 𝐴𝑜𝑏(®𝑘) only exists when an objective aperture is used, 𝜒(®𝑘) describes the aber-
ration from the objective lens, and the vector ®𝑟′ describes the plane where the copy of the
exit wave is recorded.

Convergence angle

The convergence angle 𝛼 of a beam is defined by the size of the probe forming aperture
and also how strong the condenser lens is excited (see figure 1.1). The convergent angle
is related to the distance from the optical axis on the condenser aperture plane |𝑘 | by
equation 1.5:

𝛼 = |𝑘 |𝜆 (1.5)

Assuming a round aperture and ignoring lens aberrations, the resulting beam can be
described by a cylinder function on the aperture plane, and its diffraction on the sample
plane is found by Fourier transform to be an Airy disc (figure 1.2 and equation 1.6).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Figure 1.2: (a) The cropped wave by a round aperture can be described by a cylinder
function with uniform intensity inside the opening of the aperture and zero intensity
outside. (b) The diffraction of the aperture image forms the probe, which can be described
by an Airy disc.

𝜓𝑎𝑝(𝑘) =
{

1, 𝑘 < 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

0, else

𝜓𝑖(𝑟) =
𝐽1(𝜋𝑟𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝜋𝑟𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥

(1.6)

where 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the largest angle allowed by the aperture and 𝐽1 is the first order Bessel
function of the first kind. It is seen from equation 1.6 that the width of the cylinder
is inversely related to the width of its transformation. It describes the diffraction limit
created by the finite aperture size, which also defines the sharpness of the probe at a
given convergence angle. However, electrons at larger angles are more susceptible to a
stronger aberration effect from the imperfect optical system, resulting in a spread of the
focused electron probe. Therefore, the sharpest electron probe is normally not created
by maximizing the convergence angle but rather by finding the best trade-off between
the opening angle and the aberrations [9].

Energy

The acceleration voltage of the TEM determines the energy of the electron beam, and its
wavelength is then found to be:
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1.2. CREATING AN ELECTRON BEAM

𝜆 =
ℎ√

2𝑚𝑒𝐸
(
1 + 𝐸

2𝑚𝑒 𝑒2

) (1.7)

where 𝑚𝑒 is the rest mass of the electron, 𝑐 is the speed of light, and ℎ the Planck’s
constant. The kinetic energy 𝐸 is equal to 𝑒𝑉𝑎 where 𝑒 is the electron charge and 𝑉𝑎 is the
acceleration voltage.

From equations 1.2 and 1.5, it shows that one could create a sharper probe by increasing
the energy of the electron beam to reduce the wavelength and achieve a larger 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 with
a given convergence angle. Besides, higher kinetic energy also gives the electron beam a
smaller cross-section to elastic and certain inelastic scattering, such as radiolysis of organic
material [10]. However, for certain materials where dislodging of the atoms is prone to
happen under the illumination of high-energy electron beam, a lower acceleration voltage
may be favored to protect the sample[11]. Lower scattering cross-section also gives high
energy electron beam better penetration depth, which benefits the studies of samples
that cannot easily be made thin.

The lower scattering cross-section for the elastic scattering is manifested by equation
1.1, which states that the phase shift resulting from the projected potential is inversely
proportional to the product of 𝜆𝐸, which is positively related to the electron energy
𝐸, indicating that when interacting with the same material, an electron beam of higher
energy would result in less phase shift. When imaging a sample that is entirely composed
of light elements, such as tissue sections and other biomaterials, a low-energy electron
beam can be more effective by creating stronger contrast between the weak scatterers
[12, 13]. Interests in exploiting such advantage of low energy electron imaging contribute
to the driving force in designing and making TEMs that operate at voltages as low as
5 keV [14].

Current

The electron beam is generated by the emission of electrons from the tip of an electron
gun. The most commonly used electron gun for high-resolution imaging purposes is the
field emission gun (FEG). The FEG emits electrons with the help of an external electric
field, which extracts currents through tunneling effect [15]. The emission of the FEG
sometimes exploits additional help from the thermal excitation of valence electrons [16]
which populate higher energy bands and increase the tunneling current. Therefore, the
current in the beam is directly affected by the extraction voltage and the gun temperature,
which are the two factors that determine the tunneling probability.

Since the beam is the result of electron selection by the aperture, the aperture size is also a
factor that determines the current. Apart from using a smaller aperture to directly reduce
the number of passing electrons, the current can also be tuned by adjusting the strength
of the condenser lens preceding the probe-forming aperture. When this lens is strongly
excited, a cross-over of the beam is created at a longer distance above the condenser lens
aperture, resulting in a larger spread of the beam at the aperture plane, and thus more
electrons to be cropped out from the wave.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The benefit of a larger current is easily understood, as it leads to a stronger signal and
reduces statistical errors such as shot noise. For inelastic scattering signals, a larger
current helps to locate and separate characteristic peaks, for example in energy loss spec-
troscopy or a spectrum formed by characteristic X-rays, and for imaging with elastically
scattered electrons, it makes features that only create minimum contrast variation more
distinguishable.

On the other hand, operating the TEM with a lower current has its advantages. When
the extraction voltage is lowered, the emission of electrons from the gun occurs predom-
inantly from a limited region with significant curvature (the tip), and electrons from
spatially incoherent sources are thus reduced. This decrease in the source size strongly
increases the coherence length in the condenser aperture plane [17]. Improvement of
the beam coherency enhances phase contrast since the phase contrast is the result of
interference between coherent partial waves. Current reduction is also one of the main
approaches to control beam damage, although finding a balance between a tolerable level
of damage and obtaining enough signal for meaningful measurements is not easy or even
impossible in some cases.

1.3 Imaging

Parallel beam imaging

When the TEM is operated with a parallel beam (sometimes referred to as the conven-
tional TEM or CTEM), it illuminates a relatively large area at once with a broad plane
wave (figure 1.3-a). The plane wave with an original flat wavefront acquires a phase
profile corresponding to the local potential due to the interaction with the sample. Since
the phase cannot be directly measured, some form of aberration is often deliberately
introduced to create the contrast related to the phase profile. This process can be under-
stood by considering the effect of aberration in equation 1.3 and 1.4. In cases where no
objective lens aperture is used, the exit wave on the detector plane 𝜓𝑒( ®𝑟′) is essentially
the exit wave on the sample plane convolved with the Fourier transform of the aberration
function 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) ⊗ FT

[
exp (𝑖𝜒)

]
(®𝑟). While 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) contains purely phase variation, its con-

volution with the aberration function forces a coherent sum among wavelets in a small
region and therefore produces phase contrast in the exit wave image |𝜓𝑒( ®𝑟′)|2.

The resolution of the formed image is determined by the aberrations of the objective
lens, as high spatial frequency features of the sample can be faithfully transferred to the
image only if the wave at large scattering angles is not severely distorted by geometrical
aberration [18]. Since the transmitted beam also contains inelastically scattered elec-
trons, whose wavelength is different from the elastically scattered and the unscattered
electrons, the chromatic aberration, which describes the variation in focusing ability for
electrons of different energy, will also limit the resolution of the TEM [19]. Besides aber-
rations, the highest spatial frequency presented in the image is also determined by the
characteristic of the detector in use. To capture the intensity variation of the waveform,
a detector comprising an array of pixels is required, and the density of the pixel array
hence determines the maximal frequency of the recorded image. Given a fixed number
of pixels, the operator of the microscope thus has to make the necessary decision between
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1.3. IMAGING

Figure 1.3: Common imaging modes. (a) In CTEM, the intensity of the exit wave is
recorded by the detector, which outputs an array of pixel values at once. (b) In STEM, the
diffraction pattern of the scanning probe is formed on the detector plane. The recording
of the data is done sequentially and synchronized with the scanning of the electron probe,
resulting in a 4D dataset if the diffraction pattern is recorded with a pixelated detector
or a 2D image if electrons within a specific angular range are counted with a single-pixel
detector.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

a larger field of view or higher sampling frequency by choosing a specific magnification.

Convergent beam imaging

Convergent beams are often created to illuminate a limited area that can sometimes be
approximated as a point. Scanning coils can be employed to perform a raster scan of the
beam on the sample plane so that data can be acquired from a large area consisting of
a 2D array of probe positions and the name "scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM)" is thus given to such operation mode. With a specific setting of the projection
system of a TEM, the scanning convergent beam creates the convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED) patterns on the detector plane. By recording these 2D diffraction
patterns, with e.g. a pixelated detector, from the 2D scanning pattern, one could acquire
datasets with 4 dimensions which can then be further processed to learn information
about the sample (figure 1.3-b).

However, with technical difficulties, such as response of the pixelated detectors (see
discussion in the next section), the most common imaging mode for STEM utilizes
a single-pixel detector that outputs a value from each probe position. These values
collected from the 2D raster scan effectively render a 2D image, representing the intensity
fluctuation as a function of the probe position on the sample plane (figure 1.3-b).

For imaging in STEM mode, the detector plane is usually conjugate with the diffraction
plane. From equations 1.2 and 1.3, it can be seen that the recorded diffraction pattern
would be an aperture image if the beam propagates in a vacuum. In other words, if a
none-zero intensity is picked up by the single-pixel detector placed in a region that is
supposedly blocked by the aperture (the dark field, or DF), it indicates the presence of
a scatterer, such as an atomic column, at the current probe position. Coupled with the
scanning process, the generated 2D image thus captures the position and the relative
scattering power of the atoms in the examined material.

This concept serves as the cornerstone of the most common imaging mode in STEM,
which is the annular-dark-field (ADF) imaging mode. Depending on the scattering angle
that is covered by the detector, this imaging mode further branches into high-angle and
low-angle ADF (HAADF and LAADF). HAADF imaging normally employs a detector
that covers a wide range on the detector plane at high angles. The large integration area
has been shown effective in causing lateral incoherency [20, 21], indicating the intensity
acquired at one probe position can be seen simply as the result of local scattering,
without the need to consider the contribution from the environment of the sampled
probe position. This simplicity encourages many statistical analyses to be made based
on HAADF images, as the contrast is tightly linked to atom species [22, 23] and thickness
[24]. On the contrary, LAADF utilizes electrons at low scattering angles that reflect local
crystal periodicity and strain [25]. Besides, for a thin sample of weak scatterers, such as
graphene [11] and other 2D materials [26], LAADF can be more efficient in imaging as
the scattering angle resulting from such materials is typically low.

The resolution of ADF imaging is related to the sharpness of the electron probe [27], and
the density of the scanned probe positions. However, a dense raster scanning process
translates to a long exposure time for forming an image, and thus greater dose usage
and potential artifacts induced by sample drift. The operator, therefore, needs to find a
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balance between these factors to acquire data under optimal conditions.

Detectors

In the previous section, two types of detectors are mentioned: pixelated detectors which
are composed of arrays of detection units, and single-pixel detectors which are essentially
large pieces of detecting unit covering a certain area in the detector space (figure 1.1).

Traditionally the pixelated detectors are made of charge-coupled devices (CCD) [28].
This type of detector is composed of a scintillator layer and a MOS layer responsible for
charge storage and readout. When the incident electron enters the detector, it deposits
its energy in the scintillator layer and generates photons. The photons are then captured
in the channel of the MOS, generating electron-hole pairs that can be stored in the charge
wells of individual pixels. The signals of the photon-induced charge carriers can be
read from the address of the corresponding pixels, and the distribution of the captured
electrons is consequently delivered to the user.

Although prevalent in many TEM models, the CCD detectors come with some perfor-
mance drawbacks. The signals of stored charges need amplification before they are read
out, and this process takes place in a serial manner, which can be time-consuming and
limits the maximum frame rate of such devices. Furthermore, since the detection of elec-
trons relies on photons of much lower energy, the noise threshold is set low, making the
readout susceptible to thermal agitations and electronics noise and hence a low signal-to-
noise ratio, especially for low-dose imaging as these noises dominate at low count rates
over Poisson noise. Besides, the photons can be detected at a distance from the point of
impact of the incident electron on the scintillator layer, leading to a signal distribution
spanning several pixels and introducing a blurring effect in the output image.

Pixelated detectors are in theory compatible with the STEM mode, which results in a
frame of the diffraction pattern from each visited probe position, rather than a single
value. However, the CCD detectors suffer from a long dead time due to the readout
procedure, and this delay is especially significant when compared to the scanning rate
of the electron beam in the STEM mode.

Single-pixel detectors are traditionally made with a scintillator layer coupled with a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) that consequently amplifies the signal. With the charge
storage no longer needed and a reduced volume of the output data, the response of
such detectors can be much faster and is typically adequate to be synchronized with the
scanning speed of a STEM experiment. While the scintillation effect is fast, the decay
rate of the PMT, however, causes prolonged signal output and thus holds the response
time of such detector to be more than 1𝜇s [29, 30], resulting in noticeable imaging artifact
when the scanning is set faster.

The development of semiconductor sensing layers and readout electronics has seen great
success over the years. The latest sensing layer eliminates the need for the scintillator
and the PMT, as the energy is directly deposited into the semiconductor and generates
electron-hole pairs. A bias voltage is applied to this sensing layer to avoid recombina-
tion of the charge carriers and to guide the induced holes to the electronics layer for
further signal processing. The direct energy deposition creates many more charge car-
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Detector Type Data Format Data Volume
Single Pixel electron count S𝑥 × S𝑦

Pixelated
Frame-based electron distribution S𝑥 × S𝑦 × D𝑥 × D𝑦

Data-driven electron position, number of detected electrons
time of arrival,
time over threshold

Table 1.1: The data format and data volume produced by each detector type in a STEM
experiment. S𝑥 and S𝑦 refer to the size of the scanning, and D𝑥 and D𝑦 to the size of the
detector.

riers compared to the amount of photoelectrons generated with the extra scintillation
step, allowing the threshold for noise discrimination to be set much higher. This effec-
tively reduces any noise from thermal excitation while maintaining the sensitivity to the
high-energy fast electrons.

Since these detectors no longer require an intermediate step of photon generation, they
are often called direct electron detectors (DED), and both pixelated and single-pixel
detectors benefit greatly from adopting such technology. For the single-pixel detectors,
direct electron detection allows faster response and elimination of the artifacts stemming
from the PMT [29]. For pixelated detectors, several designs are made based on DED and
each shows different advantages.

Two commonly seen series of pixelated DEDs are the Medipix and the Timepix families.
A brief introduction to the Medipix and Timepix detectors is provided below, the descrip-
tion of detectors from both series is based on the design of the chips and functionalities
used for some of the works in this thesis (Medipix3 [31] and Timepix3 [32]).

Medipix is a pixelated detector that provides a frame-based readout, which means that
whenever the readout is triggered, all of the pixels contribute to the output. Each pixel
in a Medipix detector owns two counters capable of storing signals of multiple incident
electrons. The signal can be converted to digital at the pixel level, and the number
of bits for digitization defines the depth or the dynamic range of the detector, which
describes the range of electron counts that can be distinguished. The design of the
Medipix chip enables several useful features. The charge-summing mode is effective for
reducing the excessive counts due to the large diffusion range of the incident electrons
within the sensing layer. When operated in this mode, the energies distributed among
a cluster of pixels due to a single incident electron are immediately compared, and their
contribution would then be allocated to the counter that received the most energy. As
a consequence, a single incident electron would be counted only once even though the
energy is indeed spread in a range of pixels. Another feature utilizing the counters
is the continuous readout. Although the readout of each frame takes time, the two
counters can be used in turn, so that one counter can record signals while the other one
is going through the readout stage. This feature allows Medipix to be operated without
dead time and a maximum time resolution equal to the readout time of a full frame.
In conclusion, Medipix is a very powerful detector that provides a maximum dynamic
range of 224 (when both counters are used), and a much faster frame rate (depending on
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the depth of the pixel, maximum∼14 kHz at 1-bit mode), compared to the CCD detectors.
However, for low-dose imaging in STEM mode where the frames are mostly populated
with zeros, the frame-based readout is very inefficient in terms of the processing time
and the required amount of data storage. Besides, the frame rate of the Medipix detector
is around 10 to 1000 times slower than the common dwell time for STEM, making the
tolerable level of sample drift drastically lowered. It forces the beam current to be set
exceptionally low in order to compensate for the damage and contaminations that are
induced due to the long dwell time.

Timepix is a pixelated detector providing both frame-based and data-driven readout.
Data-driven readout refers to the operation mode where the readout is triggered by pixels
with a signal exceeding the threshold. This significantly reduces the average readout time
if the "frame" consists of mostly inactive pixels, and thus could be an effective solution
to the aforementioned problem. Another important feature of the Timepix camera is
its time resolution. When the signal of an incident electron exceeds the threshold, it
triggers the readout of a data pack that contains time-related information, from which
the arrival time of the electron can be calculated. When synchronized with the scanning
engine, this time of arrival can be used to retrieve the corresponding probe position
from which the electron scattering pattern is recorded, and therefore "frames" of CBED
patterns can be reconstructed if needed. Despite the fact that the volume of the data can
be significantly reduced under low-dose working conditions, it is calculated that when
more than 50 % of the pixels are activated within the readout time of a single pixel,
the data-driven mode is slower than frame-based. Besides, the electronics behind the
sensing layer are designed to measure the "time over threshold", which is the duration
of the electron-induced signal, and therefore the dead time before the pixel can be used
to count the next incident electron is not negligible. Both factors limit the current of the
electron beam, or the dose rate, making the Timepix detector not yet able to completely
replace the functions of annular detectors.

Although pixelated DED such as Medipix and Timepix show several advantages over
traditional CCD detectors, such as low noise, faster readout, and larger dynamic range,
there are also drawbacks making the CCD detectors not yet fully replaceable for TEM
experiments. For example, to protect the electronics underneath the sensing layer, the
sensing layer is made rather thick to prevent penetration. This causes side effects such
as large scattering distribution, and as a consequence, the pixels are made large (55 𝜇m
for both Medipix3 and Timepix3) so that the energy deposited by the fast electron can be
limited within only a few pixels. The large pixel size allows fewer pixels to be fitted into
the chip. Both Timepix and Medipix chips are composed of 256× 256 pixels, or 512× 512
if tiled, which is still much fewer than most of the CCD detectors that possess a pixel
number ranging from 1024 × 1024 to beyond 4096 × 4096, making them more effective
and efficient for recording high-resolution images from a large illumination field [33, 34].
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Methods

In the previous chapter, a few basics of TEM were discussed, for example, the forming
of an electron probe and the imaging mechanisms under various TEM operation modes.
Upon these basics, methods that assist microscopists in designing experiments, analyzing
data, or even improving the operation of the microscopes, are developed. Several of
these methods that inspire and complement the work of this thesis will be introduced
in this chapter, including concepts and procedures to simulate TEM experiment results,
advanced imaging modes utilizing phase contrast, and ways of analyzing results with
statistical approaches.

2.1 Simulating TEM Experiments

Simulation plays an important role in the methodology development of TEM. It can create
an environment mimicking the experiment, including arbitrary choice of sample type and
geometry, as well as the imaging conditions. Besides, the ability to generate synthetic data
according to a wide range of possible experimental conditions makes simulation a crucial
part in, for example, evaluating imaging methods [35, 36, 37], validating hypothesis built
upon observation [38], and understanding effects of various types of imperfections in
the optical system [39, 40]. While simulations can be convenient, one should remain
cautious to make sure that the model adequately represents all factors that are present
in an experiment.

For the work in this thesis, the simulation package MULTEM [41, 42] is used. MULTEM is
a TEM simulation package that allows the user to freely program microscope parameters,
incident waveform, and sample configuration. The creation of a simulated electron beam,
as well as its propagation and scattering, follow closely the equations and concepts
discussed in the previous chapter. In addition, one important approximation, usually
referred to as multislice, is utilized to simplify the calculation of the combined process
of scattering and wave propagation within the sample. This approximation states that
the interaction of a fast electron with a thin slice of the sample can be simplified with the
assumption that the electron first acquires some phase resulting from its interaction with
the projected potential of the slice, followed by unperturbed propagation through the
sample until the next slice is reached. Such approximation only holds when the exact 𝑧
positions of the atoms within the slice make negligible differences, as the potential profile
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Figure 2.1: Computing the transmitted waveform using multislice simulation. The
projected potential of each slice is first calculated by integrating the potential in the
direction of wave propagation. The waveform evolution as a result of scattering and
propagation can be calculated by computing the cascaded effect of all the slices.

of the atoms is squeezed into a flat slice. Making a thick sample into a single slice would
eliminate any information in the 𝑧 direction in the transmitted wave, such as high-order
Laue zone diffraction and thus results in a wrong outcome of the computed transmitted
waveform. In that case, a thick sample can be decomposed into multiple thin slices that
fulfill the approximation, and the transmitted wave can thus be computed by calculating
the effect of each slice, one slice at a time, hence the name "multislice".

This approximation can be formulated mathematically. From equation 1.1 the corre-
sponding phase shift 𝜙𝑧𝑖 (®𝑟) induced by a slice can be written as:

𝜙𝑧𝑖 (®𝑟) =
𝜋
𝜆𝐸

∫ 𝑧𝑖+1

𝑧𝑖

𝑉(®𝑟, 𝑧) 𝑑𝑧 (2.1)

where 𝑧𝑖 describes the depth of the entrance surface of the slice 𝑖. The evolution of
the waveform in a short distance can be described by Fresnel diffraction or near-field
diffraction [43]:

𝜓(®𝑟,Δ𝑧) =
[
𝑝(®𝑟,Δ𝑧) ⊗ 𝜓(®𝑟, 𝑧)

]
exp (2𝜋Δ𝑧/𝜆)

= IFT
{
FT

[
𝜓(®𝑟, 𝑧)

]
�̃�(®𝑘,Δ𝑧)

}
𝑝(®𝑟,Δ𝑧) = 1

𝑖𝜆Δ𝑧
exp

(
𝑖𝜋
𝜆Δ𝑧

|𝑟 |2
)

�̃�(®𝑘,Δ𝑧) = exp
(
−𝑖𝜋𝜆𝑘2Δ𝑧

)
.

(2.2)
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Equation 2.2 describes the effect of propagation of a distance Δ𝑧 on the beam as a
convolution between the wave and a Fresnel propagator 𝑝(®𝑟,Δ𝑧), or a multiplication with
the Fourier transform of the propagator �̃�(®𝑘,Δ𝑧) in the reciprocal space. In combination
with the phase shift created by a slice of the sample and by ignoring the homogeneous
phase shift created by propagation, the waveform at the exit plane of that slice is found
as:

𝜓𝑧𝑛+1(®𝑟) = 𝑝(®𝑟,Δ𝑧) ⊗
[
𝜓(®𝑟, 𝑧) exp

(
𝑖𝜙𝑛(®𝑟)

) ]
= IFT

{
FT

[
exp

(
𝑖𝜙𝑛(®𝑟)

)
𝜓𝑧𝑛 (®𝑟)

]
�̃�(®𝑘,Δ𝑧)

} (2.3)

The aforementioned approximation is explicitly expressed in equation 2.3, as the incident
wave first acquires the phase induced by the projected potential of the slice and then
propagates by a distance corresponding to the thickness of the slice. The precision of
this solution can be improved by assuming the projected potential of each slice can be
found as a thin slab at the center, which would require extra half-slice propagators at the
top and bottom surfaces of the simulated sample [43, 44]. The evolution of the waveform
after each slice with the improved precision can be shown as:

𝜓𝑧𝑛+1(®𝑟) = 𝑝(®𝑟,Δ𝑧/2) ⊗
[
𝑝(®𝑟,Δ𝑧/2) ⊗ 𝜓(®𝑟, 𝑧) exp

(
𝑖𝜙𝑛(®𝑟)

) ]
(2.4)

When a thicker sample composed of multiple slices is considered, the transmitted wave
can be found simply by cascading the effect of each slice, as shown in figure 2.1.

2.2 Advanced Imaging Methods

In section 1.3 a few common imaging methods for the CTEM and STEM modes were
introduced. These methods are undeniably valuable and have supported innumerable
studies of materials with their high-resolution imaging ability, but as the demand for
dose-limited imaging surges due to the interest in biomaterials and other beam-sensitive
substances, great efforts have been invested in the development of novel imaging methods
for both operation modes. In this section, a few of these advanced methods to achieve
higher dose efficiency and better utilization of phase information of the transmitted
wave are discussed. These methods exploit specific algorithms and hardware to obtain
or enhance contrast that stems from elastic scattering.

Advanced imaging in CTEM

As discussed in section 1.3, a parallel beam transmits through the sample and acquires a
phase profile with information about the object, which can result in detectable contrast
variation with the help of aberrations. However, inducing aberration is not the only
way to force phase contrast in the recorded intensity. Other approaches that lead to
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interference between the scattered and the unscattered electrons can also produce the
desired contrast.

Consider a case of an extremely thin sample that fulfills the phase object approximation
(POA), which states that the sample can be represented by the phase profile created by
its projected potential and the propagation within the sample can be ignored, the exit
wave is thus found to be:

𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) = 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) exp
(
𝑖𝜙(®𝑟)

)
(2.5)

where𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) and𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) stand for the incident and the exit waves, respectively, and the phase
profile related to the sample projected potential is written as𝜙(®𝑟), which is acquired by the
electron wave in the process of transmission. Assuming the sample is composed of weak
scatterers so that the induced phase shift is also low (weak phase object approximation,
WPOA), the exponential can thus be approximated by only its zeroth and first-order
term:

𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) = 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟)
(
1 + 𝑖𝜙(®𝑟)

)
. (2.6)

Equation 2.6 states that the exit wave𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) can be separated into two parts: one containing
the unscattered electrons, thus being the same as the incident wave 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟), and at the
same time, the other has information related to the scattering (in this case, phase shift)
experienced by the electrons interacting with the phase object. The second part, written
as 𝑖𝜓𝑖(®𝑟)𝜙(®𝑟), is purely imaginary, or has a pure phase of 𝜋

2 .

One way to enhance the contrast would be applying a potential corresponding to a −𝜋
2

phase shift to the unscattered electrons, so that a total phase difference of 𝜋 can be
created between the two parts of the beam, enabling stronger contrast variation as a
result of destructive interference. To achieve that, such potential can be created in a
confined area containing only the central diffraction spot on the diffraction plane. Since
the scattered electrons acquire a distribution of scattering angle and are no longer strictly
parallel to the optical axis, they are spread on the diffraction plane. The unscattered
paraxial beam, on the other hand, is focused into a single spot at the center of the
diffraction plane that coincides with where the potential is applied and thus acquires the
desired phase shift (figure 2.2). Such device that introduces a designed phase profile to
the passing wave is referred to as a phase plate, and this scheme to create the condition
for destructive interference between the scattered and the unscattered partial waves
describes the concept behind the Boersch phase plate [45] and a Zernike phase plate [46],
which creates an extra phase shift of 𝜋

2 to the scattered electrons instead. These phase
plates are frequently used for imaging biological samples which mostly consist of light
elements and thus suffice the WPOA.

Advanced imaging in STEM

The imaging methods discussed in section 1.3, such as HAADF and LAADF, output a
single value for each probe position, which has a one-to-one correspondence with the
intensity registered in each pixel of the resulting 2D image. These rather traditional
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2.2. ADVANCED IMAGING METHODS

Figure 2.2: A phase plate that introduces a phase shift of −𝜋
2 to the unscattered wave

(solid lines) has the effect of creating destructive interference with the scattered electrons
(dashed lines), thus enhancing the phase contrast in the final image.

STEM imaging methods do not utilize all the information from a STEM experiment, and
hence offer a suboptimal dose usage. First of all, the annular detectors do not utilize all
the electrons transmitted through the sample, thus throwing away valuable information.
Secondly, because the detector integrates the signal from a large area, the transmitted
waveform as a function of scattering angle cannot be found and used. Finally, the one-
to-one correspondence between the pixel intensity and the probe position means that
the value of each pixel in the image is not calculated by taking into account information
and contribution from data collected elsewhere. In this section, several advanced STEM
imaging methods that utilize these three aspects of information are introduced, and their
unique advantage will be discussed.

A rather simple approach is demonstrated by the center-of-mass (COM) related imaging
methods. These are a series of methods that are based on the shift of intensity distribution
of the CBEDs, which can either be calculated from the results of a pixelated detector or
a segmented detector [47, 48], which produces data often referred to as the differential
phase contrast (DPC) signal (figure 2.3). Both the COM and DPC signals reflect, to some
extent, changes in the waveform, and also these methods could utilize a larger percentage
of the transmitted electrons (if the signal is computed based on the readout of a pixelated
detector), compared to ADF.

The COM/DPC methods produce a 2D vector at each probe position, corresponding to
the calculated intensity shift. In the case of COM, this shift can be calculated as the first
moment of the CBED intensity distribution [49, 50], and is shown related to the local
in-plane electric field ( ®𝐸⊥):

®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝) =
∫

®𝑘I(®𝑘) 𝑑𝑘

∝ ®𝐸⊥

(2.7)

where the vector ®𝑘 describes a 2D diffraction plane, and I(®𝑘) is the normalized intensity
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Figure 2.3: Computation of the COM and DPC signal. The gray disk represents the CBED
pattern on the detector plane. The COM of the CBED is found by taking the first moment
of the intensity distribution recorded by a pixelated detector. The DPC signal from a
segmented detector is calculated by taking the difference between intensity recorded by
opposing segments.

measured thereon. With the POA, the COM shift ®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝) is shown to be a function of
the projected potential of the sample and the probe function [51]:

®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝) =
1
2 |𝜓𝑖(®𝑟, ®𝑟𝑝)|2 ★∇𝜙(®𝑟)

=
1
2∇(|𝜓𝑖(®𝑟, ®𝑟𝑝)|2 ★ 𝜙(®𝑟))

(2.8)

where𝜓𝑖(®𝑟, ®𝑟𝑝) is the probe function when situated at probe position ®𝑟𝑝 , 𝜙(®𝑟) is the amount
of phase shift corresponding to the projected potential of the sample, and∇ is the gradient
operator. The vector array can be further integrated to produce the integrated COM
(iCOM) image (and iDPC with the same integration procedure), essentially removing the
gradient operator and producing a result directly linked to the object function sampled
by the probe:

𝐼iCOM(®𝑟𝑝) =
1
2

(
|𝜓𝑖(®𝑟, ®𝑟𝑝)|2 ★ 𝜙(®𝑟)

)
.

= IFT

{
−𝑖

®𝑘𝑝
|𝑘 |2

FT
[
®𝐼COM

]
(®𝑘𝑝)

}
(®𝑟𝑝)

(2.9)

In equation 2.9, the integration is performed in the Fourier space, where the Fourier
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transform of the COM shift vector array is multiplied with the factor 1/𝑖 ®𝑘𝑝 . The one-
to-one correspondence is lifted due to the integration, as it takes all probe positions
into account. With these properties, namely, the utilization of the intensity distribution
of the wave, minimizing the transmitted electron loss, and the sharing of information
between probe positions during the reconstruction of the object, iCOM and iDPC are
shown to be very effective for low-dose imaging [52] and imaging of weak scatterers [53].
Their relatively low computational demand, compared to the other advanced imaging
methods, also makes them ideal for a rapid inspection of the quality of the acquired 4D
datasets.

Despite being computationally efficient, there are some drawbacks to the method. For-
mulated by Rose [54], the phase contrast transfer function of the differential signal peaks
at the spatial frequency of half of the convergence angle, and signals at lower / higher
frequencies are strongly suppressed. Such characteristic makes both COM and DPC
imaging methods only sensitive to features of similar size of the probe size and not suit-
able for imaging features of large scale, or anything beyond the diffraction limit defined
by the convergence angle. The attenuation at low frequency can be mitigated to some
extent with the integration process, as the multiplication with the 1/®𝑘 term in equation
2.9 amplifies low-frequency signal. However, the ultimate loss at the high frequency
beyond the diffraction limit is not retrievable.

Besides iCOM, many more STEM imaging methods utilize the waveform recorded from
each probe position, for example, the ptychography methods [55]. These methods retrieve
the exit wave and then use it to reconstruct an image or even a 3D object of the examined
sample [56, 57]. The richer information contained in the waveform gives ptychography
methods the potential to achieve resolution beyond the diffraction limit and possibly
even higher dose efficiency, compared to iCOM/iDPC.

Many ptychography methods are derived from the same exit wave phase retrieval ap-
proach, which is the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm [58]. The GS algorithm is a simple
and powerful tool to solve for the missing phase when only the amplitude of the wave
can be recorded. It runs on the condition that an image of the wave on both planes, i.e.
𝐼(®𝑘) and 𝐼(®𝑟), can be recorded as the squared amplitude of the wave. The process of the
GS algorithm is described by the following pseudocode:

Algorithm 1 Gerchberg-Saxton Algorithm

�̃�(®𝑘) :=
√
𝐼(®𝑘)

𝜓(®𝑟) :=
√
𝐼(®𝑟)

for 𝑛 := 0 to 𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑒 do

𝜓𝑛+1(®𝑟) :=
��𝜓𝑛(®𝑟)

�� IFT
[
�̃�𝑛 (®𝑘)

]���IFT
[
�̃�𝑛 (®𝑘)

] ���
�̃�𝑛+1(®𝑘) :=

����̃�𝑛+1(®𝑘)
��� FT[𝜓𝑛+1(®𝑟)]
|FT[𝜓𝑛+1(®𝑟)]|

end for
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At the beginning of the process, only the amplitude of the wave for both planes is known,
which is represented by

����̃�(®𝑘)��� and
��𝜓(®𝑟)��. The algorithm starts with an initial guess that

the wave is completely real on the diffraction plane, i.e. �̃�(®𝑘) =

���𝜓(®𝑘)���. The wave on
the sample plane is found to be the inverse Fourier transform of the assumed wave on
the diffraction plane, according to Fraunhofer diffraction (equation 1.4). Since the phase
term of 𝜓(®𝑘) is missing, the calculated waveform 𝜓(®𝑟) is most likely inconsistent with the
observed amplitude of the wave. This is then resolved by swapping the amplitude part
of the newly constructed waveform with the one recorded from the experiment, while
the phase part is kept as it currently is. By going back and forth between the 𝑟-space
and 𝑘-space, repeating such projection of the waveform between the two spaces one can
gradually retrieve the right phase of the wave that was lost during the data acquisition.

The GS algorithm can be applied in many optical experiments, including STEM. However,
simultaneous recording of the wave in both real and reciprocal spaces is not possible for a
TEM. While the wave amplitude in the Fourier space

���𝜓(®𝑘)��� can be taken as the square root
of the recorded CBED intensity, some assumptions are usually made to fulfill the missing
wave image in the real space. For example, the POA (equation 2.5) is often adapted so
that the transmitted wave amplitude on the sample plane can be assumed the same as the
incident wave, i.e.

��𝜓𝑖(®𝑟)
�� = ��𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)

��, and that the incident waveform can be constructed
with the information of the aperture size and the measured aberration function from the
aberration correction process (note that the exit wave 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) in the picture of TEM optics
is the real-space wave 𝜓(®𝑟) in the GS algorithm).

In addition to the missing information, other factors can hinder the convergence of the
algorithm and even result in inaccurate solutions. One of the factors that influences
profoundly the performance of GS is the inversion symmetry of the illuminating wave.
This problem stems from the fact that the Fourier transform of a wave 𝜓(®𝑟) and its
inverted complex conjugate 𝜓∗(−®𝑟) has exactly the same amplitude. In other words, if
only the intensity of the wave is recorded, none of the two possible solutions can be
reasonably rejected. For an exit wave with the POA 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) = 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) exp

[
𝑖𝜙(®𝑟)

]
, by its

recorded intensity one cannot distinguish whether the interacting object should be 𝜙(®𝑟)
or −𝜙(−®𝑟) if the incident wave 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) is central symmetric. This incapability originates
from the nature of the Fourier transform or the creation of a diffraction pattern and is
independent of the choice of the phase retrieval method. For the GS algorithm, it has
been shown to cause the twin-image problem in the retrieved phase of the wave [59].
Therefore, to successfully reconstruct an image of the object, it is necessary to break the
symmetry, or to reduce its effect, so that the phase retrieval algorithm can be applied to
the STEM data.

Luckily for STEM, this detrimental effect from the symmetry can be naturally alleviated by
the translation of the probe and the overlap between the probe intensities from different
scan points [60]. The overlap of the probe functions leads to repeated sampling of the
same region of the object. This can be used to solve the twin problem since only one of
the twins in the retrieved waveform can be illuminated twice at the same position by the
two probes that lie some distance from each other, as shown in figure 2.4.

As the twin problem is alleviated and the transmitted waves are accurately retrieved,
the object can be reconstructed with the knowledge of the incident waveform and the
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Figure 2.4: Solving the twin problem with overlapping probe functions. (a,b) show the
retrieved object with probe functions 𝜓𝑎 and 𝜓𝑏 individually. Since the probe functions
possess central symmetry, and thus their individually retrieved object phase suffers from
the twin problem. (c) shows the solution when both probe functions are considered, and
the false twin is suppressed, as only one of the twins is supported by both illuminations.

retrieved waveform from each probe position in combination with the POA.

The retrieval process of the wave and the reconstruction procedure may be further refined
to reduce the effect of possible errors in the data acquisition and wrong assumptions for
the algorithm. For example, the estimation of the incident wave can be corrected during
the iterative process [61], partial coherency of the electron wave can be addressed by
treating the probe as a mixed state of waves [62], mis-tilt of the sample can be addressed
by using a tilted propagator [63], and the mispositioning of the probe can be fixed by
simultaneous retrieval of the right position [64].

There are also ptychography methods that do not rely on the GS or any kind of iterative
algorithm. An example can be found in the single sideband (SSB) reconstruction [27].
By applying a 2D Fourier transform to the 4D-STEM dataset with respect to the sample
plane, the result is found to be connected to the frequency components of the imaged
object with the WPOA:

𝐺(®𝑘, ®𝑘𝑝) = FT®𝑟𝑝

[
𝐼(®𝑘, ®𝑟𝑝)

]
= |𝜓𝑖(®𝑘)|2𝛿(®𝑘𝑝) + 𝜓𝑖(®𝑘)𝜓★

𝑖 (®𝑘 + ®𝑘𝑝) exp(−𝑖𝜙(−®𝑘𝑝))
+ 𝜓★

𝑖 (®𝑘)𝜓𝑖(®𝑘 − ®𝑘𝑝) exp(𝑖𝜙(−®𝑘𝑝))

(2.10)

where 𝐼(®𝑘, ®𝑟𝑝) is the electron count at pixel position ®𝑘 while the probe is sitting at ®𝑟𝑝 ,
𝐺(®𝑘, ®𝑘𝑝) is the mentioned Fourier transform of the dataset, where ®𝑘𝑝 represents the
sampled frequency as a result of the scanning process. In equation 2.10, the imaged
weak phase object 𝜙(®𝑘𝑝) is a function of the sampling, so the step size for the scanning
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needs to be carefully chosen in order to achieve the desired resolution while maintaining
the dose usage. Additionally, the resolution of the reconstructed image is further limited
by the convergence angle, as no overlap between function 𝜓𝑖(®𝑘) and 𝜓★

𝑖
(®𝑘 + ®𝑘𝑝) can be

found when ®𝑘𝑝 is larger than twice the convergence angle. It is also worth noticing that
each frequency component is sampled with a different weighting. As pointed out by
[65], the frequency transfer function of SSB peaks approximately at half of the maximum
®𝑘𝑝 . Such behavior brings pros and cons to the imaging method. The transfer function
depends on frequency instead of only on the projected potential, implying that the light
element can result in strong contrast as well. This alleviates the problem of light elements
being hidden by the much stronger contrast created by heavier elements. On the other
hand, the ability to distinguish element type, local thickness, and density is reduced due
to the weakened correlation between the projected potential and the contrast.

2.3 Statistical Model and Hypotheses Test

Following the discussion in section 1.3, the HAADF contrast exhibits a strong correlation
with sample thickness and atom species, making it a suitable imaging method for charac-
terizing the morphology and composition of the sample. When the image is taken under
a zone axis (atoms are aligned in the direction of the optical axis), the individual atomic
columns can be resolved and their positions and contrast can be statistically quantified.
For example, the location of the atomic columns provides information on local strain [66],
and their contrast provides information on the relative density [21].

Besides analyzing acquired data, these statistical models can be combined with simula-
tions to provide insight into how to optimize a STEM experiment. In this section, a few
related statistical methods based on the HAADF images are introduced. The assump-
tions and prerequisites necessary to build the relevant statistical models are emphasized
in the section, highlighting the condition under which these methods can be applied.

Statistical model based analysis

To analyze the investigated material with TEM experiment results, one must first find
a connection between the property of the imaged material and the acquired data. In
the special cases where the sample is crystalline and oriented in one of the zone axes
so that the atoms are aligned in columns, the total change in the electron wave can
be seen as a combined contribution of the scattering with each atomic column. This
"scattering property" of the atomic column can be represented by the percentage of
electrons scattered to the high angle due to the specific atomic column [67]. Therefore,
the HAADF image of the column can be analyzed to extract interesting information about
individual columns, as well as the sample composed of them.

The intensity of a pixel in a HAADF image is proportional to the number of electrons
received by the detector while the probe is situated at the corresponding position. By
normalizing the electron count with the dose per probe position, the percentage of the
electrons that are scattered to the angle of the detector can be found, and this percentage
thus characterizes the local scattering power in the sample. To formulate a connection
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between the columns and the normalized HAADF intensity, the variation in the intensity
due to the distance between the electron probe and the atomic column needs to be
properly removed. The remaining factors that determine the scattering would then be the
atomic column and the probe function. Since the probe function can be assumed invariant
during the acquisition of a single image, the effect of the probe does not necessarily needs
to be removed before the data can be analyzed to extract information purely associated
with the columns.

One of the ways to remove the effect of the distance between the probe and the column
is by only using the intensity recorded at the center of the columns, also referred to as
the peak intensity. However, this approach brings several disadvantages. First of all,
the scanned position is very likely to miss the center of the column, and in order to
have a consistent sampling of the center for every column in the image, the step size of
the scanning must be set very small. Secondly, using only the values at the center of
the column means that the information acquired from the experiment is largely wasted.
With limitations imposed by damage and sample drift, a sufficient dose to achieve an
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio for accurate interpretation of the data is often not possible.

E et al. proposed to use the sum of the intensity of a cluster of pixels to represent each col-
umn [68] instead of peak intensity. Besides the higher data usage rate, this approach also
shows several advantages. Demonstrated with a simplified model describing HAADF
imaging, it is shown that the sum from the cluster is less sensitive to defocus and source
size broadening, while the sensitivity to column thickness is preserved. The idea is then
further explored by De Backer et al.. The Voronoi cell, which defines an area around an
atomic column, formed by the perpendicular bisectors of the direct connections to the
neighboring columns, is used to determine to which atomic column a certain pixel value
should contribute. The sum of pixel intensity from a Voronoi cell is named the scattering
cross-section (SCS) of the corresponding column.

The SCS can also be calculated as the volume of the fitted Gaussian based on the intensity
cluster around the corresponding atomic column. [69, 70]. This approach takes into
account the joint contribution from multiple atom columns to the pixel intensity by
allowing overlap between the fitted Gaussians, and a homogeneous background can also
be fitted in the process.

With these approaches, the scattering ability of an atomic column is simplified to a single
value, and the value of each column can be analyzed together statistically. For example,
the thickness of the atomic columns can be learned with such information [38]. When
the considered atomic columns are all of the same composition, with the assumption that
the column’s height and environment do not affect the HAADF intensity, the remaining
variant that affects the SCS of a column is its thickness, if the background is homogeneous
or vacuum. Since the thickness of an atomic column is a discrete function (an integer
number of atoms), so should be the corresponding SCS. By the number of different SCSs
found in an image, ideally one should be able to determine the number of different
column thicknesses in the acquired image.

In reality, however, the discrete nature of SCSs from experimental data is implicit due
to shot noise and noise produced by the ignored factors: the height and environment
differences of each column, uneven substrate, and inhomogeneous contaminant distri-
bution. Shot noise, also known as Poisson noise, is the only remaining noise of a perfect
system. In a case where some events may be measured after a trial, the distribution of the
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measured count follows a binomial distribution which is a function of the probability of
successful measurement and the number of trials. When this probability is significantly
low, the distribution can be simplified as the Poisson distribution:

𝑃(𝑘,𝜆) = 𝜆𝑘 𝑒−𝜆

𝑘! , (2.11)

where 𝑘 is the count of the event, and 𝜆 is the expected count which is equal to the
probability of acquiring a signal multiplied by the number of trials. Assuming the
effect of the ignored factors, in combination with Poisson noise, is unbiased and follows
a Gaussian distribution, the distribution of the SCSs from all the considered columns
can be seen as the combined result of Gaussian components representing each possible
thickness (figure 2.5).

𝑓 (𝑥) =
∑
𝑖

𝐶𝑖(𝑥)

=
∑
𝑖

𝑤𝑖

𝜎𝑖
√

2𝜋
exp

[
−1

2

(
𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖

𝜎𝑖

)2
] (2.12)

where 𝑓 (𝑥) is the expected amount of times to acquire an SCS at the value 𝑥, 𝐶𝑖 is the 𝑖th

Gaussian component, and 𝑤𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 , 𝜇𝑖 are the weight, standard deviation, and the mean of
the 𝑖th components. The number of components can then be found by fitting the distribu-
tion with an increasing amount of components. The amount of the components resulting
in the highest "goodness" of fitting (not likelihood) hence determines the number of
different thicknesses that can be expected from the HAADF image.

The goodness of the fitting result is determined by the likelihood that the observation
can be explained by the model and a punishment term to avoid over-fitting. A suitable
design of the punishment and its balance with the likelihood changes from case to case
[71, 72, 73], and for the discussed case here it was found that the integrated classification
likelihood (ICL) criterion is a good indicator of the right component number [38]. The
ICL contains the likelihood, the entropy of the model composition, and a term 𝑑 log 𝑁 ,
which is the product of the degree of freedom 𝑑 and the sample size 𝑁 [74]. When the
ICL calculated at different amounts of Gaussians is plotted, the local minimum in the
curve indicates the right amount of components. Once the component number is found,
as well as the shape and position of their distribution, the corresponding thickness is
then assigned to each component (see example in figure 2.6).

Assuming that the column thicknesses found in the image are continuous integers, the
components are assigned a thickness according to the order of their expected SCSs,
starting from the lowest expected thickness and with an increment of 1. With that, the
thickness of an atomic column with an SCS 𝑥 can be determined by the component of
the highest likelihood, which can be expressed as:
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2.3. STATISTICAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES TEST

Figure 2.5: Scattering cross-sections and distribution of the components. The measured
SCSs from the HAADF image are shown in a histogram. Three components correspond-
ing to column thicknesses of 1, 2, and 3 are responsible for the measured distribution.
The distributions of individual components are drawn in dashed curves, with their mean
indicated by the black vertical lines, and the combined distribution in the solid curve.

Figure 2.6: Example of an ICL curve calculated from experimental data. The selected local
minimum is highlighted in red. It determines the number of different atomic column
thicknesses captured in the HAADF image. Image taken from [75].
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Component Index 𝑖

= arg max
𝑖

𝐶𝑖(𝑥)

= arg max
𝑖

𝑤𝑖

𝜎𝑖
√

2𝜋
exp

[
−1

2

(
𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖

𝜎𝑖

)2
] (2.13)

As a consequence of this statistical method, a semi-3D sample model can be constructed
with the information acquired from a 2D raster scanning. From this model, the thickness
of the atomic columns can be determined but not their position in the Z direction,
which requires extra analysis. For instance, molecular dynamic calculations [76] can
be employed to determine the most stable structure as a function of the height of each
atomic column, while the column thickness is fixed to the calculated value based on the
experimental result and statistical analysis.

Hypothesis test

Consider the result of an experiment as an observation of the system on which the
experiment is conducted, based on the observation and the prior knowledge of the
system, one could further deduce possible configurations of the system that may lead
to the observation and form a set of hypotheses. The likelihood of a hypothesis being
true can be computed if the probability of acquiring the observation under a specific
system configuration described by the hypothesis can be found. A hypothesis test can
then be performed to compare the likelihood of each hypothesis, and the one found with
the highest likelihood is then deemed the one that is most likely to describe the system
accurately.

For example, consider an experiment that produces a single value result 𝑘, and that a set
of possible hypotheses H exists, the selection of the most likely accurate hypothesis can
be formulated as:

H𝑖 is true if 𝑃(𝑘 | H𝑖) > 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘 | H𝑗),
with H𝑗 ∈ H but 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖

(2.14)

where𝑃(𝑘 | H𝑖) is the probability to acquire 𝑘 given the condition described by hypothesis
H𝑖 , which is the likelihood of H𝑖 being true. Once the likelihood of each hypothesis is
computed, the most likely accurate hypothesis is then determined.

From this simple formulation of a hypothesis test, the criteria for applying such a test
are also implied. First of all, the causality between the hypotheses and the observation
should be clear, and the probability 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑘 | H𝑖), or the likelihood of a hypothesis, needs
to be computable. Secondly, the number of hypotheses with a significant probability to
be true must be limited. In other words, if the parameter space is too wide or unbounded,
it would be impossible to compute all the likelihood for each hypothesis, and the test
would thus fail.
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2.3. STATISTICAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES TEST

Figure 2.7: Selecting process of a hypothesis test. The observation results in a measured
SCS of 𝑘. The probability 𝑃(𝑘 | H𝑖) for each component can be found at the intersection of
the vertical line at 𝑘 with the probability distribution function. The component resulting
in the highest probability, 𝑖 in this case, is then chosen.

The atomic column thickness estimation mentioned in the last section is an example of
where the hypothesis test may be applied. The observation in such an experiment can be
a certain observation related to thickness, such as SCS [67], and possible configurations
of the system that form the hypotheses are thus the different thicknesses of the columns.
Ideally, an accurate hypothesis can only be built if the environment of that column is
perfectly known, but since the sample is mostly unknown in advance, some assumptions
are thus necessary to support the construction of these hypotheses. Assuming that the
lateral incoherence nature of HAADF imaging and the channeling effect of the electron
probe [77] completely eliminate the influence of the neighboring columns to the contrast
of a single column, the SCS should also be invariant to the environment. With that
assumption, and the extra assumption that the crystal surface is flat so that every atomic
column starts at the same height, the hypotheses can thus be built with the SCSs calculated
from simulated HAADF images of perfectly orthorhombic crystals with a range of crystal
thicknesses.

The criteria for running a hypothesis test can now be checked. First, as scattering events
can be simulated, the SCS or other measurements related to the column thickness can
be computed. If the probability density function of the distribution of the measured
value can also be found, for example, the Poisson distribution may be used to describe
the distribution of SCS, the likelihood of the hypotheses can then be computed and thus
fulfill the first criterion. Second, if an estimation of the maximal thickness of the sample
can be made in advance, the range of tested thicknesses can be bounded, for example, by
testing up to twice or three times the maximum. With that, the number of hypotheses is
also limited and therefore the second criterion is fulfilled. As both criteria matched, the
hypothesis test (equation 2.14) can be performed, and the selection of the hypothesis is
shown in figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.8: Visual representation of the PE can be found as half of the overlapped region
of the hypotheses. The intersection point in between is marked by 𝑋=.

This method is not restricted to a single-dimensional observation, such as an SCS cal-
culated for each atomic column. The dimensionality of the parameter describing the
atomic columns can be expanded on the sample plane as well as on the detector plane.
On the sample plane, instead of using the sum of the intensities or use the volume of
the fitted Gaussians as a single-value representation of the atomic column, one can opt
to use the intensity distribution over a certain number of pixels directly as the observa-
tion. To be more precise, given a pixel cluster containing 𝐼 pixels, instead of calculating
the SCS by summing the value from the cluster, all 𝐼 values form a set that describes a
single atom column. The expansion of dimensionality on the detector plane is achieved
by using multiple detectors, such as acquiring simultaneously the images with HAADF
and LAADF or using a pixelated detector to acquire 4D datasets. Assuming from each
probe position 𝐽 channels of signals are collected from independent detecting units, the
resulting observation is hence 𝐽-dimensional and can be presented as a ®𝑘𝐽 . Combining
the two possible expansions, the probability of obtaining a specific observation ®𝑘𝐼 ,𝐽 can
be found by the joint probability distribution that describes the probability distribution
of a (𝐼 × 𝐽)-dimensional vector:

𝑃(®𝑘𝐼 ,𝐽) = Π𝐼
𝑖=1Π

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝜆
𝑘𝑖 , 𝑗

𝑖 , 𝑗
𝑒−𝜆𝑖 , 𝑗

𝑘𝑖 , 𝑗 !
, (2.15)

Probability of error and experiment design

Besides the analysis of experimental data, the hypothesis test provides insight into the
optimization of the experiment setup. In cases where the goal of an experiment can
be formulated as a hypothesis test, the performance of the condition or the setup with
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which the experiment is run can be characterized by the probability of choosing the
wrong hypothesis based on the resulting observation, also known as the probability of
error (PE). The probability of choosing a wrong hypothesis can be expressed as 𝑃(H𝑖 | H𝑗)
with 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗, which means the probability of H𝑖 is chosen while H𝑗 is the ground truth.
Take the simplified two-candidates hypothesis test as an example, the PE is shown as
follows:

𝑃𝑒(H0 ,H1) =
1
2𝑃(H0 | H1) +

1
2𝑃(H1 | H0)

=
1
2CDF1(𝑋=) +

1
2 (1 − CDF0(𝑋=))

(2.16)

Equation 2.16 states that the probability of error is the sum of the probability that H0 is
picked given that H1 is the ground truth and vice versa, divided by the corresponding
prior probability of each hypothesis, which is assumed to be equal for both hypotheses
and thus 1/2 in this case. The PE can be shown as the sum of the overlapped regions
between the probability distribution functions of the hypotheses (figure 2.8), as an ob-
servation found in this region leads to a wrong prediction by the hypothesis test. The
overlapped region can be calculated using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the hypothesis, which is the integral of the probability distribution function from the left
or the right to the intersection between the two distributions 𝑋=.

The optimization of an experiment can hence be done by observing the relationship
between the parameters and the resulting PE to find the optimal condition where the
PE is minimized. For example, De Backer et al. [67] have demonstrated detector range
optimization for atomic column thickness estimation, where the PE for determining the
right amount of atoms in the inspected column is found to be minimized when the
detector occupies the entire dark field.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, methods that enable the study and the utilization of information carried
by the elastically scattered electrons are introduced. The concept and theory behind
multislice TEM simulation are first introduced. Such simulation is largely utilized in the
works included in this thesis, for example, the verification of the imaging methods in
chapters 3, 4, and 5, and also the generation of training data for the convoluted neural
network in chapter 4. Following the introduction to the TEM simulation, some advanced
imaging methods that utilize the phase contrast in the recorded image of electron wave
intensity are then covered. With these imaging methods, important background knowl-
edge about wave modulation, which is the key concept for chapters 5 and 6, and 4D-STEM
reconstruction, which is compared with the proposed methods in chapters 3 and 4, are
introduced. In the final section, a few methods of statistical analysis based on TEM
experiment results are discussed. Among the methods, the PE and the optimization
of experiments by minimizing the PE form the essentials of the discussion about wave
design in chapter 6.
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Real-Time Integration Center of Mass

Reconstruction for 4D-STEM

This chapter is based on:
Yu, C.P., Friedrich, T., Jannis, D., Van Aert, S. and Verbeeck, J., 2022. Real-time integration
center of mass (riCOM) reconstruction for 4D STEM. Microscopy and Microanalysis, 28(5),
pp.1526-1537.

The author has major contribution to the conceptualization of the paper, conducting TEM
experiments, and creating the software for data processing and imaging.

3.1 Introduction

The higher response rate and shorter dead time of the DED pixelated detectors lower the
difficulty to acquire 4D-STEM data, compared to the time when CCD detectors were the
only option [49]. With the availability of such detectors increasing in different research
centers, the interest in developing methods to process 4D-STEM datasets is also growing
These datasets capture the outcome of intricate scattering events, and if the embedded
information can be extracted and utilized, the 4D-STEM technique has the potential
to push the limit of electron imaging to work under even more critical conditions, for
example, lower dose and faster sampling [78], or to exhibit higher resolution [79].

Despite showing great advantages over traditional imaging methods, the accompanying
demand on the processing power and time to perform these reconstructions should not
be underestimated. In most cases, accelerators (e.g. GPU), powerful CPUs, and large
amounts of computer memory to store the recorded data or some reduced version of it, are
necessary. Even though other reconstruction methods exist that are less computationally
demanding, such as iCOM, iDPC, and SSB, they are performed after the acquisition, and
thus the reconstruction result can only be updated after the raster scan, and not during.

Due to these limitations, the 4D-STEM reconstruction methods are mostly used as post-
processing methods. Operations on a TEM, such as sample search, adjusgting focus, and
compensating astigmatism, whether they are done by a machine or a human operator,
depend on frequent feedback so that the operations can be adjusted in time for efficient
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optimization of the experimental conditions. Therefore, these operations remain to rely
on the real-time update capability of HAADF and LAADF imaging, despite the fact
that the dose usage in these methods can be relatively high and may lead to significant
damage before the condition to record data is met.

To achieve real-time imaging based on 4D-STEM data, the algorithm should be able to
render images in parallel with the scanning. It means that the streamed data from the
detector needs to be processed individually or in small groups, while the benefit of an
advanced imaging technique, such as high dose efficiency and sensitivity to all kinds of
atom species should not be sacrificed. Proposed by A. Strauch et al. [80], a dose-efficient
reconstruction with live image update can be done based on SSB. By first allocating
memory for the dataset and then gradually filling it with collected and processed data
during the scanning process, an update of the reconstructed image can be generated
anytime by the algorithm of SSB, even before the dataset is complete. However, it also
indicates that the number of probe positions in a dataset is limited by the GPU memory,
as the data needs to be stored for later processing. At the current state of technology, this
approach is limited in terms of processing rate to about 1000 probe positions per second,
while the frame rate of direct electron detectors is approaching 100 kHz [81] and even
the MHz range for data-driven cameras at suitable conditions [82].

To overcome these hardware and speed limitations, we hereby propose a new live recon-
struction method based on iCOM, which does not rely on storing the entire 4D dataset
in memory, does not require accelerators of any kind and thus greatly reduces the com-
putational requirements, as well as allowing reconstructions of images of a larger scale.
This choice of the core imaging mechanism is based on the fact that iCOM (and iDPC) do
not utilize a complicated algorithm, and thus enjoy a lower demand on the processing
power and time, while some of the mentioned merits of 4D-STEM imaging methods can
be preserved.

In this chapter, the physical formulation of real-time iCOM (riCOM) is first derived, and
details of the software implementation of the reconstruction algorithm are discussed.
This software implements direct interfaces to DED cameras of various types, and real-
time reconstructions with streamed data during acquisition are recorded, from which one
can see that the tuning of the imaging conditions is immediately reflected in live-updated
images. RiCOM reconstruction from existing experimental datasets is also shown, with
both frame-based or data-driven format [83, 82]. Since iCOM and iDPC are both based
on the intensity shift of the transmitted electron wave on the diffraction plane, and the
only difference lies in how this shift is computed, the changes made to enable real-time
imaging for iCOM can also be implemented for iDPC in the exact same manner.

3.2 Methods

Physical Formulation

Following the discussion in section 2.2, the computation of an iCOM image is described
by equation 2.7 and 2.9. The former equation shows that the COM shift vector is related
to the gradient of an object function O(®𝑟𝑝):
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O(®𝑟𝑝) = |𝜓𝑖(®𝑟, ®𝑟𝑝)|2 ★ 𝜙(®𝑟) (3.1)

Since the integration of the gradient of a scalar function is path independent, the iCOM
signal of a point ®𝑟𝑝 ideally can be found along any integration path, as long as the starting
point is far enough from the material to assume that the COM shift is zero. However, in
realistic cases, the measurement of COM shift contains noise, and thus a better estimation
of the noise-free result can be found by taking the average of all possible path integrals.
This can be achieved by averaging path integrals at all possible azimuthal angles, from
infinity towards the probe position. In order for this concept to work with a 2D grid of
probe positions, the averaged integral can be expressed in a discretized form:

𝐼iCOM(®𝑟𝑝)

=

∫ ®𝑟𝑝

∞
®𝐼COM(®𝑟) · 𝑑®𝑟

=
1

2𝜋

∫ 2𝜋

0

∫ 𝑟𝑝

∞
®𝐼COM(®𝑟) · �̂�𝑑𝑟𝑑𝜃

=
𝑎

2𝜋

+∞∑
𝑥=−∞

+∞∑
𝑦=−∞

®𝑟𝑝 − ®𝑟𝑥𝑦
|®𝑟𝑝 − ®𝑟𝑥𝑦 |2

· ®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑥𝑦).

(3.2)

In equation 3.2, the probe position from which the iCOM value is computed is given by
®𝑟𝑝 , and the COM shifts are measured from ®𝑟, which is then discretized to ®𝑟𝑥𝑦 . The vector
�̂� describes a unit vector that always points towards ®𝑟𝑝 , and 𝑎 describes the finite area
assigned to each ®𝑟𝑥𝑦 , as a result of discretization. Notice that the three vectors ®𝑟𝑝 , ®𝑟, and
®𝑟𝑥𝑦 are all on the sample plane, and ®𝑟𝑝 and ®𝑟𝑥𝑦 essentially form the same array, which
consists of the visited probe positions from the raster scan. This reflects the fact that
the sampling of the COM shift directly determines the number of pixels and the pixels’
position on the sample plane for the reconstructed iCOM image.

The discrete representation in equation 3.2 states that the summation has to go over
an infinite amount of points, or at least all probe positions in the dataset (as for iCOM
reconstructions) in order to acquire or to approximate the desired object function, given
by equation 2.9. This requires the COM shift array to be filled at every composing
position ®𝑟𝑥𝑦 first, indicating the reconstruction can start only after the data acquisition
step is complete, and thus a live update of the partially filled dataset is impossible. It
is therefore implied that the real-time reconstruction based on the COM shift signal can
be enabled by limiting the range of the summation, which produces the result of riCOM
reconstruction:

𝐼riCOM(®𝑟𝑝) =
𝑎

2𝜋

𝑟𝑝,𝑥+ 𝑛−1
2∑

𝑥=𝑟𝑝,𝑥− 𝑛−1
2

𝑟𝑝,𝑦+ 𝑛−1
2∑

𝑦=𝑟𝑝,𝑦− 𝑛−1
2

®𝑟𝑝 − ®𝑟𝑥𝑦��®𝑟𝑝 − ®𝑟𝑥𝑦
��2 · ®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑥𝑦) (3.3)

As mentioned before, ®𝑟 and ®𝑟𝑥𝑦 come from the same set of visited probe positions, and
therefore the process described in equation 3.3 can be written as a cross-correlation
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between ®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝) and ®𝑟𝑝
|𝑟𝑝 |2

:

𝐼riCOM(®𝑟𝑝) = ®K𝑛(®𝑟𝑝)★ ®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝)

®K𝑛(®𝑟𝑝) =
{

𝑎
2𝜋

®𝑟𝑝
|𝑟𝑝 |2 , |𝑟𝑝 | < 𝑛−1

2

0, else

(3.4)

In equation 3.4, the action of summation is replaced by cross-correlation with a kernel
function ®K𝑛(®𝑟𝑝), where n indicates the range of summation. The real-time imaging ability
is manifested by the property of the kernel. It is presented as an array mostly filled with
zeros, except a 𝑛 × 𝑛 square at the center. This means that the calculation of 𝐼riCOM(®𝑟𝑝)
only takes into account 𝑛 × 𝑛 values from the array of ®𝐼 𝑖𝐶𝑂𝑀 , which can be significantly
fewer than the total amount of probe positions in a dataset.

Kernel Design

To show how the size of the kernel affects the reconstructed image, we start with the
Fourier transform of the object function O(®𝑟𝑝), which is the result of iCOM reconstruction.

FT
{
𝑂(®𝑟𝑝)

}
(®𝑘𝑝) = FT

{∫ ®𝑟𝑝

−∞
®𝐼COM(®𝑟) · 𝑑®𝑟

}
(®𝑘𝑝)

= FT
{
®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝)

}
(®𝑘𝑝) ·

−𝑖 ®𝑘𝑝��𝑘𝑝 ��2
(3.5)

where ®𝑘𝑝 is a vector in the Fourier domain with a counterpart ®𝑟𝑝 in the real domain.
Equation 3.5 shows that, for the computation of 𝑂(®𝑟𝑝), the integration process of the
COM shift can be done by multiplication between the Fourier transform of the COM shift
array and the transfer function 1

𝑖 ®𝑘𝑝
, reaching the same conclusion as equation 2.9. The

change in magnitude of the transfer function with respect to the magnitude of ®𝑘𝑝 can be
seen as a weighting difference given to the COM shift array in the frequency domain,
which results in much stronger attenuation for the high spatial frequency components.

By integrating over a finite range, an analytical expression for the riCOM result can be
obtained as follows:
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FT
{
𝐼riCOM(®𝑟𝑝)

}
= FT

{∫ ®𝑟𝑝

®𝑟𝑝−Δ®𝑟
®𝐼COM(®𝑟) · 𝑑®𝑟 −

∫ ®𝑟𝑝+Δ®𝑟

®𝑟𝑝
®𝐼COM(®𝑟) · 𝑑®𝑟

}
/2

= FT
{
®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝)

}
·
−𝑖 ®𝑘𝑝��𝑘𝑝 ��2 × [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(Δ®𝑟 · ®𝑘𝑝)]

= FT
{
𝑂(®𝑟𝑝)

}
× [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(Δ®𝑟 · ®𝑘𝑝)].

(3.6)

In equation 3.6, the summation of riCOM reconstruction is approximated with a 1D
integration from both sides of the probe position ®𝑟𝑝 , within the range of 2Δ®𝑟. The result
shows that by limiting the integration range, it reproduces the function 𝑂(®𝑟𝑝) with an
extra weighting function 1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(Δ®𝑟 · ®𝑘𝑝). This function is close to zero when Δ®𝑟 · ®𝑘𝑝
is small and thus strongly suppresses the low-frequency signal in the retrieved object
function. Also, the extra weighting peaks at ®𝑘𝑝 = 𝜋

Δ®𝑟 , which implies that by choosing
smaller Δ®𝑟, or shorter integration range, weight can be redistributed to higher frequency
components. By using kernels with sizes smaller than the real space dimension of the
dataset, this effect of limiting integration range can be achieved. Although the actual
frequency spectrum of a 2D kernel deviates, the weight of a kernel of size n at each
frequency k can be well approximated with the formula derived from line integration:

𝑁

2𝑘𝑝𝜋
× [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑛 − 1

2 ×
2𝑘𝑝𝜋
𝑁

)] (3.7)

where N is the number of pixels of the image in one direction, and the extra factor 2𝜋/𝑁
scales with the pixel size in the Fourier transformed result. This effect is not equal to but
can be compared to a high-pass filter, as it emphasizes high-frequency information in
the reconstructed image. Other filtering effects, such as low-pass or band-pass filtering,
can be created by decorating the kernel with specific filters. A filter can be seen as a
mask that reduces or eliminates a certain range of frequency signals of an image. This is
done by multiplying the image in the frequency domain with the filter function, which
is equivalent to a convolution between their real space counterparts. For riCOM images,
which can be seen as a cross-correlation between a COM shift map and a kernel, the
application of such a filter can be included in the design of the kernel. For example, a
band-pass filter ( 𝑓 (®𝑘𝑝) in the frequency domain and 𝑓 (®𝑟𝑝) in the real domain) effect can
be added as follows:

𝐼riCOM(®𝑟𝑝) ∗ 𝑓 (®𝑟𝑝) = [®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝)★ ®K𝑛(®𝑟𝑝)] ⊗ 𝑓 (®𝑟𝑝)
= ®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝)★ [ ®K𝑛(®𝑟𝑝) ⊗ 𝑓 (®𝑟𝑝)]

(3.8)

with
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𝑓 (®𝑟𝑝)) = FT−1
{
𝑓 (®𝑘𝑝)

}
𝑓 (®𝑘𝑝) =

{
1, 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ |𝑘𝑝 | ≥ 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛

0, otherwise

(3.9)

In equation 3.8, 𝑓 (®𝑟𝑝) is the filter function and the symbol ⊗ indicates convolution.
Equation 3.9 writes a possible band-pass filter, with a hard cutoff at two frequency limits
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 , i.e. a band-pass filter. The real space counterpart of the filter can be found
by performing an inverse Fourier transform FT−1 to the filter function in the Fourier
domain. This real space filtering effect can be incorporated into the kernel using the
associative property of cross-correlation and convolution. It is worth pointing out that
to create a sharp cutoff at the frequency domain, one would need a filter matching the
size of the COM shift array. In case the kernel is chosen to be truncated, the outcome of
the convolution is reduced to keep its size the same as the kernel ®K𝑛 . This would create
damping and slope in the filter function at the cutoff and modify the resulting frequency
spectrum.

In Fig. 3.1 the frequency spectra of different kernel designs are illustrated. From bottom
to top, the curves correspond to the template kernel with a size of 101 × 101, a smaller
kernel with a size of 41 × 41, template kernel with high-pass filter (𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 12.19

2 𝑝𝑥−1),
low-pass filter (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 12.19 𝑝𝑥−1), and band-pass filter (𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 same as before). For
the bottom two curves, the results of the corresponding line integration approximation
(dashed lines), with Δ®𝑟 equal to half of the kernel size, are also drawn to show their
similarity in oscillation frequency and magnitude.

By comparing the blue and gray curves in figure 3.1, it is clear that Kernel 41 peaks
at a higher frequency than Kernel 101, as predicted by the analytical formula, and that
the cutoff of the lower frequency due to a smaller kernel happens approximately at the
inverse of the kernel size, indicated by the gray circle. This value is then used for 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 of
the high-pass filter incorporated to Kernel 101-HP (orange curve), which indeed shows a
similar overall frequency spectrum as the one of Kernel 41. Notice that the size reduction
after convolution between kernel and the decorating filter causes a gradual decrease of
frequency components below 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 and spectrum differences beyond 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 , compared to
Kernel 101. Similarly, a kernel with a low-pass filter Kernel 101-LP (green curve) and a
kernel incorporating a band-pass filter Kernel 101-BP (pink curve) are created. Both of
them show suppression of the higher frequency ranges. Kernel 101-BP also shows a shift
of the spectrum peak to a higher frequency because of its high-pass characteristic.

Despite the fact that it is not always possible to recreate the exact characteristics of
common post-processing filters, the decorating filters and the choice of kernel sizes
allow for great flexibility for frequency tuning and yield consistent and predictable
reconstructions. Since these filters become a part of the kernel, the real-time imaging
ability of riCOM is preserved with their incorporation.
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Figure 3.1: Frequency spectra of a set of kernels acting on a COM shift map of size
500×500. The presented examples include, from bottom to top, the template kernel with
a size of 101× 101, a smaller kernel with size of 41× 41, template kernel with a high-pass
filter, low-pass filter, and band-pass filter. The dashed line shows the predicted transfer
function with line-integration approximation. The two vertical lines indicate the cutoff
frequency of the filter or the inverse of the kernel size, and the circles at the intersection
of the vertical lines and integral indicate whether a cutoff frequency is applied to the
specific design.

Data Processing

In order to achieve real-time imaging on a TEM, software is created to handle the reading,
processing, and visualization of the reconstructed result. Interfaces with various server
programs of the cameras, provided by Quantum Detector [84] (MerlinEM, based on
Medipix3) and Amsterdam Scientific Instrument [85] (Cheetah, based on Timepix3), are
implemented, with which the detector output can be delivered to the software via TCP
connection. Besides small differences in communication, specific processing procedures
are also implemented, meeting the property and output format of each detector.

For real-time imaging with a frame-based camera, the readout time of a frame and the
time to calculate the COM of the frame are normally the most time-consuming steps in
the whole process instead of performing cross-correlation. As a result, the readout, COM
calculation, riCOM construction can be run in a serial manner, since the bottleneck of the
process cannot be parallelized (the readout).
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On the other hand, data handling for a data-driven camera can be much faster and lighter.
Following the discussion in section 1.3, the Timepix detector excels when used for low-
dose imaging since the amount of data output is proportional to the number of recorded
electrons. For example, if each CBED frame contains 50 events, the amount of output of
a data-driven camera is more than 1000 times smaller than a frame-based one (50/2562,
also dependent on bit depth). Calculation of the COM is also simpler. Since every piece
of data contains information about its location on the detector, the calculation of the COM
can simply be done by averaging the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates on the detector at each probe
position (see table 1.1). The corresponding probe position of each event, however, does
take some extra effort to retrieve. If the detector is synchronized with a common clock
with the scanning engine, the probe position is simply found by dividing the TOA by the
dwell time. In case these two are not synchronized, an extra trigger signal to indicate a
certain probe position, such as the beginning and the end of each line, is required. With
the timestamps at these signature points, the TOA can be normalized within each line,
and the probe position can thus be calculated:

𝑟𝑥 =
TOA − 𝑡0
𝑡𝑒 − 𝑡0

× 𝑛line

𝑟𝑦 = trigger count
(3.10)

where 𝑟𝑥 , 𝑟𝑦 are the 𝑥, 𝑦 coordinates of the probe position, 𝑡0 and 𝑡𝑒 are the time in
the beginning and the end of the line that contains the corresponding probe position,
respectively, and 𝑛line is the number of pixels in a line. The 𝑦 coordinate can be simply
found as the number of triggers that either mark the beginning or the end of the line.

The calculation of the cross-correlation between the kernel and the COM shift, as de-
scribed in equation 3.4, can be done in different approaches. Figure 3.2a shows the
conventional operation of cross-correlation with which the reconstruction is delayed by
𝑛−1

2 lines since the kernel can only be applied once the data of the required probe positions
are acquired. This delay can be mitigated by decomposing the COM shift array:

𝐼riCOM
𝑥𝑦 (®𝑟𝑝) = ®K𝑛(®𝑟𝑝)★

[
®𝐼COM(®𝑟𝑝)𝛿(®𝑟𝑝 − ®𝑟𝑥𝑦)

]
𝐼riCOM(®𝑟𝑝) =

𝑁𝑥∑
𝑥=1

𝑁𝑦∑
𝑦=1

𝐼riCOM
𝑥𝑦 (®𝑟𝑝)

(3.11)

The contribution from the COM shift measured at an individual probe position ®𝑟𝑥𝑦
can be found by multiplying the COM shift array with a delta function that peaks at
the concerned position, which is written as 𝐼riCOM

𝑥𝑦 (®𝑟𝑝). Since the delta function selects
only one pixel from the COM shift array to be cross-correlated with the kernel, the
result 𝐼riCOM

𝑥𝑦 (®𝑟𝑝) will be of the same size as the kernel, as shown in figure 3.2b. With
this approach, the contribution from the measurement at each probe position can be
calculated and added to the reconstruction image separately and thus without delay.

The live update with the first approach would unavoidably be delayed for a few lines.
However, for a dwell time as short as 1 𝜇s, or a frame rate of more than 1 Mhz, an
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Figure 3.2: The two approaches to perform riCOM reconstruction. (a) The conventional
approach where the cross-correlation can be seen as the sum of the products of the COM
shift array multiplied by a moving kernel. (b) The decomposed approach where the
contribution of the individual COM shift vector is calculated and added to the riCOM
reconstruction.

update delay of 100 lines would only make a time difference of 0.1 s for an image of size
1000×1000, and thus the first approach is taken for the Timepix detector since such short
dwell times are indeed achievable with it. Despite the delay, the first approach possesses
a favored property since the process can be easily parallelized. The summation described
in the first approach utilizes multiple data of the COM shift, whose computation is fairly
light, to compute a single value in the riCOM array, which can have a much heavier load
when the kernel is large. The computation-heavy part can thus be safely handled by
multiple threads since each thread worker writes one value to the riCOM array at non-
repeated positions, while the simpler process of calculating the COM is done in series.
This allows the process to run without the need for an extra lock system to avoid race
conditions, which may introduce extra overhead and lower the processing speed. For
the Medipix detector, the second approach is taken since the update can be performed at
the individual pixel level with a frame rate less than 14 khz, under 1-bit mode.

It is worth mentioning that with the current implementation, the maximal processing
speed (not to be limited by the readout of the detector) for a frame-based detector,
operated under 1-bit mode, is approximately 35 kHz, and for a data-driven camera, the
software can process more than 80 M events per second when the kernel is small (𝑛 < 11),
translated to approximately 2 MHz of frame rate for a low dose imaging condition of 40
electrons per probe position.

The program was developed as a cross-platform application that can be run through a
command line interface (CLI) or interactively through a graphical user interface (GUI)
as shown in figure 3.3. The core functionality of the algorithm is implemented in a
single C++ class object. Visual interfaces interact with an instance of that class across
threads through pointers, which allows live updates to be displayed while maintaining
a responsive interface without interrupting the reconstruction process. Furthermore,
kernel settings for riCOM reconstruction and virtual STEM (vSTEM) settings, such as
rotation angle due to Lorentz force, kernel size, filter, and the virtual detector size, can
be changed during the process without interruption, which is helpful to find suitable
settings interactively while spending the lowest amount of dose on the precious sample
area.
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The riCOM based class is independent of specific camera models and data types, while
additional dedicated classes provide live and file interfaces for given camera types/file
formats. This allows for easy extendability of the program by simply including further
interface classes. The current implementation is available on GitHub under a GPL license.

Figure 3.3: Layout of the GUI. The Menu column on the left allows the user to change
various settings, such as scan size, riCOM Kernel, filter settings, virtual STEM settings,
and interfaces for live mode and file dialogues. During a running reconstruction, a CBED
is plotted at the bottom of this menu to visually assist the tuning of the pattern center
and integration area for vSTEM interactively. All other windows are floating panels and
can be moved and resized.

3.3 Experimental Details

The results presented in this paper are produced from data collected in three experiments.
In the first experiment, a 𝑆𝑟𝑇𝑖𝑂3 focused ion beam (FIB) lamella is examined with a probe
corrected Thermo Fisher Titan3 (X-Ant-TEM) operated in STEM mode. The resulting
CBEDs are collected with a MerlinEM direct electron detector and form 4D datasets for
further analysis, as well as movies demonstrating the real-time processing power of the
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method. The experiment is performed with a beam energy of 300 keV and a convergence
angle of 20 mrad.

The second STEM experiment is performed on a silicalite-1 zeolite sample with a Thermo
Fisher Themis Z (Advan-TEM). The data is collected with a custom-made Timepix3
detector based on an Advapix TP3 camera unit and is recorded in an event-based format.
The beam energy and convergence angle used in the second experiment are 200 keV and
12 mrad, respectively.

The third experiment ran on a Thermo Fisher Tecnai G2, with a sample of periodic
mesoporous organosilica (PMO). The data is collected with a Cheetah camera equipped
with a Timepix3 detector. The TEM is operated under 200 keV, and convergence angles
of 9 and 3.8 mrad are used.

All the datasets and movies recorded in both experiments, including necessary parame-
ters for the reconstruction, can be found in the online repository [86].

3.4 Results and Discussion

Real Time Reconstruction

To demonstrate riCOM imaging, the software for real-time reconstruction is run directly
on incoming data during live experiments. The computer receives frames of CBEDs
from the detector, and the software reads the data through a TCP socket. Throughout
the process, the only extra prior knowledge to be provided to the algorithm is the COM
of an undiffracted pattern in the vacuum so that the relative COM shift at each probe
position can be computed. Alternatively, it can also be approximated by averaging the
COM from multiple probe positions, thereby omitting any calibration steps, making this
method equivalent to more traditional imaging methods regarding ease of use. This step
also inherently corrects for systematic shifts of the CBED away from the center of the
detector. While scanning, some of the most basic parameters of the microscopic imaging
system are tuned, for example changing the defocus, astigmatism, and magnification, as
shown in figure 3.4a-c. The live updated results are recorded in movies and can be found
in the online repository [86].

Defocus broadens the intensity distribution of the electron probe, and astigmatism has
the effect of creating two focal points, making the beam first focused in one direction
and then the other when traveling down along the optical axis. This would reduce
the electron beam sharpness and make the beam elliptical if out of focus, resulting in
stretched atomic features in the images, as can be seen in figure 3.4-b in the region
scanned before achieving the right focus.

According to the object function (equation 3.1), the intensity in the iCOM image equals
the cross-correlation between the projected electric potential of the material and the
probe function, and therefore the reduction in contrast as well as distortions of the
atomic features in the riCOM reconstruction is directly related to these beam aberrations.
Hence, microscopists can tune optical conditions intuitively to maximize contrast and
produce circular atoms with live updated results.
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Figure 3.4: Real-time reconstruction of SrTiO3 while tuning the magnification, defocus,
and stigmator. (a) The magnification is increased during the scanning. In the topmost
part, the contrast reveals a layered structure of the FIB lamella, and with increasing
magnification, the atoms can be captured in the image. (b) Tuning focus is reflected
by the change in the shape of atomic columns. (c) Tuning the stigmator affects the
electron probe’s sharpness and also the contrast between atoms and the vacuum. (d)
Simultaneous imaging using riCOM, ADF, and iCOM. RiCOM successfully images the
crystalline structure in the center of the image and the 𝑂 columns, which are missing
in the ADF image. The small kernel size used in riCOM reconstruction reduces the
long-range intensity distribution shown in iCOM.

By changing the magnification during the scanning process the step size is changed
accordingly. The live process can still continue, although the intensity needs to be
adjusted since 𝑎 is changed as the scan step size is changed, as shown in equation 3.2.
Besides, the optimal kernel size changes with magnification, as the spatial frequency of
the desired features will be shifted when the step size is changed. However, since the
kernel size can be adjusted during the process, a suitable choice can always be found by
tuning the kernel size according to the quality of the live updated reconstruction image.

In figure 3.4-d, a riCOM image rendered with a kernel size of 21 is compared to the ADF
image and the iCOM result. Apparent differences can be found in the center of the images,
which appears to have a hole according to ADF result but shows some crystalline structure
in the riCOM and iCOM images, indicating a possible extension of the crystalline material
with lower thickness. ADF gives more significant contrast for differences in scattering
ability, making it easier to distinguish 𝑆𝑟 columns from 𝑇𝑖+𝑂 columns, but also reduces
the intensity of weak scatterers, such as thin regions and the pure 𝑂 columns, to a level
that is completely invisible, while riCOM and iCOM successfully image all three types
of columns with a trade-off of less distinction between the columns. On the other hand,
atomic structures are blurred by the long-range intensity variation in the iCOM result.
The origin of this variation could be a local strain, misorientation, contamination, charge
accumulation, etc., but it is very difficult to pinpoint the actual cause. RiCOM with an
appropriate kernel size suppresses these low-frequency signals and shows a clear image
of atomic columns.

The examples in figure 3.4 show how riCOM images can be used to fine-tune optical sys-
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tems in a similar manner as using ADF. Moreover, the method is superior to ADF imaging
in terms of required electron dose and provides contrast also for the weak scatterers in
the object, including thinner regions or atomic columns composed of lighter atoms. The
high-pass characteristic of the suitable kernel size has shown to be helpful in highlight-
ing features of higher spatial frequency and reducing low-frequency components, but it
also means that the contrast interpretation has to be evaluated carefully, especially for
quantitative analysis, as they can be affected by multiple factors unknowingly.

Comparison of Reconstruction Methods

In this section, results from the riCOM reconstruction are compared with other recon-
struction methods that have the potential to provide real-time imaging. For 4D datasets,
ADF images can be computed using a virtual detector that integrates all electrons in
a specified region of the detector. The summing process is independent of the probe
position and does not require information beyond the scope of a single diffraction pat-
tern, thus making virtual ADF reconstruction possible for real-time visualization of the
dataset. To showcase the performance of riCOM reconstruction, it is compared to both
ADF as a traditional imaging mode, and SSB, which is generally considered as a highly
dose efficient and quantitative ptychography method. For riCOM reconstruction, three
results generated using different kernels are put into comparison, including two kernel
sizes and one kernel incorporating a band pass filter.

The dataset used for the comparison is a 4D dataset recorded from a silicalite-1 zeolite
specimen. The dataset is recorded in a sparse array, in which the location where electrons
hit the detector and the arrival time is recorded. This type of data format has several
advantages over more commonly seen frame-by-frame types at suitable experiment con-
ditions. For instance, in the case of low-dose imaging, sparse arrays result in datasets
many times smaller than full-frame arrays, since only the pixels of the detector that
successfully capture an electron generate data, while other inactive pixels remain silent.
For riCOM reconstruction, this format also shows its strength in terms of processing
speed. Yet another important feature of this format is that the arrival time can be used to
adjust the dose in the post-reconstruction stage. Since the arrival time of each electron is
recorded, the amount of dose put into the reconstruction algorithm can be post-adjusted
by reducing the acceptance time from each probe position. For example, with a dataset
recorded with a beam dwell time of 6000 ns, the dose for the post-reconstruction can be
reduced to 1/3 of the original dose if the acceptance time is set to be 2000 ns since any
electrons that arrive at the detector after the acceptance time for each probe position will
be discarded.

Accordingly, five data treatment algorithms/setups are used for the experimental data
at 3 different dose levels. The results are presented in figure 3.5. Comparing the images
generated by a virtual ADF detector with other reconstruction methods, it is obvious
that even with the maximum dose, it is not enough to generate an interpretable ADF
image. The vertical lines in the ADF image are a result of the camera being inactive
for unknown reasons, which is discussed in previous work [82]. This however makes
an almost unnoticeable difference to other reconstruction methods, since the value of
each pixel in the reconstructed image not only depends on the corresponding probe
position but also on its surroundings. SSB reconstruction includes a step to integrate
specific regions in the CBEDs according to their spatial frequency by performing Fourier
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Figure 3.5: Reconstructed image from an experimental zeolite dataset with different doses
(Full dose: 1.27𝑒 + 4 e/Å2). ADF images are generated by integrating the intensities
in the detector area beyond the convergence angle at each probe position. For SSB
reconstruction, a frame-based dataset is first generated from the event array, with the
detector space binned down to 32 × 32 (8 times smaller). For riCOM reconstruction,
three different kernels are used: 21-by-21, 61-by-61, and 61-by-61 with a band-pass filter.
The insets show magnified versions of the center of their respective images, and the
red arrows point out intensity fluctuations within the holes. The last row shows the
Fourier transform of each reconstructed result. The radial averaged frequency spectra
are represented with yellow curves, the frequency components of each kernel in red, and
the line-integration approximation in black dashed curves.
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transformation with respect to probe position. Certain spatial frequencies are weighted
more strongly from a larger integration area, and the resulting contrast transfer function
thus acts as a band-pass filter[87, 65]. The riCOM images of smaller kernel size (riCOM-
21) are shown to be similar to the SSB results, also manifested by the similarity of their
frequency spectra, as low-frequency signal is suppressed. For riCOM-61 result, by using
a larger kernel size, more components at lower spatial frequencies can be found in the
image. These components greatly increase the contrast for the long-range structure in the
material, such as the pores and framework of the zeolite crystal but reduce high-frequency
components, making the short-range structures such as atomic columns less clear. This
is especially highlighted in the result with 1/10 total dose. However, by integrating a
bandpass filter to the big kernel (riCOM-61-BP), noise from the high-frequency parts is
removed and weights are redistributed to mid-range components from the low-frequency
end. It results in a much clearer image of the atomic structure even at 1/10 dose. The
filter used for the last column is designed to remove signals from 3.8 nm−1 to 1.14 nm−1,
with 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 60 px−1 and 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 18 px−1.

In the third row, only 1/100 of the electrons in the dataset is used for imaging. The
insufficient amount of electrons introduces a large amount of noise and hides the atomic
structure in the images. Yet for the reconstruction result of riCOM-61, the pores within
the zeolite framework are preserved in the image. This is possibly due to the fact
that features of a larger scale are reconstructed from more data points, thus averaged
over more possible integration paths. This kind of low-frequency components is only
supported by kernels of larger size, explaining why other reconstruction methods shown
here do not benefit from them and fail to present any meaningful information in the
images.

Imaging of zeolites at atomic resolution with iDPC, a similar method as iCOM, has been
demonstrated to be successful at a loerw dose between 100 and 1000 electrons per Å2

[88, 89]. In a similar dose range, riCOM is capable of presenting structural features of the
sample at different spatial frequencies, showing that the dose efficiency of the method is
not sacrificed to enable real-time reconstruction.

While riCOM benefits from amplifying signals at specific frequencies so that clearer
images of the lattice structures and atomic features can be captured, one has to bear in
mind that the same effect is also applied to the statistical noise present in the experimental
data. To study how noise affects the reconstructed images, one could compare results
from ideal data with results from data with noise. However, for many reconstruction
methods, it does not mean that the effect of noise can be simply acquired by subtracting
one from the other since noise is not additive. Luckily, due to the linear independent
nature, it is indeed the case for riCOM. In other words, the reconstructed image from a
COM shift map with noise is exactly the same as the combination of the reconstructed
image from a noise-free COM shift map and the one from pure noise. The latter is thus
a suitable candidate for further noise analysis.

To demonstrate how noise is transferred to a reconstructed image at each frequency,
a 4D dataset of a 20 nm thick zeolite sample is simulated according to the condition
used in the second experiment (see section 3.3). The noise is separated from the dataset
to reconstruct an ADF image of pure noise, and the noise-induced COM deviation is
calculated by subtracting the COM shift map from the noise-included dataset from the
one without noise, which further leads to the reconstruction of riCOM images of the
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COM noise. The noise components of the pure noise ADF / riCOM images at different
radial frequencies are plotted in figure 3.6. Two major differences between ADF and
riCOM images can be found. First, the noise amplitudes of ADF images are higher when
the dose is higher, but the opposite for riCOM reconstruction is observed. It is due to the
fact that the ADF intensity values follow a Poisson distribution, where the noise increases
with the square root of the dose while the signal scales linearly with the dose. The COM
shift, on the other hand, is based on the spatial distribution of electrons rather than the
cumulative intensity and thus is not directly linked to this kind of shot noise. However,
the error of the COM estimation still decreases when more electrons are used. Therefore,
despite different noise behaviors, the signal-to-noise ratios of both methods increase
with dose. The second difference lies in the distribution of noise at different frequencies.
For the ADF noise image, the noise is distributed equally at different frequencies, yet
for riCOM, the noise is amplified according to the approximated weighting function
based on the kernel size (eq. 3.7). Through this analysis, it is clear that not only the
signal from the examined object but also the noise is affected by the weighting in the
frequency domain. This greatly changes how noise appears in the reconstructed images
compared to traditional imaging methods such as ADF and is worthy of the attention of
the microscopists in order not to misinterpret features created by noise.

The different reconstruction results in figure 3.5 show a disagreement about the content
inside of the pores that exist in the zeolite framework. Results from methods that give
more weight to the high-frequency components, such as SSB and riCOM-21, show some
intensity fluctuation inside of the pores, indicating the possible existence of dopants,
yet these do not appear in the riCOM-61 image. In order to understand the cause
of the difference, another simulation is run with the same condition to compare the
reconstructed results with different kernel sizes in figure 3.7. To eliminate the possibility
that this difference originates from the presence of noise, the reconstruction is done
without adding noise to the dataset. From each reconstructed image, an intensity profile
is drawn over the atom framework into the pore (figure 3.7a), which is indeed the vacuum
as designed for the simulation. The profile reveals that for riCOM-21, the intensity
increases, while riCOM-61 shows a monotonic decay towards the center of the pore (Fig.
3.7b). The intensity increase for riCOM-21 cannot be explained by the projected atomic
potential, since it can only decay when moving further away from the atoms.

To investigate the origin of this false intensity, the Fourier-transformed riCOM images are
analyzed (Fig. 3.5). The bright spots at the lowest frequency correspond to the periodic
structure of the pores and framework. The intensities of these spots are greatly reduced in
riCOM-21 but supported in riCOM-61, indicated by the approximated weighting function
as red curves. This causes major differences in features that necessarily rely on such low-
frequency signals. To illustrate the principle, we simplify the atom framework and the
pore using a step function (Fig. 3.7c). By removing the low-frequency components, the
step becomes a curve with a concave and a convex segment in the regions of the high
and the low step, respectively. This step-function analogy conceptually captures the
differences between the zeolite framework and the holes and explains the protruding
intensity in the hole for riCOM-21 as the effect of reduced low-frequency components.
For riCOM-61, such components are included by the larger kernel size so that no such
phantom intensity can be found in the same area.

These examples show that the proposed method, like many other reconstruction meth-
ods, is capable of providing extra information compared to traditional imaging methods.
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Figure 3.6: Components of the noise images at different frequencies. The noise images
are rendered by applying a virtual ADF detector, riCOM with kernel size 21, and riCOM
with kernel size 61. Three levels of dose for noise realization are chosen, and the curves
are drawn by averaging 30 random noise configurations at each dose. The weighting
functions given by the line-integration approximation are also presented for the riCOM
results in dashed lines.

RiCOM also shows great dose efficiency, allowing high-quality reconstruction results
under low-dose conditions. The freedom to use different kernel sizes grants users the
ability to tune the desired spatial frequency range, which is very important in order to
avoid misinterpretation of details in the image. Including more low-frequency compo-
nents enables the reconstruction of long-range structures of the object with even lower
amounts of electrons. This could be very useful for microscope operators when imaging
objects of larger scale.

Effect of the electron probe size

The COM shift, as shown in equation 2.8, is related to the gradient of the cross-correlation
between the probe intensity function and the projected potential. This relationship
indicates that the size of the electron probe ultimately determines the resolution of the
imaging mode, yet how the low-dose robustness of the imaging methods is affected by
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Figure 3.7: (a) Reconstruction results of a simulated zeolite dataset with different kernel
sizes. The red and blue lines indicate the locations of intensity line profiles drawn
in subplots (b). (b) The intensity profile shows that the intensity inside the hole area
increases in riCOM-21 results but decays in riCOM-61 towards the center. (c) A step
function for analogy shows that removing low-frequency components may cause imaging
artifacts similar to the ones seen in reconstruction results from smaller kernel sizes.

the probe size is unclear.

To understand the effect of probe size on COM-shift signal sampling, we show a schematic
of the imaging of two opposite phase ramps with three different probe sizes in figure 3.8.
With the sharp probe, a clear COM shift can be acquired when the probe is placed at the
ramp since only one ramp can be sampled with the narrow intensity distribution. The
other probe position does not register any COM shift since the incident wave interacts
with a flat phase. For the broad probe, both ramps are sampled when the probe is placed
at the center of the first ramp. The contribution to the COM shift from ramps of opposite
slopes cancel each other, and therefore the COM shift would be weaker than the sharp-
probe case. Besides, a large proportion of the intensity falls at the flat-phase region and
thus results in only weak shifts of the COM. The case where the probe size matches the
feature size shows a two-fold benefit. First, the sampling is precise without any mutual
cancelation in the COM shift, making the shift more significant than the broad-probe
case. Second, COM shifts can be measured in other probe positions due to the broader
intensity distribution of the probe compared to the sharp-probe case. Consequently, the
phase gradient can be reflected from data collected at multiple positions, which may
reduce the noise in the integrated results.

The connection between robustness against low-dose noise and probe-feature size rela-
tionship is then tested on a PMO sample. The PMO sample used in this experiment
shows a periodic honeycomb structure. The stem of the structure is about 20 nm thick
horizontally, and the distance between the pores is approximately 50 nm. For the elec-
tron probe scanning the sample, two apertures corresponding to convergence angles of
4.8 and 9 mrad are used, which create electron probes of size 0.68 and 1.61 nm at the
minimum (see equation 4.16 in the next chapter for definition). The acquired data are
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Figure 3.8: Sampling of the phase ramps with three electron probes. The intensity distri-
butions of the probes are approximated with cylindrical functions of different widths for
simplicity. Two probe positions are shown in each case for comparison: one at the center
of a ramp and the other at the foot of the same ramp where the phase is locally flat.

subjected to the processing of three imaging methods: riCOM, iCOM, and ADF. Here,
riCOM is performed with a kernel size of 81, and ADF images are made by a virtual
detector matching the DF area in the dataset (varying inner angle matching with the
aperture size). Datasets of three dose levels are generated from the raw datasets with the
methods mentioned above to highlight the low-dose robustness of the reconstruction.

Figure 3.9 shows the results of the reconstruction. Comparing ADF images at the highest
dose, it is seen that a higher resolution can indeed be achieved with a larger convergence
angle, as the stems of the PMO appear to be thinner when the 9-mrad aperture is
used. Besides that, no apparent difference in the noise level can be found between the
two images. The reconstructed images of riCOM and iCOM, on the other hand, show
significant differences. The reconstruction results of both methods are much noisier
when a sharper probe is used, which has a larger size mismatch with the feature of the
imaged object (the stems) in this case. Compared to riCOM, iCOM reconstruction only
introduces more low-spatial-frequency contrast instead of improving the feature quality,
which indicates that the kernel size of 81 is already sufficient to include the necessary
low-frequency components of the mesoporous structure.

At the dose level of 2 e/nm2, riCOM and iCOM reconstructions at the larger convergence
angle have completely lost any periodicity resembling the object. At the same time, the
periodic structure is preserved in both ADF images, as well as in the riCOM and iCOM
results with the broad probe. By further reducing the dose to 0.3 e/nm2, ADF images
also lose their contrasts. The reconstruction of riCOM is indeed much noisier, yet the
structure is not lost, as the position of the pores, the stems, and the edges can be found.

It is worth noting here that the contrast to present these images is not determined with
the same standard. The same colormap is used for all the images, but for ADF, the
minimum and maximum of the colormap range are set to be the minimal value and
0.3× the maximal value of the image. This effectively eliminates the problem of some
exceptionally hot pixels and the following image contrast reduction. For the lowest-dose
case, this effectively sets the maximum of the colormap range to 1, and thus the contrast
of the image indeed cannot be boosted any further. For riCOM and iCOM, the minimum
and maximum of the colormap range are set to be 0.6× the minimal value and 0.6× the
maximal value of the image.
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Figure 3.9: RiCOM, iCOM, and ADF reconstruction results at various dose levels and
convergence angles.
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3.5. CONCLUSION

In summary, this experiment shows that the dose efficiency of the methods can be
significantly affected by the choice of probe size. For imaging atoms whose size is much
smaller than the probe size formed with a common STEM setup, the sharpest probe can
be employed in most cases with a suitable kernel size to include the necessary spatial-
frequency components of the object. However, for imaging of features of larger size,
for example, the shape of a particle or domain boundaries, a broader probe may be
beneficial when dose efficiency is considered. Such an electron probe is not necessarily
created by a smaller aperture but can also be made with the natural probe broadening
as a result of defocusing, which allows a much more convenient control over the probe
size. Additionally, we would also like to point out fundamental differences in the probe-
dependency of SSB and riCOM. The CTFs of SSB and COM shift are both shown as
functions of the probe size [90, 87, 65]. For SSB, the CTF correlates the phase profile of
the object with the final reconstructed image, and therefore the probe size determines
the frequency components that can be efficiently transferred to the final image, as well
as the maximal resolution. For riCOM, only the COM shift is related to the probe size,
while the kernel size determines the weighting of the frequency components. Therefore,
for cases of imaging atom columns in a crystal, the largest convergence angle allowed
by the optical system can be used to guarantee sharp atomic features, while the spatial
frequency and the lattice contrast can be taken care of with an adequately selected kernel
size.

3.5 Conclusion

In this work, a real-time imaging method utilizing 4D-STEM data is proposed. The core
imaging mechanism is based on a vector describing the intensity shift measured from
each probe position, which may be the COM shift of the CBED or DPC signals acquired
with specific detectors. Through derivation of the physical formulation, we illustrate
the physical relevance and the benefits for numerically efficient implementations of this
approach, motivating the application, particularly in real-time imaging scenarios. The
freedom to change the size of the kernel or incorporate filters is also discussed, with
examples showing their effect.

It is shown that riCOM can effectively reproduce iCOM results, but allows for more
flexibility in terms of selecting contributing spatial frequencies. The method, including
frequency band pass filtering, depends only on the individual intensity distribution (or
CBED) at its corresponding real space location, which in combination with a rather simple
algorithm, creates a uniquely flexible and fast reconstruction method that requires very
little user input. We further present a well-optimized, interactive GUI implementation,
developed in standard C++ and published open source on GitHub.

Demonstrations of the method on an operating microscope show that firstly, the process
is fast enough to keep up with the highest frame rate supported by the currently available
frame-based detector, as well as the highest beam current allowed by the available data-
driven detector, and secondly, providing dynamic feedback to the microscope operator
when tuning and optimizing the microscope parameters. This ability enables a swift
search of the sample or region of interest, as well as adjustments of the imaging conditions
at potentially very low dose conditions.
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Figure 3.10: Reconstruction results of a FIB lamella under low magnification, riCOM
reconstruction with a kernel size of 11, 41, and ADF imaging with a virtual detector
are used. The low-frequency contrast plays an important role in imaging samples of
larger scale, and the shape of the lamella makes a more pronounced contrast by the
reconstruction with a larger kernel size (riCOM-41). The chemical differences between
the layers can hardly be noticed by any riCOM reconstruction, due to the insensitivity to
scattering angle, compared to the strong contrast created in the ADF image.

Comparisons with results of other non-iterative reconstruction methods show that riCOM
renders high-quality images on par with established methods, even at very low doses.
The pros and cons of using different frequency components are discussed. Users can
accordingly choose the most suitable designs of kernels, and run simultaneously other
imaging forming methods, in order to reach the highest dose efficiency or extract the
most amount of knowledge from the investigated sample in real-time.

It is also worth discussing some limits of the method. Although already mentioned
several times in the course of this thesis, the incapability to distinguish electrons at high
and low scattering angles is largely damaging the interpretability of the COM-related
methods, especially since the DF electrons are treated in the same way as BF electrons.
This gives the (r)iCOM imaging a major drawback in that the contrast has to be built up
from intensity shift, and the local scattering strength reflected by the percentage of DF
electrons does not directly result in contrast. In other words, unless the transition region
from a weak scatterer to a strong scatterer is well sampled, otherwise the two types of
materials may result in the same contrast. This drawback can be even more fatal when a
small kernel size is used since the low-frequency components are lost due to the transfer
function, as shown in figure 3.10.
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Phase Object Reconstruction for
4D-STEM using Deep Learning

This chapter is based on:
Friedrich, T., Yu, C.P., Verbeeck, J. and Van Aert, S., 2023. Phase Object Reconstruction for
4D-STEM using Deep Learning. Microscopy and Microanalysis, 29(1), pp.395-407.

The author has major contribution to the conceptualization of the paper, conducting TEM
experiments, and designing the workflow for data processing and imaging.

4.1 Introduction

In the last chapter, the speedy update of the reconstruction result of riCOM, as well
as its low-dose imaging ability and sensitivity to light elements were demonstrated.
The limitation of the riCOM reconstruction, on the other hand, was also explained
and manifested with experimental data. Both the advantages and the disadvantages,
however, originate in the fact that the waveform is so much simplified that only the
intensity shift is utilized for the final reconstruction, which on the one hand allows a
high processing frame rate, but on the other limits the usage of information that exists in
the acquired data.

The benefits of using the whole CBED patterns for reconstruction, instead of its deriva-
tives, have been demonstrated by the many ptychography examples in section 2.2. How-
ever, the nature of the algorithm, which is built upon iterative searching, makes it almost
impossible to provide live updates of the reconstruction result during data acquisition.
There are two major obstacles to realizing real-time imaging with iterative algorithms:
First, waveform retrieval is a computationally intensive task, and therefore the conver-
gence of the search usually takes a longer time than what can be tolerated to keep up with
the data acquisition. The necessary time consumption can be magnitudes longer than
the time to finish the raster scan, making the synchronization between the two essen-
tially impossible. Second, being iterative means the reuse of data, and thus the acquired
CBEDs cannot be processed and dumped, as in the case of riCOM. Instead, data storage
to accommodate all of the CBEDs belonging to the same dataset is necessary, so that the
data can be pulled repeatedly in the iterative process and improve the reconstruction
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result. This demand on memory can be exceptionally large when the amount of probe
positions in the dataset grows.

The two obstacles, nonetheless, can be solved if the iterative process can be replaced by
something quick and direct. In this work, we thus explore the possibility to use machine
learning (ML) to perform waveform retrieval for phase object reconstruction. We show
that using a convolutional neural network (CNN) enables fast exit wave retrieval for a
given CBED, by using only a 3x3 kernel of adjacent diffraction patterns at a time. Using
only nine CBEDs per probe position in a 4D-STEM dataset implies that the dataset can
practically be of arbitrary size and the reconstruction can be performed live during the
experiment with appropriate accelerator hardware, such as a modern, single GPU. The
method allows the retrieval of exit waves with a resolution theoretically only limited
by the Nyquist frequency of the detector and thus enables super-resolution imaging at
sufficiently high doses. Besides, we also show excellent low-dose imaging capability
and easily interpretable contrast from the proposed reconstruction method. In this
paper, the character and capability of the proposed method are discussed in detail and
demonstrated on both simulated and experimental data.

Comparisons are also made with other possible live processing methods. To the best of
our knowledge, the only reconstruction methods that go beyond utilizing the traditional
annular detector setting and enabling live imaging are single sideband ptychography
(SSB)[80] and integrated differential phase contrast (iDPC) or iCOM [36], which is why
we focus our analysis on comparing the results of our proposed method to these two
methods.

4.2 Theoretical Framework

The interaction of fast electrons with thin specimens can be conveniently described with
the phase object approximation (POA). As an electron passes through an electrostatic
potential landscape, its wavelength 𝜆 is temporarily altered, resulting in a phase shift of
the passing electron wave [43]. With the application of the POA, the specimen is assumed
to be thin enough so that the propagation of the wave as it goes through the material can
be neglected, and the acquired phase shift 𝜙(®𝑟) is directly proportional to the projected
potential of the sample, as described by equation 2.1, and the resulting exit wave 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)
by equation 2.5. We further define a transmission function 𝑇(®𝑟) that relates the incident
wave 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) to 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟):

𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) = 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟)𝑇(®𝑟)
𝑇(®𝑟) = exp

(
𝑖𝜙(®𝑟)

) (4.1)

According to equation 4.1 a direct solution of the transmission function is only possible
if both incident and exit wave are known, while in practice neither of them are known a
priori. The incident wave 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟), can be fairly well approximated by the inverse Fourier
transform of the product of the aperture function 𝐴(®𝑘) and a complex aberration function
exp

(
𝑖𝜒(®𝑘)

)
[91].
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𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) = IFT
[
𝐴(®𝑘) exp

(
𝑖𝜒(®𝑘)

)]
(4.2)

where 𝐴(®𝑘) and 𝜒(®𝑘) is the aperture image that can be found on the diffraction plane (®𝑘)
and the phase profile of the aberration, respectively, and ®𝑟 describes a 2D space at the
object plane. The function 𝜒(®𝑘), considering only the spherical aberration 𝐶𝑠 and defocus
Δ 𝑓 , is given by:

𝜒(®𝑘) = 𝜋𝜆𝑘2
(
0.5𝐶𝑠𝜆

2𝑘2 − Δ 𝑓
)

(4.3)

Assuming that at least the low order aberration parameters of 𝜒(®𝑘) are known, equations
4.2 and 4.3 can be used to estimate 𝜓𝑖(®𝑘). The other piece of missing information is then
the exit wave 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟). From a 4D-STEM experiment, only a measurement of the intensity
of the wave |𝜓𝑒(®𝑘)|2 can be made (figure 4.1(2)), and thus a method to retrieve the exit
waveform on the sample plane based on the information accessible from the experiment
is required to solve equation 4.1 to get the object transmission function 𝑇(®𝑟).

Complex object wave retrieval based on known intensity observations is a common
inverse problem, but in the case of a 4D-STEM experiment, it is much more complicated.
Shot noise of the measured intensity makes even the estimation of |𝜓𝑒(®𝑘)| a challenging
task on its own, and the actual interaction between the fast electron and material could
severely change the outcome predicted by the phase object approximation.

The idea in this study is to leverage the multislice formalism, incorporating the calculation
of electrostatic atomic potentials [92] and the frozen phonon approximation [93], as a
forward model to generate a large synthetic dataset. This dataset can then be used to
train a convolutional neural network (CNN) to retrieve an estimate of 𝜓𝑒 for any given
experiment within the boundaries of the validity of the used forward model and within
the parameter space of the training data, which will be discussed in section 4.3 and is
given concisely in table 4.1.

4.3 Convoluted Neural Network

Workflow

The general concept of the proposed reconstruction method is schematically illustrated
in figure 4.1. The workflow to retrieve the transmission function 𝑇(®𝑟) (figure 4.1(1)) of
a 4D-STEM dataset (figure 4.1(2)) can be divided into two main steps: firstly, a neural
network, trained to solve the inverse problem as outlined in section 4.3, retrieves the
phase 𝜙𝑒 and amplitude |𝜓𝑒 | of the exit wave, based on the intensity measurements of
a 3x3 kernel of adjacent diffraction patterns, as depicted in figure 4.1(3-5). Secondly, a
patch of the object is reconstructed from the previously retrieved exit wave according to
equation 4.1, as shown in figure 4.1(6).
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Figure 4.1: General workflow: A patch of the phase object (1) of a 4D-STEM dataset (2)
is reconstructed by extracting a 3x3 kernel of adjacent CBEDs (3), using a CNN (4) to
reconstruct the amplitude (|𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)|) and phase (𝜙𝑒(®𝑟)) of the exit wave of the central CBED
(5) and using the phase object approximation to reconstruct the object patch (6) from the
reconstructed exit wave and an estimated probe function 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟). Patches are then stitched
together by complex addition to yield a reconstruction of the full phase object.

The mismatch between the pixel size of the reconstructed object and the scan step needs
to be taken into account before the complex addition can be applied. This is due to the
fact that the object patches retrieved from different probe positions are always shifted
by integer multiples of the step size in both directions, which is not guaranteed to be
compatible with the pixel size of the object that is determined by the maximal scattering
angle and pixel density of the detector. Therefore, a phase ramp is included in the
approximated 𝜓𝑖(®𝑘) and the predicted 𝜓𝑒(®𝑘) to make the necessary sub-pixel shift of their
real space counterpart 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) and 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟), so that they can be found at the right position.
This ramp 𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡(®𝑘) is applied in the ®𝑘-space that causes a shift in the ®𝑟 space, and is
shown to be a function of the magnitude of the shift (Δ𝑥 and Δ𝑦) and the dimension of
the array (𝑁𝑥 × 𝑁𝑦) that describes an object patch:

𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡(®𝑘) = exp
[
2𝜋𝑖

(
Δ𝑥

𝑁𝑥
+ Δ𝑦

𝑁𝑦

)
®𝑘
]

(4.4)

The real space wave functions considering the phase ramp are:

𝜓𝑖 ,𝑛(®𝑟) = IFT
{
𝜓𝑖(®𝑘)𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡 ,𝑛(®𝑘)

}
𝜓𝑒 ,𝑛(®𝑟) = IFT

{
𝜓𝑒(®𝑘)𝜑𝑠ℎ𝑖 𝑓 𝑡 ,𝑛(®𝑘)

} (4.5)
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In equation 4.5, the magnitude of displacements Δ𝑥 and Δ𝑦 are implied by 𝑛, which
specifies the 𝑛𝑡ℎ probe position.

The phase object approximation assumes that the retrieved object patch should have a
homogeneous amplitude of 1 with a phase distribution reflecting the projected potential
of the imaged material. However, since the sample region traversed by the most intense
part of the electron probe makes the most influence on the waveform of the transmitted
electron wave, the retrieved object patches are given a weighting function 𝜔𝑛 according to
the 𝑛𝑡ℎ incident probe intensity distribution, and the accordingly weighted object patch
𝜓𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ,𝑛 is expressed as:

𝑇𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ,𝑛(®𝑟) =
𝜓𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑛(®𝑟)/𝜓𝑖𝑛,𝑛(®𝑟)
|𝜓𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑛(®𝑟)/𝜓𝑖𝑛,𝑛(®𝑟)|

× 𝜔𝑛(®𝑟) (4.6)

with the weighting function 𝜔𝑛 as:

𝜔𝑛(®𝑟) ={
|𝜓𝑖𝑛,𝑛 (®𝑟)|2∑
®𝑟 |𝜓𝑖𝑛,𝑛 (®𝑟)|2

if |𝜓𝑖𝑛,𝑛(®𝑟)|2 > 1
10𝑚𝑎𝑥(|𝜓𝑖𝑛,𝑛(®𝑟)|2)

0 if 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(4.7)

This procedure is repeated for all real space coordinates in the 4D-STEM dataset and the
object patches are combined into the final phase object 𝑇 by complex addition over 𝑛
probe positions.

𝑇(®𝑟) =
∑
𝑛

𝑇𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ,𝑛(®𝑟) (4.8)

The object patch estimations coming from the CNN are not perfect but carry some errors.
However, the full object is the combined result of the predictions made at multiple probe
positions (equation 4.8). Even if one particular prediction is very inaccurate, its impact on
the final result is limited as long as it is outweighed by the contributions from neighboring
probe positions, which is the case when a significant probe overlap is established by a
dense scanning raster.

Training data generation

We created a large synthetic dataset, using atomic structures extracted from the materials
project [94] database. Based on the unit cell definitions we created bulk specimens in
one of the low-index zone axis orientations given in table 4.1. Each sample consists of a
3x3 kernel of simulated CBED patterns as features and the corresponding exit wave in
𝑟-space as the label. The simulations were performed using the multislice formalism and
the frozen phonon approximation. In the implementation given by [41, 42], following
the derivation of [93] the CBED intensity can be expressed as the sum of coherent and
incoherent intensities.
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〈��𝜓𝑒

(®𝑘) ��2〉 =

���〈𝜓𝑒

(®𝑘)〉���2 + 〈��𝛿 (®𝑘, 𝑡) ��2〉 (4.9)

where 𝜓𝑒(®𝑘) is the exit wave, 𝛿 is a phonon configuration(𝑡)-dependent difference and
⟨⟩ denotes the average over 𝑡. This formalism gives us access to the average, coherent,
complex wave function. We use this wave function of the central CBED of the 3x3
kernel as labels (i.e. the ground truth training target) and the CBED intensities of all
patterns in the kernel, as given in equation 4.9 as features (i.e. the CNN input). Only
low order aberration parameters Δ 𝑓 and 𝐶𝑠 of 𝜒(®𝑘) (equation 4.3) are considered as
they typically are the only remaining influence with a properly chosen aperture size.
We assume that including these effects phenomenologically with a constant, small 𝐶𝑠

and corresponding Scherzer defocus is sufficient. Temporal and spatial incoherence
are also not taken into account. This reduces the parameter space considerably but
also implies that the method is (for now) limited to aberration-corrected well-adjusted
microscopes. Further, the dataset includes the CBED size in Å−1, the aperture size
and the acceleration voltage, which allows the computation of the probe function 𝜓𝑖(®𝑘)
within the data pre-processing pipeline during the training using equations 4.2 and 4.3.
Also, the effect of finite electron dose is applied as a data augmentation step during the
training, assuming only Poisson noise. To accommodate the possibility that there may
be no specimen interacting with the beam, another augmentation step replaces the 3 × 3
CBEDs with the aperture image 𝐴(®𝑘) with a 3% chance. An example of the resulting
training sample inputs and labels is illustrated in figure 4.2 in the "input" and "ground
truth" panels respectively. All parameters describing the dataset are summarized in
table 4.1. Visualizations of the parameter distributions are shown in the supplementary
information (figure S.1). The data generation code was published open source under
https://github.com/ThFriedrich/ap_data_generation, as well as the training dataset
used [95].

Description Value
Acceleration voltage ∈ {30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 300}kV
Step size (®𝑟) (0.0167...0.33) Å
Convergence angle 5...30 mrad
Spherical aberration 0.001 mm
Defocus Scherzer defocus
# Frozen phonons 30
Atom rmsd 0.08 Å
Orientation ∈ {[1 1 0], [0 1 1], [1 0 1], [0 0 1], [1 0 0], [0 1 0], [1 1 1]}
Thickness <30 Å
Dose 3...3e9 e/CBED
# Structures 126,335
# Samples 742,688

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for the training dataset.
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4.3. CONVOLUTED NEURAL NETWORK

Figure 4.2: Example of an exit wave retrieval taken from the validation dataset, illustrating
the inputs and outputs of the CNN, as well as the Fourier transforms of the (real space)
exit waves. Intensities and amplitudes are depicted in log scale.

Neural network implementation

CNN architecture

The complexity of the inverse problem practically dictates the use of deep neural networks
in this study. The U-Net architecture [96] is one of the most popular choices for deep
learning applications, since it allows to expand the number of parameters considerably
while maintaining strong backpropagation. Each depth level in the "U-shape" reduces
the filter map size which accommodates the retrieval of features of different sizes. This
makes the U-NET an extremely versatile and easy-to-train CNN and hence suitable
as a starting point for this project as well [97]. However, since the training target is
naturally complex-valued, a generic pixel-to-pixel mapping, as commonly employed for
CNNs in image processing, cannot be used. Two popular ways of dealing with this
exist. Firstly, both, phase and amplitude retrieval problems can essentially be treated
separately by defining two outputs and optimizing for dedicated loss functions on the
phase and amplitude components of the wave function. This treats the complex wave
as two real-valued images, which in practice has the advantage that common, highly
optimized AI tools can be readily employed. Another approach that naturally lends
itself to this kind of problem is using complex-valued neural networks [98]; an approach
that has found relatively few applications so far. However, the theoretical framework for
complex CNNs is established [98] and implementations have been showing promising
results [99, 100]. We implemented the U-NET architecture for both CNN types to test
the main ideas. The complex networks delivered reconstruction results and accuracies of
predicted phases, which are, for all intents and purposes, equivalent to the real-valued
CNN, while decreasing the speed performance considerably. Since live imaging is an
envisioned application, inference speed is a critical concern and the faster real-valued
CNN was chosen in the study accordingly.

The structure of the U-NET is modified to account for physical considerations. The
aim of the neural network is to model the electron-specimen interaction. Adding skip
connections from the input probe function to the output exit waves (essentially enabling
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global residual learning) isolates the specimen interaction contributions from the probe
function contributions to the exit wave. The CNN, therefore, does not need to learn to
actually model the electron probe. The skip connections have the additional benefit of
providing a common template during inference. The training is done on isolated scan
points of only 9 CBEDs per specimen, while during inference the probe function should
be consistent for the entire dataset, which is a requirement that cannot be captured by any
metric during the training. Providing an estimated probe function greatly promotes this
consistency during inference. Global residual learning also enhances noise robustness
because the probe function serves as the template, which is hardly altered if the input is
merely noise.

On the input, the dynamic range of the CBEDs is being scaled by taking them to the
power of 0.1 in a preprocessing step, which puts more relative weight on the dark
field scattered electrons to support exit wave reconstructions beyond the convergence
angle. Subsequently, each pattern is scaled, according to equation 4.10 depending on
its distance from the central beam position, where 𝜁𝑥𝑦 and 𝜁𝑑 correspond to the CBED
weights adjacent to the central CBED along x and y and on the diagonal, respectively.
This is a straightforward way to include the step size Δ𝑠 into the workflow.

𝜁𝑥𝑦 =
1

Δ𝑠 ∗ 50 𝜁𝑑 =
1√

2 ∗ Δ𝑠2 ∗ 50
(4.10)

The constant factor of 50 accounts for the range of step sizes in the training datasets such
that all 𝜁 are between 0 and 1. The effect of this weighting can be seen in the "Input"
panel of figure 4.2, evident by the higher mean intensity of the central CBED.

Other notable differences as compared to the original U-NET implementation[96] are
different map sizes, the use of Swish-Activation functions [101] and the use of strided
convolutional layers instead of max-pooling layers to avoid any loss of information when
feature map sizes are reduced. Trainable scaling factors on the two output layers for the
phase and amplitude were added to scale between the batch-normalized feature maps
(with standard deviations of 1 and means of zero) in the CNN and the relatively small
target value distributions, which correspond to the difference between exit waves and
probe functions. The variables were initialized accordingly with small values of 1e-4
and optimized during training. The amplitude output layer includes a regularization
that penalizes integrated exit wave intensities > 1. The phase output layer penalizes
values larger than 𝜋 and smaller than −𝜋. These penalties are added to the loss during
training. The resulting overall architecture is depicted in figure 4.3. The tensorflow
implementations of the models and individual layers are available on GitHub at https:
//github.com/ThFriedrich/airpi. During the training the CNN can process >750,000
sample points in about 6 minutes on a single Nvidia RTX 3080 GPU, indicating that
the model itself may be well suited for live processing at rates >2 kHz, if the pre- and
post-processing pipelines are well-optimized.

Loss function

To facilitate the learning of a general representation for both the phase and amplitude we
designed a multi-objective loss function as a linear combination of ℒ2(®𝑘/®𝑟)-losses on the
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Figure 4.3: The CNN architecture used in this study is a modified U-NET with separate,
real-valued phase and amplitude outputs. The inputs are the estimated probe function��𝜓𝑖 ,in(®𝑟)

��, the recorded CBED patterns
����̃�𝑒 ,in(®𝑘)

���, and the approximated aberration phase
profile 𝜙𝑖(®𝑟). The predicted output are the amplitude of the central CBED

��𝜓𝑒 ,out(®𝑟)
��, the

phase profile of the central CBED 𝜙out(®𝑟) The model leverages global residual learning
through added skip connections of the probe function to the output. Each "convolution
layer" is composed of a 2D convolution layer, batch normalization and a swish activation
function. Each "convolution block" consists of 3 consecutive convolution layers.

phase and the amplitude in Fourier space and real space. Enforcing the correspondence
between ®𝑟 and ®𝑘-space during the training encourages the CNN to abide by physical
constraints. It was also observed that the decomposition of the phase into its sin and
cos components facilitates better convergence, compared to just optimizing for the phase
directly. This is presumably related to the decompositions being smooth so the CNN
does not have to account for phase wrapping effects. Since the probe function is an
input to the CNN the object can be solved directly and used in the loss function too.
The optimization of the ℒ2 error of the phase of the object 𝑇(®𝑟) directly promotes an
agreement of the object with the transmission function, which is practically the most
meaningful metric. However, a good quantitative match may be impossible to achieve in
certain scenarios (e.g. very low dose). To promote at least a visual match, the object phase
is also optimized for its cross-correlation 𝑥𝑐 as given in equation 4.14. Furthermore, it
was empirically determined that a higher weight on the phase in ®𝑘-space leads to faster
convergence and overall better results. Putting all terms into a sum, for an exit wave on
the sample plane 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) with phase 𝜙(®𝑟), and on the diffraction plane �̃�𝑒(®𝑘) with phase
�̃�(®𝑘), and also an object phase 𝜙𝑜𝑏 𝑗(®𝑟) the loss function is given by:
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ℒ =

ℒ2(|�̃�𝑒(®𝑘)|2) + (ℒ2(sin �̃�(®𝑘)) + ℒ2(cos �̃�(®𝑘))) ∗ 3
+ℒ2(|𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)|2) + ℒ2(sin 𝜙(®𝑟)) + ℒ2(cos 𝜙(®𝑟))
+ℒ2(𝜙𝑜𝑏 𝑗(®𝑟)) + ℒ𝑥𝑐(𝜙𝑜𝑏 𝑗(®𝑟))

(4.11)

with:

ℒ2(𝑥) =
(
𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 − 𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

)2 (4.12)

ℒ𝑥𝑐(𝑥) =
(
1 − 𝑥𝑐(𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 , 𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

)
/2 (4.13)

where:

𝑥𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) =

∑
𝑖 , 𝑗
[(𝑦(𝑖 , 𝑗) − 𝑦)(𝑥(𝑖 , 𝑗) − 𝑥)]√∑

𝑖 , 𝑗

[𝑦(𝑖 , 𝑗) − 𝑦]2
√∑

𝑖 , 𝑗

[𝑥(𝑖 , 𝑗) − 𝑥]2
(4.14)

where 𝑥 and 𝑦 correspond to pixel values at the locations (𝑖 , 𝑗) and 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the mean
values respectively.

Training

The training was performed using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5𝑒 − 4, a
batch size of 256 and a momentum setting of 0.9. The learning rate was decreased by a
factor of 0.5 when the validation loss did not decrease for 3 epochs. Convergence was
reached after ≈50 epochs. After convergence, the training was resumed for another 10
epochs with a weighting factor of 10 applied to the ℒ2(𝜙𝑜𝑏 𝑗(®𝑟)) term of equation 4.11,
which leads to a further small decrease on the object error. This step does not alter
the reconstruction results considerably but improves the quantitative match between
reconstructed objects and transmission functions somewhat.

4.4 Experiments and Simulations

The demonstration of the reconstruction methods is performed on both experimental
and simulated datasets. For the experiment, probe-corrected Thermo Fisher Titan (X-
Ant-TEM) and Themis (Advan-TEM) are used, the former is equipped with a MerlinEM
direct electron detector (based on Medipix3) and a custom-made Timepix3 detector for
the latter. For the experimental dataset of Au crystal and SrTiO3 focused ion beam
lamella, which can be found in the online repository [86], the acceleration voltage is set
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at 300 kV, the convergence angle of the electron beam 20 mrad, and the scanning step size
0.2 Å and 0.185 Å, respectively. The USY zeolite dataset, which can be found in [102],
is collected at 200 keV, with 12 mrad convergence angle and 0.15 Å step size. For the
simulations, the twisted bilayer graphene dataset is generated with acceleration voltage
200 kV, convergence angle 25 mrad, and scan step size 0.2 Å, for the twisted bilayer MoS2
dataset acceleration voltage 300 kV, convergence angle 20 mrad, and scan step size 0.1 Å,
and for the MgO dataset acceleration voltage 300 kV, convergence angle 20 mrad, and
scan step size 0.05 Å. All of the simulated datasets are generated with the MULTEM
software [41].

4.5 Results and Discussion

Super-resolution

The reconstruction of the proposed method is based on solving equation 4.1 for the object
using the incident and the exit wave functions, and therefore the resolution of the method
is not explicitly limited by neither the optical conditions of the imaging system nor the
sampling density of the electron probe. By reciprocity, the object plane is sampled with
a maximum resolution determined by the maximum scattering angle the detector can
reach, or the highest angle at which the exit wave can be accurately retrieved, which can
potentially result in higher resolution than permitted by the former two limitations.

This super-resolution granted by the knowledge of the exit wave at higher scattering
angles is demonstrated by the reconstruction of a simulated dataset of a twisted bilayer
graphene sample at infinite dose [103]. The result from the CNN reconstruction is shown
in figure 4.4a, and compared with a SSB reconstruction in figure 4.4b.

To analyze the spatial frequency achieved by each method, the Fourier transformed (FT)
images are presented as well (figure 4.4d, e). The circle in the FT SSB image indicates twice
the range of the convergence angle (𝛼), which is the upper limit of the spatial frequency
of this reconstruction method[104], and therefore all the frequency components beyond
are eliminated. The reconstruction of CNN successfully retrieves components beyond
this limitation, reflected in the ability to distinguish atoms with very short spacing in
between, as can be seen in the atom pairs profile (figure 4.4c)

The improved resolution capabilities of the method are also demonstrated on an ex-
perimental USY-zeolite dataset [102]. To increase the accuracy of the neural network
prediction, the CBED at each probe position is replaced by a summation of CBEDs
within a 5 × 5 box, while the reconstruction is done with a step size twice as large as
the original data. This treatment of data is, of course, not equivalent to sampling with
a larger step size with more dose per CBED, but considering the very small step size
used in recording the raw data set (0.05 Å) and the much larger probe size (1.1 Å, by
equation 4.16), more benefits due to the reduction of shot noise can be gained compared
to the loss in fidelity due to forcing a incoherent sum of CBEDs. This repetition in
data usage increases the effective dose in the dataset, as individual CBED now contains
25
4 -times more electrons and greatly increases the accuracy of the neural network pre-

diction. The actual dose that inflicts damage while interacting with the material, on the
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Figure 4.4: Demonstration of super-resolution capabilities on simulated datasets with
infinite dose. Compared are CNN reconstructions and standard SSB ptychography
(b). Their corresponding Fourier-transformed (FT) intensities show the maximal spatial
frequency achieved by each method (d, e). For the FT image of the SSB result, a circle
indicating twice the convergence angle is added, which corresponds to the maximal
spatial frequency of the method. (c) shows the intensity along the line profile drawn in
each image. Markers on the x-axis indicate atom positions. (f) depicts the integrated
intensity of the FT images along the y-axis.

other hand, remains the same. For comparison, SSB is performed on the original dataset
and a dataset with the same data repetition strategy applied. In figure 4.5, it is shown
that the last three reconstructions successfully build a clear image of the zeolite crystal
structure with atomic level resolution. The CNN reconstruction based on the original
dataset does not showcase similar quality, since the dose for individual CBED is too low
to make a meaningful prediction of the exit wave, but after data repetition is applied,
the neural network gives results that capture details of the material. SSB, on the other
hand, does neither benefit nor suffer from the repetition, at least not at a noticeable level.
From the Fourier transform of the three images, one can estimate the resolution limits of
the methods by comparing the most distant frequency component. The neural network
reconstruction shows a maximal frequency component at 12.8 Å−1, which according to
the Raleigh criterion:

𝑑 =
0.61𝜆
sin 𝛼

(4.15)
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Figure 4.5: Reconstruction results of three different approaches. (a, b) Reconstruction
performed on datasets without and with data repetition, respectively. (c, d) SSB recon-
struction done on datasets without and with data repetition, respectively. The Fourier
transforms of the reconstructed images are shown below. Notice that in (a) vertical
streaks of very strong intensity can be found, which originate from an unknown defect
of the detector, also reported by [82].

is equivalent to the resolving power of an un-aberrated perfect optical system of conver-
gence angle 12 mrad, which is the same as the aperture size used in the experiment, at
the electron wavelength (𝜆) of 0.02 Å. As most of the microscopes, even ones equipped
with a probe corrector, cannot achieve the resolving power given by the Raleigh criterion,
the purposed method shows the ability to overcome the effect of remaining aberration,
shot noise, and other imperfection in the system to reach for higher resolution.

Step size

Since the proposed reconstruction method is based on retrieving individual object
patches, which are commonly sampled finer than the step size of the scanning elec-
tron probe, a rather coarse scanning grid can produce high-quality images, as long as a
good prediction of the exit wave, and hence the object patch, can be made. This character
of the proposed reconstruction method is demonstrated on a simulated MgO particle
with different step sizes of 0.1, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.6 Å. The "ratio" values shown in figure 4.6
refer to the ratio of the diameter of the incident probe function (1.2 Å) and the step size,
where the probe size for a given convergence angle 𝛼 in reciprocal Angstrom is defined
by the first root of the Bessel function of the first kind and first order:

𝑑 = 2 × 3.8317
𝛼𝜋

(4.16)

Figures in the left column are generated with infinite doses, and therefore the neural
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network has very detailed knowledge of the amplitude of the exit wave to make accurate
predictions. In this case, the difference between the results of an overlap ratio of 12 and
an overlap ratio of 3 is barely noticeable. By further reducing the scan density, probe
positions reach a distance where the weighting function forbids any overlap, as shown in
equation 4.7. Despite the weighting function cutoff, which creates blank spaces between
the object patches (see figure 4.6c,d), the actual probe positions in the simulation overlap
with each other just enough to make exit wave predictions possible to maintain the crystal
structure to a certain level in the reconstructed image. As the step size reaches 1.6 Å
and the ratio drops below 1, the cropping resulting from the weighting function leaves
large blanks (see figure 4.6a,b), and the retrieved object patches deteriorate severely,
no longer reflecting any crystal periodicity. This failure shows that the neural network
follows certain physical and mathematical constraints, such as necessary probe overlap
for accurate exit wave retrieval, and that it would fail rather than make false predictions
that continue to resemble atoms or the crystal. This failure can be identified by the user,
not only based on the deviation of the resulting image from the expected appearance
of the object but also by the wide blanks left between the object patches, indicating
insufficient probe overlap.

The images in the right column of figure 4.6 were generated with the same dose per
area. As mentioned in the previous section, the accuracy of the retrieved object patch
is not directly related to the total dose in the dataset, but rather to the dose per CBED.
By this consideration, it follows that larger step sizes work better for the neural network
since this would mean fewer probe positions in the same area and a higher dose at every
individual CBED. On the other hand, a certain level of probe overlap is also required for
accurate predictions. Therefore, not only the total dose per area but also the scanning
strategy is an important consideration for the proposed method. A balanced scan density
will generate better results as compared to a very fine scan grid, even if the total dose
per area would be the same. This behavior is illustrated in figure 4.6. The noise level is
lowered significantly as the step/probe-width ratio drops from 12 to 3 in figures 4.6-h
and 4.6-f.

The noise created by inaccurate prediction also creates different features as the step
size changes. As the training is exclusively done on crystalline materials in zone axis
orientations, the predicted object patches may show atomic-scale features, even if the
input is merely noise. In other words, the frequency transfer function of each object
patch is highest at the spatial frequency that would compose an image of an atom. This
somewhat dangerous behavior of the neural network is compensated by the stitching of
the patches, since atomic-scale features of the noise would not remain sharp as multiple
object patches contribute to the same area, and would thus contribute to a cloudy, low-
intensity background, as seen in figure 4.6-h. However, when the degree of overlap is
reduced, such that the phase value is completely determined by one object patch, the
risk to observe a false, atom-like feature, such as the ones seen in figures 4.6-f and 4.6-d,
greatly increases. Awareness of this effect is therefore important when using the method
and large step-size scanning patterns should be treated with extra caution. The other
effect of noise is that the phase value drops in cases of very few electrons per CBED. This
is essentially related to the failure of CNN at making accurate phase object prediction,
but it also shows that as long as a sufficient dose is present in the 3 × 3 CBED input set,
the phase value retrieved is not strongly related to step size.
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Figure 4.6: Reconstruction results of simulated MgO particle. In the left column (a, c, e,
g) the images are generated with infinite dose, and in the right (b, d, f, h) the dose is set
to be 500 electron per Å2. The images in each row are built with the same step size, as
well as the step/probe-width ratio. The colorbar in the bottom left panel applies to every
image in the figure.
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Contrast analysis

As outlined in section 4.2, the phase of the object is proportional to the electrostatic
potential. By this relation, atomic species should, at least within the boundaries of the
phase object approximation, be distinguishable. To verify whether this requirement
holds true for the CNN reconstructions, 4D-STEM datasets of isolated, single atoms for
each species in the periodic table up to Z=103 are simulated individually with a step
size of 0.2 Å and a simulation box size of 3 × 3 Å. The retrieved phase objects of these
datasets are compared to the ground truth transmission function, which is based on
the parameterization by [105]. The comparison is carried out by taking averaged phase
values from pixels within various ranges. In figure 4.7, from top to bottom, the curves
show phase values at the peak only (figure 4.7-a), averaged phase over 3×3 pixels around
the atomic position (figure 4.7-b), and the average over 5×5 pixels (4.7-c). Both, the curves
of the ground truth transmission function and the CNN predictions, generally increase
against atomic number, with the exception of certain dips at larger averaging ranges. This
effect stems from different electron orbital distributions in the radial direction, and thus
only the phase value averages at larger ranges are sensitive to this difference. The CNN
predictions obviously also preserve these sub-atomic level details to some extent, as the
shape of the curves bears a strong resemblance to the ground truth curves. Although
the reconstructed phase values and the transmission functions do not match exactly, the
predictions are accurate enough, such that the phase values of the reconstructed objects
are indeed useful as an indicator for different atomic species, potentially even allowing
semi-quantitatively predicting the exact atomic species.

For thick samples, the method is not expected to yield results in quantitative agreement
with projected potentials, because even if the neural network would retrieve the cor-
rect exit wave, the reconstruction algorithm is still based on the POA and inherits its
limitations. The analysis of thicker samples presented here is therefore done in a more
qualitative/empirical manner and comparisons are made against ADF imaging and SSB.
ADF images are well known for their strong contrast related to the scattering power
of the imaged object and thus are suitable for examining the thickness variation of the
sample [69] and local elemental compositions [23]. The contrast of SSB reconstructions
is not as strong as ADF [106], yet the method is often used to study crystals containing
elements of a wide range of atomic numbers due to its ability to image heavy and light
atomic columns at the same time with distinguishable contrast [107]. Albeit a quantita-
tive match can hardly be expected, it is important to verify whether reconstructed phase
images still reflect the relative projected potentials of thicker samples to avoid misinter-
pretations. To that end, an experimental dataset of a SrTiO3 FIB-lamella was analyzed.
The reconstruction results are presented and compared to ADF and SSB images in figure
4.8.

For ADF imaging, the contrast difference between the Sr and O columns is too large,
making it difficult to locate the O columns without the help of profiling. On the other
hand, the SSB reconstruction does successfully image both atomic column types. While
the peak intensities of the columns are ambiguous, they can still be distinguished by
their corresponding size. The O columns are sharper than the Sr ones, indicating that
an integrated signal from the area of each column could still be used as a reference of
the local projected potential. The CNN reconstruction exhibits the advantage of both:
while the light atom columns are observable, both the intensity and size differences are
large enough to distinguish their types. This confirms that the Z-contrast sensitivity is
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Figure 4.7: Phase response of the CNN
compared to ground truth transmission
functions for simulations of single atoms
throughout the periodic table at infinite
dose for (a) peak intensity, (b) mean over
3x3 pixels around the atomic position,
and (c) mean over 5x5 pixels around the
atomic position.

Figure 4.8: Phase response of the CNN
compared to ground truth transmission
functions for simulations of single atoms
throughout the periodic table at infinite
dose for (a) peak intensity, (b) mean over
3x3 pixels around the atomic position,
and (c) mean over 5x5 pixels around the
atomic position.
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Figure 4.9: Reconstructed images of an edge of an Au crystal using f.l.t.r: CNN re-
construction, HAADF, LAADF and SSB. Line profiles across the nanorod illustrate the
thickness dependence of the corresponding signals.

preserved for thicker specimens.

To further investigate the thickness dependence of the retrieved phase signal, an ex-
perimental dataset of the tip of an Au nanorod was used. As shown in figure 4.9, the
intensity recorded by the virtual low angle ADF (LAADF) detector (20 mrad to 30 mrad)
and HAADF detector (45 mrad and beyond) increases from the top to the bottom of the
image. Based on the statistical analysis of the HAADF signal[69] to retrieve atom counts
in each column, the thickest part in the image is about 9 nm. A line profile is then drawn
for each imaging method presented in the figure. For the two ADF imaging methods
at different collection angles, the profiles show a monotonic increase at a different pace
against thickness, while the SSB profile only shows locations but the intensity is not
correlated to the thickness of the atomic column. Compared to these profiles, the CNN
reconstruction appears to be qualitatively most similar to the one of HAADF and cor-
relates with the estimated thickness accordingly. It should be noted that the maximum
thickness of ≈9 nm is well outside the parameter range of the training data (<3 nm).
Also, the SrTiO3-sample, being a FIB-lamella, should be well beyond 3 nm thickness.
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This means that these examples also demonstrate the extrapolation capabilities of the
CNN, which albeit being quantitatively arguably inaccurate, may still provide very use-
ful reconstructions for imaging purposes. The strong resemblance with HAADF images
at larger thicknesses may in fact be a very desirable characteristic, as it aligns well with
many microscopists’ experience and intuition.

By comparing the reconstructed images from the Au crystal and SrTiO3, one would notice
that SSB recovers contrast of higher spatial frequencies, such as the intensity and shape
of atomic columns, but it does not recover long-range features induced by e.g. thickness
variation. This is due to the band-pass nature of the method [87, 65]. Long-range features
are built with low-frequency components, and thus for reconstruction methods that filter
out, or cannot utilize signals that fall in the low-frequency end, these features are lost. For
the CNN reconstruction, the object patches are also localized and no information beyond
one probe position away is shared among the prediction of the exit wave. Therefore, the
existence of long-range contrast variation can only be attributed to the good prediction
accuracy of the CNN.

Noise robustness

The performance of the method under different dose conditions is demonstrated and
analyzed on a simulated dataset of a twisted MoS2 bilayer. The dose used for the
reconstruction ranges from 500 to 105𝑒/Å2, and the dataset is processed by the proposed
method, SSB, and iDPC. The methods reconstructions are illustrated in figure 4.10 and
compared against the ground truth transmission function in terms of their normalized
cross-correlations (equation 4.14).

It is evident that the method is strong in all three dose conditions, as can be seen
visually in figure 4.10, and is confirmed by a cross-correlation higher than that of the
corresponding SSB and iDPC reconstructions. The higher cross-correlation is not only
due to a lower noise level but also the generally better-matched atom shape and phase
value with respect to the ground truth, as indicated in the line profiles drawn under each
dose condition (figures 4.10j-l). The sharper atom shape is due to the super-resolution
that is achieved by accurate retrieval of DF waveform. This is confirmed by the better
distinction of close atom pairs, as well as by the higher frequency component found in
the Fourier transform of the image (figure 4.10). In figure 4.10-l, the atom profile of the
CNN reconstruction at high dose almost strikes a perfect match with the phase of the
transmission function. Note that the lines are not normalized or shifted, indicating that
a very accurate wave retrieval is achieved by the CNN. Additionally, the contrast of the
CNN results allows Mo and S2 to be distinguished, which is more difficult with other
methods, as their difference is much smaller. At a lower dose, the line profiles suggest
better low-dose robustness may be found in iDPC, as the two peaks are preserved in
the reconstructed image. However, the signal almost completely falls into the noise
level, as confirmed by the Fourier transform, and thus this seemingly better low-dose
performance could very likely be a coincidental noise distribution. The given example
highlights the potential of the proposed method for low-dose imaging. As pointed out in
sections 4.5 and 4.5 and illustrated in figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively, the noise robustness
may depend substantially on the step size and the effective dose per CBED. To gain an
advantage over other methods in this regard this context needs to be taken into account
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Figure 4.10: The dose dependency of the various reconstruction methods. The panels on
the left show reconstruction results of a simulated twisted bilayer MoS2 with the proposed
methods (CNN), SSB, iDPC, and an intensity profile across two atoms indicated by the
red line, from top to bottom respectively. The line profiles averaged in the perpendicular
direction over 1.6 Å are drawn across a Mo-S2 pair, and shown with the ground truth.
cross-correlation values 𝑥𝑐 are given with respect to the ground truth phase object in
the panel of each result image. IDPC values were normalized by the maximum value of
the transmission function. The panels on the right show the Fourier transforms of the
reconstructed object images. Profiles on the bottom show the integrated intensity of the
Fourier transforms in the 𝑦 direction.

and scanning strategies adapted accordingly.

4.6 Conclusion

This paper presents a new computational imaging method, leveraging a CNN to retrieve
complex exit wave functions from CBEDs and an algorithm to reconstruct the phase
object from the predictions of the neural network. Since the exit waves are retrieved
for each real-space coordinate in a 4D-STEM dataset, based only on a small kernel of
adjacent diffraction patterns, the method can be employed in a sequential manner, thus
enabling live imaging during an experiment. The machine learning system is based on
a well-established model but streamlined to the task at hand and adapted to account
for physical constraints and considerations. The model was trained on a large synthetic
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dataset of multislice simulations. Large and high-order aberrations, as well as CBED
distortions, like non-centricity, geometric distortions and hot/dead pixels, are not con-
sidered in the training data. Therefore, experimental data may require a pre-processing
step. The range of practical conditions for which the method works reliably is thus
arguably limited accordingly to aberration-corrected, well-adjusted instruments at this
stage. The trained model, code and training data are publicly available as summarized
in the support information 4.7. In the discussion, multiple unique characteristics and
advantages of the method are demonstrated. The CNN-based reconstruction was shown
to enable higher resolutions than any other live-imaging-capable method considered, on
simulated, as well as on experimental data, provided that a sufficiently high dose-per-
CBED is maintained. In correspondence to this consideration, the effect of the step size
is analyzed. While a better estimation of the exit wave is obtained with the electron
dose-per-area distributed across fewer probe positions, some probe overlap is necessary
to ensure the accuracy of the exit wave retrieval. Hence, the method is most suitably
applied at a balanced scan density. If these considerations are taken into account the
reconstruction method can be very dose efficient.

The Z-contrast was analyzed on single-atom simulations across the periodic table. The
phase signal of the reconstructions could indeed be linked qualitatively to atomic prop-
erties and a semi-quantitative analysis of thin specimen within the limits of the POA,
was shown to be possible. We confirmed the contrast sensitivity to atomic species and
sample thickness on experimental datasets of a SrTiO3 FIB-lamella and an Au nanorod
respectively. The observed monotonic increase of the phase signal with thickness and
nearly monotonic increase with the atomic number indicates that quantitative analyses
based on the reconstruction results may be feasible.

Generally, we believe the proposed method presents an attractive imaging modality for
its super-resolution capability, high noise robustness, and the feasibility of qualitative or
even quantitative contrast analysis. While further studies would be necessary to obtain
a more detailed view of the model performance over the entire parameter space (and
beyond), we could already show that the method is robust for a wide range of practically
meaningful applications, even exhibiting reasonably good extrapolation behavior well
beyond the maximum sample thickness of the training data. The fact that none of the
examples shown in this study exist in those exact configurations in the training data,
further indicates that the system generalizes well within the parameter interpolation
range as well.

4.7 Supporting Information

Code and Data

Trained Neural Network and Reconstruction implementations:

authors: Thomas Friedrich and Chu-Ping Yu
title: airpi
license: GNU GPL3
url: https://github.com/ThFriedrich/airpi
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Training Datasets:

authors: Thomas Friedrich, Chu-Ping Yu, Jo Verbeeck and Sandra Van Aert
title: Phase Object Reconstruction for 4D-STEM using Deep Learning, (4D-STEM Training Data)
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.6971200
license: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License
url: https://zenodo.org/record/6971200#.YwflDmxBxhE

Data generation code:

authors: Thomas Friedrich and Chu-Ping Yu
title: ap_data_generation
license: GNU GPL3
url: https://github.com/ThFriedrich/ap_data_generation

STO dataset:

authors: Chu-Ping Yu, Thomas Friedrich, Daen Jannis, Xie Xiaobin, Sandra Van Aert and Jo Verbeeck
title: Real Time Integration Center of Mass (riCOM) Reconstruction for 4D-STEM
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.6971200
license: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License
url: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5572123

Zeolite dataset:

authors: Daen Jannis, Christoph Hofer, Chuang Gao, Xiaobin Xie, Armand Béché,
Timothy J. Pennycook and Jo Verbeeck
title: Event driven 4D-STEM acquisition with a Timepix3 detector: microsecond dwelltime and faster scans
for high precision and low dose applications
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.6971200
license: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License
url: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5068510

Example Datasets:

authors: Thomas Friedrich, Chu-Ping Yu, Jo Verbeeck and Sandra van Aert
title: Phase Object Reconstruction for 4D-STEM using Deep Learning, (4D-STEM Example Data)
doi: 10.5281/zenodo.7034879
license: Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License
url: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7034879

Additional data and figures
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Figure 4.11: Parameter distributions of most important simulation parameters of the
training dataset, consisting of 742,688 samples.

Figure 4.12: Comparison of the Neural network reconstruction (left) and iDPC (right) of
a FIB lamella, including a hole in the center. This illustrates a reasonable tolerance of the
proposed method towards thickness variations and bending.
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Figure 4.13: Additional iDPC reconstructions for comparison of samples presented in
the paper, f.l.t.r: experimental Gold nanorod, experimental Zeolite, simulated twisted
bilayer graphene with infinite dose.
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Quantum Wavefront Shaping with a

48-element Programmable Phase Plate
for Electrons

This chapter is based on:
Yu, C.P., Ibañez, F.V., Béché, A. and Verbeeck, J., 2023. Quantum Wavefront Shaping with a
48-element Programmable Phase Plate for Electrons. arXiv preprint arXiv:2308.16304.

The author has major contribution to the conceptualization of the paper, characterizing
the named device, and simulating/testing the named applications.

5.1 Introduction

Wavefront shaping, or the spatial and time-dependent control over the phase in coherent
waves, has revolutionized many diverse scientific fields ranging from radio and light
astronomy [108, 109], radar [110], acoustics [111, 112, 113], seismology [114], telecommu-
nication [115, 116] and many more [117]. It requires a device that can apply a position-
dependent phase change and can be augmented by adding a control loop to obtain
adaptive optimization of the wave with respect to some goal function. In optics, this
can be realized with so-called spatial light modulators, which can be based on moving
arrays of mirrors or by liquid crystal-based setups that can change refractive index when
applying an electric field [118, 119].

Matter waves, as introduced by de Broglie [120], are also amenable to this same concept.
Indeed, the working principle of an electron microscope is entirely based on describ-
ing the free electrons as coherent quantum waves with wavelengths of the order of
picometers. The capability of manipulating these electron waves is an indispensable
part of a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The most relevant addition to phase
manipulating devices in recent decades is, without a doubt, the spherical aberration
corrector [121, 122, 123, 124], which flattens the phase front of the electron wave induced
by (high-order) geometric aberrations of the microscope lenses and allows the forming
of a sharper and more intense probe in scanning probe applications. Removing un-
wanted phase aberrations has significantly increased the resolution and current density
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of the scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) with many benefits in, e.g.,
spectroscopic applications.

Besides canceling geometric aberrations, the ability to arbitrarily shape the electron
wavefront is gradually gaining attention with the hope of improving contrast or selectivity
in electron microscopy setups. There has been a renewed surge of such phase modulators
and their applications in the past few years. In soft material imaging, different phase
plates such as Zernike [46, 125], Boersch[45, 126], Zach [127, 128], or Volta [129, 130, 131]
have been implemented in the TEM to imprint a constant phase shift to a (central) part
of the electron wave, to increase the contrast when imaging weak phase objects. Some
other designs with relatively higher complexity may modify both the amplitude or phase
configuration of the electron wave to create an electron probe of specific shape [132, 133],
to increase contrast [35, 134], or to extract specific information from the electron-sample
interaction [135, 136], to name a few. Some of these complex modulators even exhibit
control over the parameters or magnitude of the modulation. The electrostatic phase plate
reported by Verbeeck et al. [137] has demonstrated changes in interference between 4
partial waves by altering their mutual phase relation. Barwick and Batelaan [138] showed
that a pulsed laser beam could induce a phase shift in the electron beam and that the
contrast of the formed image can be optimized by tuning these laser pulses. Following
this discovery, different realizations of using the ponderomotive force to change the
phase of an electron beam appeared [139, 140, 141, 142]. The electrostatic phase plate
reported by Tavabi et al. [143] has demonstrated a tuneable azimuthal phase by setting
up specific electric field boundary conditions, which was interpreted as adding orbital
angular momentum to the electron beam.

Here we report on an adaptive electrostatic phase plate based on the proof of principle
demonstration by Verbeeck et al. [137], but with significantly increased complexity,
performance, and practical usefulness. The phase plate consists of 48 openings, or pixels,
transparent to an incoming coherent electron wave. The vertical walls of the pixels are
made into electrodes so that an electric potential can be established inside, changing
the wavelength of that part of the transmitted wave. Since independent voltage sources
control each of the 48 pixels, the phase of the entire transmitting coherent electron wave
can be programmed at will. This design and the electrostatic nature grant the phase
plate several advantages, such as short response time, the ability to realize complex and
arbitrary phase configurations, low power dissipation, compactness, low weight, and
high stability and repeatability.

The experimental part of the paper provides a concise summary of the reported phase
plate. The design of the phase plate is described first, as well as the components and
mechanism to create a phase shift on an electron wavelet. The manufacturing design
choices are briefly discussed in the scope of the challenges faced. The device’s optical
performance is then evaluated regarding its phase sensitivity and response time.

We discuss the applications of the phase plate in the scope of electron microscopy. Using
the unique properties of a fast, hysteresis-free programmable phase plate, we demonstrate
how novel imaging setups can expand or improve imaging modalities in TEM. We
provide simulated examples and early experimental attempts towards electron wave
modulation, complex sampling schemes, adaptive optics, and phase-coded ptychography
to hint at what phase plates could bring to the electron microscopy community.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Sketch of the working principle of the phase plate, where only 2 pixels
are drawn. (b) 3D render of the setup and the main components, including (c) the phase
plate, (d) the voltage sources, and (e) the phase controller computer.

5.2 Experimental Considerations

Description of the electrostatic phase plate

The basic working principle of the phase plate is sketched in 5.1-a. A coherent incoming
electron wave is made to interact with an insulating membrane that has several holes.
The top and bottom surfaces of the membrane are covered with a ground shield, while
the inside of the holes is coated with a conductive layer that can be put to a controlled
electrostatic potential (𝑉1 and 𝑉2 in the simplified sketch). The potential surrounding
the holes creates a potential landscape for the fast electrons that accelerates the electron
upon entering and decelerates upon leaving this area. This will cause a phase change
between the partial waves leaving these holes where one could imagine them as coherent
Huygens sources that will constitute a now phase-programmed wave upon propagation
in free space. The phase shift 𝜙 obtained is given by the electrostatic Aharanov-Bohm
shift:

𝜙 =
𝜋𝑒
𝜆𝐸0

∫
Γ

𝑉(®𝑟)𝑑𝑙 (5.1)

For an electron wave with wavelength 𝜆 and energy 𝐸0 and crossing a region of space
with an electrostatic potential𝑉(®𝑟) along a trajectory Γ. In the case of a weak perturbation,
the electron’s trajectory is not altered by this field, and the phase shift becomes directly
related to the projected electrostatic potential. The goal of a pixelated phase plate is to
create a potential profile that, in projection, leads to a constant phase shift proportional to
the voltage applied to each pixel element. This occurs if the projected potential changes
as little as possible over the surface of each hole, which can be obtained by choosing a
high aspect ratio (height/diameter> 1).
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From a practical perspective, the AdaptEM WaveCrafter phase plate [144] comprises
three main elements shown in 5.1b-e: a dedicated condenser aperture holder containing
the active phase plate chip, a 48-channel programmable voltage source and a remote
computer for control and user interface, respectively. The phase plate used in this work
is composed of 48 independent active elements, or pixels, arranged in 4 concentric rings
and 12 petals (see 5.1b). Each element consists of a layered structure similar to the one
described by Matsumoto and Tonomura for a single phase shifting element [145]. An
aspect ratio of approximately 2 was chosen to avoid lensing effect, and a total diameter
of the active area of 50 𝜇m assures that a modern electron microscope can coherently
illuminate the whole device.

One considerable advantage of this phase plate design lies in the relatively low voltage
(in the mV range) required to induce a phase shift of 2𝜋. This avoids high electric field
breakdown issues in the nanoscale features of the chip and has the benefit that readily
available voltage sources, which are simultaneously precise, stable, low power, fast and
reliable, can be used.

Characterization

Figure 5.2: Phase sensitivity matrix and the corresponding root mean squared error of
the linear fitting.

To experimentally examine the projected potential profile, phase reconstruction based on
the Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) algorithm [58] was performed on a set of images of the phase
plate, where each pixel is excited with increasing electrostatic potential (48 pixels, 11
voltage levels, 528 images in total). For the characterization, the phase plate is inserted in
the sample plane of an FEI Tecnai Osiris S/TEM operating at 200 keV and illuminated with
a parallel electron beam. The images are taken from the back focal plane of the objective
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lens (diffraction mode), while the objective lens is largely defocused so that the detector
can capture the near-field diffraction pattern of the phase plate. This experiment is aimed
to characterize the projected potential on the phase plate when varying the phase inside
each pixel in a range between 0 and 2𝜋. A rough estimation of the voltage corresponding
to a 2𝜋 phase shift was first found by assigning a gradually increasing voltage to half
of the pixels randomly and repeatedly. Theoretically, a 2𝜋 phase shift should not result
in any difference in the near-field pattern formed by the phase plate, and therefore the
corresponding voltage can be found by slowly raising the voltage applied on random
pixels until no major modifications to the pattern occurred. Once this voltage 𝑉2𝜋 was
found, a series of images with 11 different potentials equally spread between 0 and 𝑉2𝜋
was taken for each pixel.

The defocused condition was specifically chosen so that outgoing waves from the elec-
trodes interfered strongly with each other, and the phase difference between separate
neighboring wavelets is significantly encoded in the recorded intensity images (see sup-
plementary). This choice of detection plane was preferred over recording at an in-focus
condition that interferes all of the wavelets together for several reasons. First of all, at the
right focus, the transmitted electrons are concentrated in a very small region (less than
1 % of the size of the recorded defocused images), and creating a high enough camera
length to sufficiently sample such patterns on a pixelated camera for phase retrieval is not
trivial. On top of that, the inversion invariant nature of the wave intensity in the recipro-
cal space would also challenge obtaining a unique reconstruction and greatly hinder the
retrieval algorithm’s convergence.

The result of the reconstruction is summarized in 5.2. The phase response of all pixels,
as they were individually excited, is fitted using a linear function, representing the
phase sensitivity of that pixel to the applied voltage. A phase sensitivity matrix can be
constructed showing the phase sensitivity of pixel 𝑖 upon exciting pixel 𝑗. The phase
sensitivity matrix in 5.2 shows a strong response on the diagonal, meaning that the
excited pixel is the only one showing a significant linear phase shift against the applied
voltage. An average phase sensitivity of 0.075 rad/mV is found, which translates to a
theoretical phase resolution of approximately 3·10−3 𝜋 according to the smallest step size
provided by an ideal 16-bit DAC (maximum 2.5 V, smallest step 2.5 × 2−16 V). The error
matrix, also shown in 5.2, indicates response deviation from the expected linear behavior,
mainly resulting from imperfections in the phase retrieval process, such as the finite pixel
size and non-ideal detector response. These can cause a difference between the recorded
intensity and the actual waveform. The error is calculated by the root mean square error
of the fitted result, which is found, at maximum, to be 3% of 2𝜋 (0.19 rad), while on
average less than 0.5% of 2𝜋 (0.027 rad).

Besides the expected response of the phase plate, it is equally important to characterize
any non-ideal behavior. The inhomogeneity describes the phase deviation within the
pixel area from the ideal constant, homogeneous expectation. We evaluate the standard
deviation of the reconstructed phase within each activated pixel and find it to be < 1.7%
of 2𝜋. The cross-talk refers to the phase response within a pixel region caused by the
voltage applied to another pixel. We estimate this as the maximum linear response of a
non-excited pixel as a function of any other excited pixel. The off-diagonal lines found
exactly 12 pixels away from the main diagonal in both matrices in 5.2 indicate that the
strongest cross-talk is, unsurprisingly, found between neighboring pixels due to how
the pixels are ordered in the matrix (see supplementary). The cross-talk is measured
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to be < 0.012 rad/mV, which amounts to 15% of the response of the excited pixel.
In summary, the inhomogeneity only creates phase error much less than 2𝜋

10 , which is
generally accepted as very good in light optics [146, 147], while the cross-talk is clearly
the biggest contributor to a non-ideal response. This behavior could be significantly
improved in the next design iteration, where an additional top-ground layer could shield
the effects from neighboring pixels and the conductive tracks leading to those pixels.

Characterizing the temporal response of the phase plate is also important for applications
that rely on rapid switching between different electron probe shapes or phase configu-
rations. Since the phase shift results from the projected potential in the electrodes, the
response of the phase plate can be characterized by the time required to build up the
potential. With the criterion of phase error < 2𝜋

10 , the response time is measured to be
less than 1.3 𝜇𝑠 for reaching from 10 % to 90 % of 𝑉2𝜋 and is entirely dominated by the
electronics performances.

5.3 Application Examples

Designer electron waveforms

To demonstrate the capability and visualize the effects of a freely programmable phase
plate, we recorded the far-field diffraction patterns of various phase-modulated electron
waves in a TEM (5.3). These patterns form rather complex configurations compared to
ones formed by commonly-used round apertures, even when all phase plate elements
are at ground potential. This is due to the amplitude modulation created by the set of
holes, which produces highly delocalized tails. Previous theoretical research points out
that the proportion of the electrons in these tails is directly related to the fill factor (% of
the electron wave not blocked by the material of the phase plate) of the probe forming
aperture [148]. Although improvement has been made on the fill factor (current design
approximates 30%, while the proof of concept 2x2 version from 2018 [137] had only 17%),
a large proportion of the electrons can still be expected in the tails.

Comparison between experimental intensity profiles and simulations reveals a close
agreement. From 5.3, rows (b-e) show a phase shift of 𝜋 applied to half of the total
pixels with different patterns; therefore, the original single intense spot in the diffraction
pattern is split into multiple parts due to destructive interference. Double-spots (b),
quadruple-spots (c), and even a duodecuple-spot (d) consisting of six 0 − 𝜋 pairs are
shown. By taking into account the radial distribution of the rings, a checkerboard-like
pattern (e) can be created. These patterns cover a few of the 48-dimensional Hadamard
basis [149], which defines an orthogonal basis consisting entirely of pixels with either 0
or 𝜋 phase. Lastly, (f) shows the result of a vortex setup with an orbital angular moment
equal to 1 [150]. This is done by creating a phase ramp from 0 to 2𝜋 in the azimuthal
direction. The vortex can be verified by the signature singularity point at the center of the
resulting probe approximating one member of the Laguerre-Gaussian orthogonal basis
set [151].

The phase plate can also create a phase profile imitating geometric optical elements
and aberrations. Typically they can be modeled by a phase shift that follows a Zernike
polynomial in the angle with respect to the optical axis [152]. How faithfully the phase
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Figure 5.3: Realization of various electron quantum states. The three columns of figures,
from left to right, are the phase configurations set on the phase plate, the resulting exper-
imental probe images, and their simulated counterparts. Note the excellent agreement
between expected and obtained results showing successful arbitrary wavefront shaping.
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Figure 5.4: Defocused probes formed by defocusing the microscope lenses (top row) and
the phase plate (bottom row) at 300 keV acceleration voltage and an opening angle of
1 mrad. Note the close similarity of both, showing that the phase plate can mimic the
action of a round lens to up to 200 nm defocus.

plate can recreate such polynomials at different angles has been discussed theoretically in
detail by Vega Ibáñez et al. [148] and relates to parameters such as the order of aberration,
the fill factor, number of pixels, and pixel shape. Here, a defocus effect (second-order
in angle) is introduced by either the conventional electromagnetic objective lens of the
microscope or by the phase plate to demonstrate this concept. The resulting probe shapes
are shown in 5.4, respectively. The two rows show good resemblance with each other up
to 200 nm defocus. Further defocusing causes a steep phase ramp within the area of the
individual pixels, which can not be faithfully reproduced anymore by the phase plate.
For this reason, the phase plate can obviously not replace an actual (round) lens of any
significant strength.

Object sampling with different wavefunctions

Electron microscopy is a process of sampling an unknown material with an electron wave.
Once the incident wave interacts with the examined object, the information from the
object is imprinted on the wave by creating changes in amplitude, phase, and the creation
of inelastic scattering signals. When the measurement result of the interaction between
the object and a beam with a given electron waveform provides insufficient information
about the sample, different waves can be used to interrogate the object. For example, in-
line holography [153, 154, 155] is done by recording the intensity of a beam while varying
the phase by changing the defocus of the objective lens. STEM essentially describes
a process to accumulate information about the material by a dense sampling while
spatially scanning a localized electron beam. In both cases, multiple measurements while
changing the incoming electron wave enriches the acquired information and eliminates
confusion that can sometimes not be resolved with a measurement process that only uses
a beam with a single static waveform.

Such multi-waveform sampling schemes rely entirely on the ability to alter the wave-
function of the electron beam state. Even though some form of modulation of the
wavefunction is present in any electron microscope (e.g., defocus, beam tilt, beam shift,
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5.3. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Figure 5.5: Simulated ADF images of various probe shapes (see the insets) and their
Fourier transforms. The line profiles (orange lines) are taken at the position of the white
dashed line in each image. Zero in the difference image is indicated with a black line,
while in other images zero is set at the bottom edge of the figures. The intensity profile
in the round aperture image is halved for better presentation.
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or aberration correctors), they often rely on electromagnetic elements, which can suffer
from slow settling times and hysteresis effects. For example, in the acquisition of through
focal series images, an update rate in the order of seconds to minutes is typically applied
to induce small focal changes in the objective lens[156, 157].

The phase plate presented here can update to an entirely new pattern in a few 𝜇s without
hysteresis so that complex sampling schemes can be realized efficiently. For instance,
the phase plate can cycle over a few different wavefront settings for each probe position
in a STEM recording. Compared to through focal TEM acquisition, where the focus is
changed between recording image frames, we could now update multiple focus levels
for each probe position in a STEM scan, providing, e.g., increased depth of field. This
dramatically reduces the difficulty of realigning each image, especially in cases of severe
sample drift, and also avoids inconsistencies caused by contamination building up on
the sample over time.

Changing defocus is just one of the possible wavefunctions to sample an object of interest.
Being a non-orthogonal change to the beam wavefunction, it could be argued that this
is not even an optimal choice of basis. The adaptability and rapid response of the phase
plate can be extended to a wide variety of orthogonal basis sets that can be specifically
chosen to efficiently encode selected knowledge about the sampled object into the probing
electron waves.

This concept is widely used in light microscopy and serves as an important cornerstone
for techniques such as stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy [158, 159, 160]
and switching laser mode microscopy (SLAM) [161, 162]. Two or more waveforms se-
quentially illuminate the sample, and the sharp feature created by the difference between
the illuminating waves can be exploited to increase the resolution of the final image.

The same concept can now be applied to electron microscopy with a two-fold benefi-
cial effect. Indeed, changing between a probe state with and without orbital angular
momentum will slightly improve image resolution due to differential imaging with both
probes (super-resolution). But more importantly, this method also cancels the long probe
tails arising from the amplitude modulation of the pixel shapes, as these tails are nearly
identical for both probe wavefunctions. This is a far more critical effect as it dramatically
increases the practical resolution that can be obtained even when the fill factor of the
phase plate is not ideal and shows a way to significantly outperform the results pre-
sented earlier for the single waveform aberration correction prospects of programmable
phase plates for electrons [148]. The result of this differential scheme is demonstrated
with high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM simulation (5.5). Electron probes,
as results of the far-field diffraction of three illuminating wave functions, created by a
phase plate with zero phase, vortex phase, and a conventional round aperture, are used
to scan a single-layer hexagonal boron nitride that shares half of the simulation box with
vacuum, with 200 keV electron beam energy, a spherical aberration 𝐶3 of 1.2 mm and
operating at Scherzer defocus, in agreement with a typical uncorrected TEM instrument.
The convergence angles of the electron probes are set to 9.5 and 11 mrad for the round
aperture and the phase plate, respectively. We select a larger opening semi-angle for the
phase plate since its capability to correct aberrations yields an optimal imaging condi-
tion at 11 mrad. The subtraction of the vortex image from the plain phase plate is then
presented as the difference image.

The simulated images are then juxtaposed to illustrate the effect of the tails, and an
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intensity profile (orange line) is drawn across each image (at the position of the white
dashed lines). Both images from the phase plate have non-zero intensity in the vacuum
area (the left half of the simulation box) due to the tails’ interaction with the crystal. The
profile from the image formed with the round aperture shows much faster decay as the
intensity distribution of an aberrated Airy probe is more concentrated. The difference
image demonstrates good cancellation of this false background, and the intensity profile
quickly converges to zero, with small fluctuations due to slight differences between the
tail configuration of the two probes. This result shows that the phase plate can indeed
provide an excellent tail effect cancellation when alternating between a flat phase and
vortex phase probe. The resolution is significantly improved over the non-corrected
round aperture at the expense of some signal loss related to the fill factor and the loss
of low-frequency sample information. This demonstrates the potential for aberration
correction with a device that is significantly smaller (< 5 mm), lighter, faster (𝜇s), more
energy efficient (< 5 W), and requires far less stringent control over the precision of the
voltage/current sources as compared to current multi-pole correctors.

Adaptive optics

Figure 5.6: Schematic of the adaptive probe correction with phase plate. The HAADF
images before and after the correction are shown below.

Using the fast and hysteresis-free phase programming offered by the electrostatic phase
plate opens the attractive possibility of adaptive optics. As a proof of concept, such a
setup is realized (fig. 5.6). An algorithm repeatedly reshapes the electron probe with
the phase plate in order to reach a higher variance in the high-angle annular dark field
(HAADF) image, which is taken as a figure of merit that links with ’image sharpness’
[163].
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The algorithm sequentially adds phase modifications from a list of discretized low-order
Zernike polynomials to the latest best-performing phase configuration. Zernike polyno-
mials are chosen since they exhibit close similarity to common aberration in the electron
microscope and form a complete, orthogonal basis. A HAADF image is consequently
recorded with every new probe. If the variance is higher in the new image, the current
best is replaced with this new variation. Once all the configurations are tested, their mag-
nitudes in terms of phase value are reduced by half for a further refinement step. The
process is demonstrated by inserting the phase plate in the C2 aperture of a probe and
image-corrected FEI-Titan operating at 300 keV in micro-probe mode with a convergence
angle of 1 mrad (to minimize the effect of aberrations and partial coherence effects).
The HAADF image is taken from a gold cross-grating test sample with a deliberately
introduced initial defocus of approximately 1 𝜇m. The result of the correction is shown
in figure 5.6. The process converges after 32 iterations with a sharper resulting image,
even though 1 𝜇m defocus cannot be entirely compensated by the phase plate due to
the steep phase profile. The result shows the feasibility of counteracting the lens defo-
cus automatically. The process takes approximately 1 minute, but this time is currently
dominated by sub-optimal software handshaking between scan engine control, image
readout, and phase plate control, and can be dramatically improved in the future. As
an estimate, with the assumption that an update can be made by evaluating a minimum
area of 100x100 pixels at 1 𝜇s dwell time (a reasonable dwell time to produce HAADF
images with an acceptable noise level), the update rate for the correction scheme would
be 1 khz. This frequency is easily within reach of the phase plate, which currently offers
a maximum update rate of 100 kHz, limited by the electronics. This would result in an
adaptively optimized image within 10 ms which would be a small fraction of the time to
acquire, e.g., a full 1024x1024 frame. Of course, this time depends on the beam current,
as enough image quality is required to make good decisions on the next step. Further
work is needed to evaluate the best goal function and most optimum control loop, but
the proof of concept demonstrates the scheme’s feasibility.

This process could bring significant benefits for the automation of microscopy exper-
iments. Automatic data acquisition and feature identification are widely used for life
science research and quality control in the semiconductor industry. With them, the anal-
ysis of large amounts of samples can be done without operator intervention, and the
demonstrated probe correction scheme can be utilized for maintaining the quality of the
optical system over a much longer operation time.

This iterative optimization process can also be extended to any technique in electron
microscopy where a specific quantifiable property is related to the shape or phase of
the electron probe. For example, in electron energy loss spectroscopy, the intensity of a
specific plasmon peak can be tracked while reshaping the electron probe until the optimal
probe shape selectively highlights the corresponding plasmon mode [164].

Phase programmed phase reconstruction

Besides shaping a focused electron beam, the phase modulation capability of the phase
plate operating under parallel-beam conditions can bring new opportunities for other
microscopy applications. For example, coherent diffraction imaging and ptychography
can benefit from using the phase plate as a "modulator" or a "diffuser" to break symmetry
in the illuminating beam and thus increase the robustness and convergence rate of the
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Figure 5.7: Simulated phase reconstruction from recorded diffraction patterns with var-
ious illuminating beams. (a) The ground truth phase image of the object. (b-d) Recon-
struction results from illuminating beams formed by a conventional round aperture, flat
phase plate, and phase plate with random phase configuration, respectively. The dark
region indicates the opaque part of the aperture. Note the significant improvement in
phase reconstruction quality when the incoming beam is phase randomized. As the
object is only illuminated once, reconstruction is only possible in those areas where the
amplitude is not zero.

reconstruction. The benefit of a modulator has been widely reported and studied in
the field of light microscopy[165] and electron microscopy [166, 167, 168]. Among the
reported realizations of ptychography in electron microscopy, with or without a modu-
lator, the reconstruction of the complex object relies on repeated sampling at different
locations of the object, with the criterion that the illuminating beam partially overlaps
with the sampling at a nearby position. This overlap creates the so-called "information
redundancy" [78, 169], which eliminates the twin-image artifact [59] that originates from
the central symmetry of the illuminating beam. On the other hand, such symmetry can
be easily broken by a random phase configuration introduced by the phase plate instead
of the displacement of the beam or the sample.

We hereby demonstrate this concept by performing phase reconstruction on simulated
diffraction patterns from a pure phase object target (5.7a). The diffraction patterns are
generated by different illuminating waves, formed with a round aperture, the phase plate
set to zero, and one randomly generated phase configuration. The phase reconstruction is
again based on the GS algorithm, and the resolved objects are obtained after 50 iterations.
The results are shown in 5.7(b-d). Neither a round aperture nor a zero phase plate
could generate a convincing reconstruction result, as the geometry of both apertures
is centrosymmetric. However, introducing a random phase configuration increases the
reconstruction quality significantly, despite the sample being only illuminated at one
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beam position.

The amplitude modulation of the phase plate inevitably results in missing information
about the reconstructed object, which could be filled by moving the beam or the sample
to illuminate the whole region of interest at least once. It should be noted here that
the phase plate is placed in front of the sample, and all electrons interacting with it
are recorded. This means that the limited fill factor does not reduce the electron dose
efficiency nor increase beam damage on the sample.

5.4 Conclusion

We report the successful realization of arbitrary wavefront shaping of electrons with a
novel 48-pixel programmable electrostatic phase plate. The phase plate is capable of
introducing a phase shift of more than 60𝜋, as well as fine-tuning the phase value with
step size as small as 3·10−3 𝜋 for 300 keV coherent electron beams. Cross-talk between
pixels was shown to be< 15% and can be improved further with better shielding electrode
geometries. This brings modern adaptive light optics concepts into the domain of electron
beam instruments. The rapid response of the device allows up to 100 kHz update
rates making it possible to do on-the-fly auto-tuning of differential contrast schemes
without a noticeable recording time penalty for the user. The examples demonstrate the
potential for a rich field of emerging applications offered by the phase degree of freedom.
Immediate use cases focus on electron microscopy, but other electron beam instruments,
such as, e.g. e-beam lithography or semiconductor inspection tools, could also profit
significantly from this realization. With an even broader perspective, we demonstrate
here the arbitrary preparation of coherent quantum states that might be exploited in
novel quantum information/computing schemes over a much wider range of electron
energies than the ones demonstrated here.
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Atom Differentiation with Elastically

Scattered Electrons

6.1 Introduction

As briefly introduced in chapter 1, the composing elements of a material can be deter-
mined from signals stemming from inelastic scattering events due to the electron-sample
interaction, such as energy loss and emitted X-ray. This is because the energies of the
orbitals are quantized, and their energy levels are determined by the positive charge in
the nuclei. Therefore, energy exchange corresponding to the excitation/de-excitation of
the orbital electrons is characteristic of the element type.

On the other hand, the scattering events also contain information about the type of
interacting atoms. From equation 1.1, a clear connection between the phase profile
of the scattered electron wave and the sample potential can be found, and since the
potential profile associated with each element is different, so should the waveform of
the exit wave when interacting with different atoms. As the exit wave propagates, the
sample-induced phase shift causes changes in both the amplitude and the phase of the
wave, therefore allowing the effect of the electron-sample interaction to be recorded and
measured. Such measurement provides valuable information to distinguish different
types of atoms, which has already been reported [23, 170] and used as a primary technique
to distinguish chemical differences, such as visualizing core-shell structures [171] and
distinguish dopants [172] etc.

This chapter investigates the ability to differentiate elements using only the signal of elas-
tically scattered electrons. An electron wave that experiences elastic scattering acquires
a phase shift corresponding to the projected potential of the scatterer. Since each type of
atom has a different projected potential, the induced phase shift, if it can be measured
somehow, should reveal the atom’s identity.

We begin with the physical expression of the measurement of a quantum state, such
as an electron wave, from which the optimal measurement and incident waveform for
atom-type differentiation can be derived. Although the phase shift due to the potential
of an atom is invariant to the incident waveform, it is worth exploring whether waveform
design helps imprint more phase information onto the amplitude of the transmitted
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wave. With the conclusion drawn from the theoretical derivation, several designs of
probing waveforms that can potentially be realized, for example, with a similar device as
discussed in chapter 5, are shown. These designs are found to be consistent with other
reported proposals of incident wave designs that boost contrasts of weak scatterers.
The performance of these waveforms in creating differences in the transmitted waves,
lowering the probability of error in determining atom species, and increasing contrast
response to various types of scatterers is discussed.

6.2 Physical Formulation

Figure 6.1: Determining the atom species by probing the atom with an electron at the
prepared state |𝜓𝑖𝑛⟩. After the interaction with the atom and lenses in the imaging system
of the TEM, the transmitted electron wave is found in state |𝜓⟩, from which the correct
atom type may be determined with specific measurements.

In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the wave-forming components of the mi-
croscope, including apertures, lenses, correctors, etc., prepare electron waves of certain
waveforms in a specific quantum state to probe the sample. The transmitted electron
wave that has interacted with the sample propagates with the information of the probed
object and can be eventually recorded by the detector. In other words, the investigated
object is never directly measured, but the electron wave that has interacted with it.

This scheme of measurement can also be used for the purpose of differentiating atoms
of different types. An electron wave prepared by the optical components of the TEM is
guided to interact with the unknown atoms so that information about the atom species
is written to the waveform. This can cause variation in the intensity distribution of the
transmitted wave, and based on its recording, the correct type of atom may be deduced
if a connection between the wave intensity distribution and the atom type can be made.
From the theoretical representation of an experimental scheme, shown in figure 6.1, both
the measurement of the transmitted wave and the shape of the incident wave could
be potentially optimized to maximize the accuracy when determining different atom
species.

With that in mind, this section of the chapter is dedicated to the physical formulation of
the measuring processes of such an experiment. The measurement of the wave intensity
is formulated as an operation on the quantum state describing the electron wave function,
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6.2. PHYSICAL FORMULATION

and it is shown as equivalent to the measurement of the projection of the electron state
on a certain eigenstate of the operator. The most efficient measurement to distinguish
wave functions can then be found as a result of the formulation, and the optimal design
of the probing electron state for atom differentiation can also be derived based on the
observation of how electron waves are distinguished.

Measuring an electron wave

The measurement of a quantum state associated with a specific operator can be expressed
by its eigenstates

{��𝛼(𝑖)〉} and eigenvalues 𝑎(𝑖):

�̂� =
∑
𝑖

𝑎(𝑖)
���𝛼(𝑖)

〉 〈
𝛼(𝑖)

��� (6.1)

Measuring a state |𝜓⟩ with �̂� throws the original state into the eigenstates of the operator:

�̂� |𝜓⟩ =
∑
𝑖

𝑎(𝑖)
〈
𝛼(𝑖)

���𝜓〉 ���𝛼(𝑖)
〉

(6.2)

where
〈
𝛼(𝑖) ��𝜓〉 represents the inner product between the states

��𝛼(𝑖)〉 and |𝜓⟩, as shown
in figure 6.2a. The expectation of the measurement is:

〈
𝜓
�� �̂� ��𝜓〉 = ∑

𝑖

𝑎(𝑖)
〈
𝜓
��� 𝛼(𝑖)

〉 〈
𝛼(𝑖)

���𝜓〉 (6.3)

and the probability to acquire the eigenvalue 𝑎(𝑖), or that the probability of the measured
state collapsing into the eigenstate

��𝛼(𝑖)〉, is:

〈
𝜓
��� 𝛼(𝑖)

〉 〈
𝛼(𝑖)

���𝜓〉 =

���〈𝛼(𝑖)
���𝜓〉���2 (6.4)

which is often referred to as the Born rule. A classic example of measuring a quantum
state is the measurement of the polarization of a photon. With the state |𝜓⟩ representing
the photon, the measurement can be expressed as an operator �̂�𝑝 :

�̂�𝑝 = 𝐻 |𝐻⟩ ⟨𝐻 | +𝑉 |𝑉⟩ ⟨𝑉 | (6.5)

where |𝐻⟩ and |𝑉⟩ are the orthogonal polarized states of photon. If the experiment is
designed so that only the detection of the horizontally polarized state would lead to a
signal output, we can make the eigenvalue associated with the measurement as such:
𝐻 = 1, 𝑉 = 0, and the probability to acquire the eigenvalue 1 can then be found according
to equation 6.4 as |⟨𝐻 |𝜓⟩|2.
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The detection of an electron can also be formulated in such a manner. This process
happens as the incident electron interacts with the sensing layer of the detector and
dumps its energy to create photons or electron-hole pairs. As a consequence, a signal
indicating the detection of the electron is triggered, and the position of the electron can
also be found where the exchange happens. Such measurement can be written in the form
of equation 6.2, with |𝜓⟩ as the wave function of the electron before the measurement
takes place and the triggered signal as the eigenvalue associated with the measurement.
After the measurement, the position of the electron can be determined by the creation
of a signal, and therefore the eigenstates into which |𝜓⟩ falls are a set of localized delta
functions whose position in the detector plane is unambiguous:���𝛼(𝑖)

〉
= 𝛿(®𝑘 − ®𝑘𝑖) (6.6)

where the vector ®𝑘 describes the detector plane, and ®𝑘𝑖 is the position of the delta
function’s peak corresponding to the eigenstate

��𝛼(𝑖)〉.
In summary, the recording of the electron wave intensity with a detector can be expressed
as an operator �̂�𝐷 :

�̂�𝐷 =
∑
𝑖

𝑎(𝑖)
���𝛼(𝑖)

〉 〈
𝛼(𝑖)

���
𝑎(𝑖) =

{
1 if 𝑖 ∈ D
0 otherwise

(6.7)

where D describes a subspace on the detector plane that is covered by the detector, with
the eigenvalue 𝑎(𝑖) equal to 1 if the state

��𝛼(𝑖)〉 belongs to D and 0 if not.

Following this narrative, the eigenstates of the measurement are fixed to the space where
the detector is placed, but it is not to be forgotten that other operations can be done on the
wave so that the desired component of the wave can be projected onto the bases defined
by the detector. Such transformation may be achieved by an optical component in the
TEM that transforms the electron wavefunction from state |𝜓⟩ to |𝜓′⟩. The corresponding
operator �̂� with the effect of the said transformation can be written as.

�̂� |𝜓⟩ = |𝜓′⟩ (6.8)

The probability of acquiring 𝑎(𝑖) by measuring the transformed wave is:
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Figure 6.2: Vectorial representation of the measuring process. (a) shows the probability
of |𝜓⟩ collapsing into

��𝛼(𝑖)〉 as the square inner product between the two states. (b)
demonstrates that the transformation operator on the state |𝜓⟩ can be applied instead
to the eigenstate of the measuring operator

��𝛼(𝑖)〉 without changing the probability of
acquiring the eigenvalue 𝑎(𝑖)

𝑃𝑟(𝑎(𝑖) ,𝜓′)

=

���〈𝛼(𝑖)
���𝜓′

〉���2
=

���〈𝛼(𝑖)
��� �̂� ���𝜓〉���2

=

���〈𝛼′(𝑖)
���𝜓〉���2

(6.9)

where:

�̂�†
���𝛼(𝑖)

〉
=

���𝛼′(𝑖)
〉

(6.10)

Equations 6.9 and 6.10 show that the operator �̂� that applies the transformation to the
wave can be included in the set of bases {|𝛼⟩} of the measurement to create a new set
of bases {|𝛼′⟩}. This observation shows that an arbitrary component of the electron
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wave 𝛼′(𝑖) can be measured if the corresponding operator �̂� can be realized. If neither
amplification, attenuation, nor cropping of the wave happens in the transformation, the
transformed bases {𝛼′} should be unitary, while the orientation can be freely defined, as
shown in figure 6.2b.

The transformation described here can be found in many places of a TEM. For instance,
if |𝜓⟩ describes the state of the electron on the sample plane after its interaction with the
material, the diffraction formed by the electron can be found with a Fraunhofer diffraction
operator, or the exit wave after propagation of a short distance can be found with a Fresnel
diffraction operator. These transformations do not introduce any more knowledge about
the sample into the wave as they happen after the electron-sample interaction; however,
they serve crucial roles in TEM experiments since the concerned property of the material
may be hidden in the phase of the exit wave and can only be measured and analyzed
with such transformation.

Optimal measurement for waveform differentiation

Figure 6.3: Determining whether the state |𝜓⟩ is |𝜓1⟩ or |𝜓0⟩ by checking if the state
collapses into

��𝛼(1)〉 or not. Possible causes of error in the determination of the state are
indicated.

As mentioned above, transformations of the electron wave can be performed to optimize
the measuring of specific properties of the material. For example, the periodicity of
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the sample can be easily found by observing the diffraction of the exit wave, and the
positions of the atomic columns can also be known by defocusing the wave so that the
phase information is reflected on the amplitude variation. For the specific purpose of
atom differentiation, there may also be an optimal measuring scheme that maximizes the
differences in the observation related to the atom species

Considering a case where the probed atom is one of the two different species with a fixed
state describing the probing electron wavefunction, the resulting electron state after the
interaction with the atom is described by |𝜓⟩. Since we are already sure that the probed
atom is one of the two types, the exit wave is either |𝜓0⟩ if the interacting atom is of type
0 or |𝜓1⟩ for type 1. In this case, the optimal measurement to distinguish the type of the
atom can be formulated as an operator that would result in the most drastic difference
when applied to |𝜓0⟩ or |𝜓1⟩, for example, an operator that maximizes the probability
that |𝜓1⟩ would collapse into the eigenstate

��𝛼(1)〉 and |𝜓0⟩ into other eigenstates can
distinguish the two states by observing whether the electron after the measurement is in
state

��𝛼(1)〉 or not.

However, a pair of states |𝜓0⟩ and |𝜓1⟩, as a result of two arbitrarily chosen atoms, is not
guaranteed to be orthogonal to each other. As a consequence, the differentiation cannot
be perfectly accurate as there would be a non-zero probability that |𝜓0⟩ collapses into��𝛼(1)〉 or |𝜓1⟩ collapses into other eigenstates. When such a scenario happens, it would
lead to an error in the differentiation of the wave and the atom species. The optimal
measurement scheme is thus created by minimizing the probability of error (𝑃𝑒 ), which
in the case of distinguishing |𝜓0⟩ and |𝜓1⟩ can be expressed as:

𝑃𝑒 =
1
2

���〈𝛼(1)
���𝜓0

〉���2 + 1
2

(
1 −

���〈𝛼(1)
���𝜓1

〉���2) (6.11)

The first term of equation 6.11 represents the probability of a state |𝜓0⟩ to be thrown
into the eigenstate |𝛼(1)⟩ after the measurement, and the second term is the probability
of a state 𝜓1 not to collapse into |𝛼(1)⟩, as shown in figure 6.3. Both terms are multiplied
by a factor of 1/2, indicating that both occurrences have equal probability. To minimize
the 𝑃𝑒 , the |𝛼(1)⟩ should be chosen to minimize the square inner product with the state
|𝜓0⟩ and maximize the square inner product with |𝜓1⟩. Since the square inner product
between the two unitary states can be found as cos2 𝜃, with 𝜃 being the angle between
both states (see figure 6.4), equation 6.11 can thus be reformulated with the assumption
that all three states are normalized:

𝑃𝑒 =
1
2 cos2 𝜑 + 1

2 − 1
2 cos2 (𝜑 − 𝜃) (6.12)

In this equation, 𝜑 is defined as the angle between |𝜓0⟩ and
��𝛼(1)〉, and 𝜃 the angle

between |𝜓0⟩ and |𝜓1⟩ (see figure 6.4). To minimize the 𝑃𝑒 by choosing the optimal
��𝛼(1)〉,

we take the derivative of equation 6.12 and look for the angle 𝜑 that results in 0:
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𝑑

𝑑𝜑

(
1
2 cos2 𝜑 + 1

2 − 1
2 cos2 (𝜑 − 𝜃)

)
= − cos 𝜑 sin 𝜑 + cos (𝜑 − 𝜃) sin (𝜑 − 𝜃)

=
1
2 [− sin (2𝜑) + sin (2𝜑 − 2𝜃)]

(6.13)

The solutions to equation 6.13 are found to be:

𝜑0 = anything, while 𝜃 = 𝑘𝜋

𝜑1 =
𝜋
4 + 𝜃

2 + 𝑘𝜋
(6.14)

The first solution is a trivial case where the two quantum states are identical or pointing
in the opposite direction in their parameter space, as shown in figure 6.4a. This results
in 𝑃𝑒 = 1/2 and makes 𝜑 not relevant, which is expected since the projection of such two
states will always have equal length, regardless of the choice of

��𝛼(1)〉. The second solution
𝜑1 minimizes (or maximizes) the 𝑃𝑒 for cases of the two different quantum states. As
shown in 6.4b, when 𝜑 = 𝜑1, the projections of the two states reach the largest difference
in length. An even value of 𝑘 yields the minimum 𝑃𝑒 , whereas an odd 𝑘 maximizes the
PE, which corresponds to the identical minimum 𝑃𝑒 if |𝜓0⟩ is made to collapse into the
eigenstate

��𝛼(1)
〉

in the first place. Since it makes no fundamental difference by switching
the assignment, we choose 𝑘 = 0 for the following discussion

Using the solution of 𝜑1, the 𝑃𝑒 can be further derived as:

1
2 cos2 𝜑 + 1

2 − 1
2 cos2 (𝜑 − 𝜃)

=
1
2

(
1 + cos2 𝜑 − sin2 𝜑

)
= cos2 𝜑

=
1
2 (1 − |sin𝜃 |)

(6.15)

It is worth mentioning here the Helstrom bound [173], which states the minimal 𝑃𝑒 to
distinguish any two quantum states is:

𝑃𝑒 =
1
2

(
1 −

√
1 − 4𝑃0𝑃1 |⟨𝜓0 |𝜓1⟩|2

)
(6.16)

where 𝑃0 and 𝑃1 represent the probabilities that the observed wave is 𝜓0 or 𝜓1, respec-
tively. By making both 1/2, the Helstrom bound can be simplified as:
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Figure 6.4: Distinguishing states |𝜓0⟩ and |𝜓1⟩ with a projection vector
��𝛼(1)〉. The angle

between the two state vectors is 𝜃, and 𝜑 the angle between |𝜓0⟩ and
��𝛼(1)〉. (a) shows

the special case where the two states can not be distinguished, regardless of the choice
of the measuring states

��𝛼(1)〉. (b) shows the angles corresponding to the maximum and
minimum of 𝑃𝑒 .

𝑃𝑒 =
1
2

(
1 −

√
1 − |⟨𝜓0 |𝜓1⟩|2

)
=

1
2

(
1 −

√
1 − cos2 𝜃

)
=

1
2 (1 − |sin𝜃 |)

(6.17)

which is the same as the result of our derivation in equation 6.15.

It is also worth mentioning one of the fundamental differences between the measuring
process described here and the one occurring in a TEM experiment. The 𝑃𝑒 derived
here is based on the measurement of a quantum state that collapses into one of the
eigenstates of the measurement operator, and thus the original quantum state is destroyed
afterward. For atom differentiation, this description remains true for the measured state
(the electron wave can only be detected once), but the probed atom may be assumed to
stay in its original state, and therefore copies of the transmitted electron wave can be
created. With that, the decision on the right atom species is no longer made on the result
of a single measurement. Instead, the probability of receiving the scattered electron can
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be used to characterize the scatterer by repeating the measuring process. In other words,
the decision is no longer made on the resulting state of a single measurement but on
the probability of it happening, learned after multiple trials. As described in equation
6.4, the expected amount of times the unknown state |𝜓⟩ collapsing into

��𝛼(1)〉 after 𝑁
independent trials can be found as:

Exp. = 𝑁
���〈𝛼(1)

���𝜓〉���2 (6.18)

Assigning an eigenvalue of 1 to
��𝛼(1)〉 and 0 to all other eigenstates, the probability density

function (PDF) of the measured results after 𝑁 trials follows a binomial distribution with
the probability of success 𝑝 equal to

��〈𝛼(1) ��𝜓〉��2:

𝑃𝑟(𝑥) = 𝑁 !
(𝑁 − 𝑥)!𝑥!

𝑝𝑥(1 − 𝑝)𝑁−𝑥 (6.19)

It shows that the PDF is not only a function of the measurement �̂�, but also the dose
𝑁 , and thus a universal optimal measurement with minimized 𝑃𝑒 at different 𝑁 cannot
be found. However, an important conclusion can still be drawn from equation 6.15: the
final form of the formula to calculate the 𝑃𝑒 writes (1 − |sin𝜃 |) /2, showing that the error
stems from the fact that the two to-be-distinguished states are not orthogonal to each
other. For orthogonal states where 𝜃 is equal to 𝜋/2, the 𝑃𝑒 is then effectively reduced to
0, even for the case where the measurement is done with only one electron.

Incident wave design

The conclusion from the last part shows that the 𝑃𝑒 in distinguishing waveform and atom
type is lowered if the quantum states representing the transmitted waves can be more
orthogonal to each other or that the angle between the two states is closer to 𝜋/2. This
information can then be used to design the optimal probing wave for the differentiation.

To disentangle the measurement of the transmitted wave and the gain in the incident wave
design, we notice that the angle between the two states is invariant to any transformation
that is equivalent to a unitary operator, which possesses the property that its inverse is
also its adjoint, or �̂�−1 = �̂�†. This can be shown in the following:

〈
𝜓′

0
��𝜓′

1
〉
= ⟨𝜓0 | U†U |𝜓1⟩
= ⟨𝜓0 |𝜓1⟩

(6.20)

which is found to be the same as if the operator was not used in the first place, therefore
yielding the same 𝑃𝑒 according to equation 6.15. This observation thus allows us to
conveniently optimize the waveform in the sample space while the measurement is likely
to be done in another, as long as the two space can be connected by the transformation
of a unitary operator.
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Figure 6.5: A simplified case with only three complex numbers.

Consider a case that two different atoms are illuminated in turn by an incident wave of
a fixed waveform, by the phase object approximation (POA) the exit waves are found to
be:

𝜓0(®𝑟) = 𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)𝑒 𝑖𝜙0(®𝑟)

𝜓1(®𝑟) = 𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)𝑒 𝑖𝜙1(®𝑟)
(6.21)

where𝜓𝑖𝑛 is the incident wave and𝜓0, 𝜓1 are exit waves influenced by two different types
of atoms. According to the POA, the projected potential of an atom gives the electron
wave a corresponding phase profile without redistributing the amplitude of the wave,
and thus the difference between the incident and the exit wave is only a phase shift 𝑒 𝑖𝜙(®𝑟)
that describes the potential profile of the atom.

As mentioned in the last section, 𝑃𝑒 can be minimized by maximizing the orthogonality
between the two transmitted waves. The square inner product of the states of the two
waves is thus found to be:

|⟨𝜓1 |𝜓0⟩|2 =

����∫ 𝜓∗
𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙(®𝑟) 𝑑®𝑟

����2
=

����∫ ��𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)
��2 𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙(®𝑟) 𝑑®𝑟����2 . (6.22)

where Δ𝜙 is the difference between the phase profiles of the two atoms, the term
��𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)

��2
describes the intensity distribution of the incident wave function, and the ∗ sign indicates
the complex conjugate. Since the total intensity is fixed, the integral in equation 6.22 can
be seen as a sum of a series of complex number 𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙 with a weight distribution

��𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)
��2.

For the minimization, we can approach the problem in its simplest form, where we need
to reduce the square sum of three complex numbers 𝑎 = |𝑎 |, 𝑏 = |𝑏 |𝑒 𝑖𝜙𝑏 , and 𝑐 = |𝑐 |𝑒 𝑖𝜙𝑐
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by changing their magnitude. Here, complex numbers 𝑎 and 𝑐 are assumed to have
the largest phase difference. Since the total intensity of the electron wave is fixed, the
equivalent part in the simplified case, which is the sum |𝑎 | + |𝑏 | + |𝑐 |, is kept equal to 1
(see figure 6.5). The square sum of the three numbers is then found to be:

|𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 |2

=ℜ {𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐}2 + ℑ {𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐}2

=|𝑎 |2 + |𝑏 |2 + |𝑐 |2 + 2|𝑎𝑏 | cos 𝜙𝑎𝑏 + 2|𝑎𝑐 | cos 𝜙𝑎𝑐 + 2|𝑏𝑐 | cos 𝜙𝑏𝑐

= (|𝑎 | + |𝑏 | + |𝑐 |)2 − (2|𝑎𝑏 |
(
1 − cos 𝜙𝑎𝑏

)
+ 2|𝑎𝑐 |

(
1 − cos 𝜙𝑎𝑐

)
+ 2|𝑏𝑐 |

(
1 − cos 𝜙𝑏𝑐

)
)

(6.23)

As |𝑎 | + |𝑏 | + |𝑐 | amounts to 1, the square sum is minimized when 2|𝑎𝑏 |
(
1 − cos 𝜙𝑎𝑏

)
+

2|𝑎𝑐 |
(
1 − cos 𝜙𝑎𝑐

)
+ 2|𝑏𝑐 |

(
1 − cos 𝜙𝑏𝑐

)
is maximized. Since 𝜙𝑎𝑐 > 𝜙𝑎𝑏 and 𝜙𝑎𝑐 > 𝜙𝑏𝑐 , and

in cases where
��𝜙𝑎𝑐

�� < 𝜋/2, the sum can be minimized with |𝑎𝑐 | maximized and |𝑏𝑐 |, |𝑎𝑏 |
minimized, which naturally happens when |𝑏 | is reduced to zero.

The square sum of the remaining two complex numbers with shared weights can be
shown as:

|𝑎 + 𝑐 |2

=

���|𝑎 |𝑒−𝑖 𝜙𝑐2 + |𝑐 |𝑒 𝑖
𝜙𝑐
2

���2
= (|𝑎 | + |𝑐 |)2 cos2 𝜙𝑐

2 + (|𝑎 | − |𝑐 |)2 sin2 𝜙𝑐

2

(6.24)

The minimum thus can be found when |𝑎 | = |𝑐 | = 1/2.

This simplified case shows that if weights are distributed among complex numbers, the
minimal sum of these numbers can be found by giving each of the two complex numbers
with the largest phase difference half of the weight. With this conclusion, the minimum
of the integral in equation 6.22 can be achieved if half of the intensity |𝜓𝑖𝑛 |2 is found at
the position where the phase difference is at its minimum Δ𝜙min (most negative) and the
other half at the maximum Δ𝜙max (most positive).

Coming back to the case of probing different atoms with an electron wave, it is now
clear that the square inner product in equation 6.22 can be minimized if the electron
wave intensity is concentrated on the minimum and maximum points of Δ𝜙(®𝑟), which is
the difference between the phase profile of the two atoms. The two points are marked
in figure 6.6, where the phase profiles and differences between the profiles of multiple
atoms are plotted.

The square inner product |⟨𝜓1 |𝜓0⟩|2 with an incident wave that has half of the intensity
at Δ𝜙min and the other half at Δ𝜙max is shown to be:
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Figure 6.6: The equivalent phase profile of different atoms under 60 and 300 keV. The
difference between the profiles of neighboring atoms (𝑛 and 𝑛 + 1) is also shown. The
points of maximal difference with different signs are indicated by 𝑖 and 𝑗. Notice that the
equivalent phase decreases when a higher acceleration voltage is used.
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|⟨𝜓1 |𝜓0⟩|2 =

����∫ ��𝜓𝑖𝑛(®𝑟)
��2 𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙(®𝑟) 𝑑®𝑟����2

=

���� |𝜓𝑖𝑛 |2
2 𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙min + |𝜓𝑖𝑛 |2

2 𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙max

����2. (6.25)

The resulting maximum angle between the states is then found to be:

𝜃 = cos−1
(����12 𝑒 𝑖Δ𝜙min + 1

2 𝑒
𝑖Δ𝜙max

����) (6.26)

To realize such a waveform that achieves the minimum 𝑃𝑒 in differentiation, two criteria
must be fulfilled: first, the electron distribution needs to be sharp so that the sampling
can be precise and the wave intensity can be concentrated on spots instead of fill areas;
second, the location of the distribution needs to be controllable, so that the positions
corresponding to Δ𝜙min and Δ𝜙max can be accurately sampled. With the criteria as
the guideline, the potential design of the electron wave is shown and evaluated in the
following section.

6.3 Methods

For the simulation shown in this work, the atomic projected potential is created using
the model described by Lobato et. al. [92], which is a part of the MULTEM simulation
package [41, 42]. The sampling of the atomic potential is done with a pixel size of
2.5 pm, and in total 2000 points are used to sample each dimension. For the sampling
of the convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns, a maximal scattering angle
of approximately 400 mrad is allowed, with a pixel size of 0.4 mrad at 300 keV, and a
maximal 973 mrad scattering angle with a pixel size of 1 mrad is used at 60 keV.

6.4 Discussion

Equations 6.25 and 6.26 point out the most efficient waveform to probe and distinguish
atoms of different types. While one of the two illuminated points of the phase profile is
always at the center of the nuclei, the position of the second point changes according to
the atom species, which indicates that the optimal probing waveform cannot be employed
without prior knowledge of the expected element type. However, it can be seen that the
magnitude of Δ𝜙 𝑗 is tiny and not much different from 0, and therefore placing the second
half of the intensity in the vacuum far from the nucleus has a negligible effect on the
performance of waveform differentiation, thus enabling a uniform design of the optimal
probing electron waveform. Another advantage of having half of the wave intensity
probing a distant vacuum instead of a part of the potential profile is the reduction of
damage. Since damage is only inflicted when the atom and the orbiting electron are
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affected by the passing-by fast electron, the partial wave that is sent in the vacuum would
not cause any damage to the inspected sample and therefore effectively halves the total
damage, or double the tolerable dose level.

This concept agrees with several wave modulation approaches and hardware reported
in other works. A binary grating that modifies the amplitude of the wave [174] has been
shown capable of splitting the electron probe into a central probe and many side probes.
By utilizing one of the side probes to probe the vacuum, a reference phase representing
the vacuum can be used to find the phase of the sample. Besides, a reference wave can
also be created as some set of concentric rings. Rose has proposed using a concentric
phase profile created by aberration and defocus to increase the phase contrast of the
diffraction pattern [90], and a matching set of concentric detectors can efficiently pick up
this contrast [175]. This idea was later materialized by a fabricated phase plate, which
creates the desired phase grating in the shape of concentric rings, and the resulting
images have shown improved contrast, especially for light elements [35]. The sensitivity
of this imaging mode to the 𝑧 position of the sample was then further discussed in [176].

Here we summarize the two types of grating and then test their performance for atom
differentiation under various imaging conditions. The first type employs 1D gratings
(vertical grating in the following discussion) that modify both the amplitude and the
phase of the electron wave. Three designs of the incident wave are shown in figure 6.7.
The first design is a combination of a homogeneous aperture function with a phase ramp:

�̃�(®𝑞) = 𝐴(®𝑞) + 𝐴(®𝑞) exp (𝑖2𝜋𝑞𝑥𝑑) (6.27)

The function 𝐴(®𝑞) describes a round aperture that crops the electron wave, the vector
®𝑞 defines the condenser aperture plane where the wave is modified, and 𝑑 is the slope
of the phase ramp. The result of this design can be easily understood as a combination
of one shifted probe for sampling the vacuum and another unshifted one to probe the
atom, and the distance between the two is determined by the slope of the phase ramp.
Despite being conceptually simple, the realization of such a design requires both the
amplitude and the phase of the wave to be modified in a controllable manner. Achieving
such a design is not trivial work since it necessitates specific materials to create the exact
projected potential corresponding to the desired phase shift, and the absorption by the
material also needs to be tailored to match the waveform.

The second modification employs a binary amplitude grating to create diffraction that
looks like multiple probes on the sample plane:

�̃�(®𝑞) = 𝐴(®𝑞) × 𝐺𝑎(𝑞𝑥)

𝐺𝑎(𝑞𝑥) =
{

1, mod (𝑞𝑥 , 𝑑) <= 𝑑
2

0, mod (𝑞𝑥 , 𝑑) > 𝑑
2

(6.28)

where 𝐺𝑎(𝑞𝑥) is a binary function describing the amplitude grating. Additionally, a
similar design realized with phase grating is also shown:
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�̃�(®𝑞) = 𝐴(®𝑞) × 𝐺𝑎(𝑞𝑥)

𝐺𝑎(𝑞𝑥) =
{

1, mod (𝑞𝑥 , 𝑑) <= 𝑑
2

𝑖 , mod (𝑞𝑥 , 𝑑) > 𝑑
2

(6.29)

Figure 6.7 shows that the distances of the closest side probes are the same for all three
setups, but for the two cases that utilize gratings instead of a phase-amplitude ramp, side
probes on both sides of the central probe can be found due to the symmetry of the wave
modulator. The number of the side probes, in principle, does not affect the performance
of atom differentiation as long as they are sufficiently far to not interact with the atom,
and they in total occupy half of the intensity of the wave.

Figure 6.7: Three probe designs with (a,b,c) phase ramp, (d,e,f) amplitude grating, and
(g,h,i) phase grating on the aperture plane. The amplitude and phase of the waves on
the aperture plane are shown in the first and second columns, respectively. The resulting
probe functions on the sample plane are shown in the third column, with a line profile
across the center of the probes.

The second type of design can be seen as an extension of the first type, where the reference
wave is not created as side probes but as rings surrounding the central probe by utilizing
a radial grating, as shown in figure 6.8

To demonstrate the ability of the designed waveform to distinguish atoms, a series of
simulated exit waves are generated by positioning the incident wave at the center of the
illuminated atom. In figure 6.9, the orthogonality between exit waves resulting from
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Figure 6.8: Designs with (a,b,c) phase ramp, (d,e,f) amplitude grating, and (g,h,i) phase
grating on the aperture plane to create an extra ring on the sample plane. Notice that for
(c,f,i) the square root of the amplitude of the probe is shown, instead of the intensity, due
to the ring being much dimmer than the side probes.

atoms of neighboring atomic number, i.e. 𝑍 = 𝑖 and 𝑍 = 𝑖+1, is represented by the angle
𝜃 between their corresponding vectors. The ramp and gratings are designed to create
side probes or rings 1 nm away from the central probe, and from figure 6.6 it can be
seen that the projected potential is already effectively zero at a shorter distance. For the
calculated angle between the exit waves, the choice of the wave modulator (amplitude
grating, phase grating, or combined) does not make noticeable difference, and thus the
three results from modified waves are represented together by the gray curves. The
maximal achievable angles 𝜃 predicted by equation 6.26 are presented by the black
curves, and the results of the unmodified probes, i.e. probes formed by hollow round
aperture without any phase profile, are shown in dashed curves. The angles between the
exit waves are calculated under four imaging conditions. With an acceleration voltage
of 300 kV, convergence angles of 25, 100, and 150 mrad are chosen to show the effect of
probe sharpness. Besides, one example of 60 kV with 150 mrad convergence angle is also
demonstrated, exhibiting the effect of the kinetic energy of the beam.

Figure 6.9 shows that the type of the grating (vertical or circular) does not make a
noticeable difference in the orthogonality of the exit wave. This is expected since with
both designs the central probe interacts with the nucleus, and the other half of the
intensity is distributed somewhere where the projected potential of the atom does not
affect it, and by the way that 𝜃 is calculated, both waveforms should result in the same
angle. By increasing the convergence angle, the angle between the exit waves approaches
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Figure 6.9: Orthogonality of the exit waves modified with both gratings and phase ramps.
Three curves are shown in each panel: The black curve indicates a theoretical maximum
angle, the gray curve draws the angle calculated from the exit waves of modified incident
waves, and the dashed curve represents the result from the unmodified probe. Different
conditions, including various convergence angles and energies, are tested.

the predicted maxima. This reflects the fact that with a small convergence angle, the
formed electron probe is not sharp enough to sample only the desired position of the
potential. At 60 keV, the theoretical maximal angle is greater than at 300 keV. This is
also expected since the equivalent phase shift of the same potential is higher when the
electron energy is lower. However, it is worth pointing out that the curve of the modified
wave overlaps strongly with the unmodified probe, even at a 150 mrad convergence
angle. This is due to the broadening of the electron distribution on the sample plane at
a lower voltage. At such a condition, an even higher convergence angle is required to
create a sharp electron probe and fulfill the first criterion.

To calculate the 𝑃𝑒 for atom differentiation, the resulting CBED patterns by the trans-
mitted waves through various types of elements are compared with each other. These
patterns are assumed to each consist of 100 electrons and are recorded by a pixelated
detector. As the number of electrons collected in the area of a small pixel of the detector
can be described by Poisson distribution, the 𝑃𝑒 to distinguish two waveforms based on
the recorded CBED patterns can be calculated by utilizing the central limit theorem [67].

𝑃𝑒 =
1
2

[
𝐶

(−𝜇1

𝜎1

)
+ 𝐶

(−𝜇0

𝜎0

)]
𝜇𝑛 =

𝑁∑
𝑖

(
𝜆𝑛,1 ln

𝜆1,𝑖

𝜆0,𝑖
− 𝜆1,𝑖 + 𝜆0,𝑖

)
𝜎2
𝑛 =

𝑁∑
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(
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)2

(6.30)
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6.4. DISCUSSION

where 𝐶(𝑥) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution,
and 𝜆𝑛,𝑖 is the expected intensity at pixel 𝑖 if the interacting atom is of type 𝑛.

With that, the 𝑃𝑒 in distinguishing atom species of neighboring atomic number based on
the measurement of the transmitted wave can be calculated. The same set of imaging
conditions considered in the discussion of exit wave orthogonality is used again, with
each CBED presented with 100 electrons. The results are shown in figure 6.10.

The 𝑃𝑒 follows a similar trend to that of the orthogonality: a larger convergence angle
yields a lower 𝑃𝑒 and thus a higher accuracy when distinguishing between the waves
and corresponding atoms In addition, following the argument that higher dose usage is
allowed by probing the vacuum, results with twice the dose are shown as dotted lines,
which should cause the same level of damage compared with a regular unmodified
electron probe.

Besides, apparent dips in the 𝑃𝑒 can be found in the modified wave cases, even at the
smallest convergence angle of 25 mrad. Interestingly, these dips become more obvious
for the modified waves at a larger convergence angle, but the exact opposite behavior is
exhibited by the unmodified waves. The cause of these dips is the orbital contraction
that happens as the orbital is gradually filled. Whenever an electron is filled in a new
orbital, the distribution of the negative charge will expand, and thus the positive charge
at the nucleus is more exposed. This description matches the positions of the dips that
are found at the atomic numbers corresponding to each noble element, which marks
the onset of the filling of a new orbital. From the perspective of the projected potential,
this behavior of the orbital electrons results in a jump of the phase at the center, but the
shape of the local phase profile is not greatly changed. Therefore, when sampling with
a single electron probe (unaberrated, convergence angle larger than 100 mrad) that is
situated at the center of the atom, this difference made by the orbital contraction is not
noticeable since the change only happens in the phase value. On the other hand, the
reference wave records the phase level of the vacuum, and therefore contrast variation
will be created when the two parts of the waves with different phase levels are joined on
the diffraction plane. The extra contrast created by the phase reference thus lowers the
probability of error in distinguishing waves and stresses the importance and benefit of
this holography-like sampling scheme.

The most common imaging modes such as ADF or ABF rely on the integration of the
electron counts on a specific region in the detector plane. The same or similar method
can also be applied to the modulated waves so that the response of the probed atom or
sample can be represented by a single value. For waves modified by the phase grating, the
contrast is created by subtracting the intensity of the partial wave that was assigned with 0
phase from the one that was assigned with a phase of𝜋/2 (see equation 6.29), as described
in [35]. For waves modified by the amplitude grating, as well as the unmodified wave,
the intensity is integrated from the DF region, which covers every part of the detector
plane that is blocked by the aperture, including the grating of the wave modulator. The
resulting contrast of the atoms created by these designed waves is shown in figure 6.11.

The electron count found in a defined region in the detector plane can be seen as a result
of a binary trial, which defines success and failure based on whether the electron falls
within the region. The measured intensity thus follows the binomial distribution, with
the probability of success equal to the normalized intensity integrated from the area and
the number of trials equal to the dose. The variance of a binomial distribution is:
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Figure 6.10: Probability of error of atom differentiation. The tested CBED patterns are
generated from interaction with atoms that differ in atomic number by only 1. The dotted
gray curves represent the 𝑃𝑒 measured with twice the dose, while descriptions of curves
of other colors are included in the legend.
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6.4. DISCUSSION

Figure 6.11: Contrast of different wave designs against the atomic numbers. Both the
normalized intensity and the normalized variance are shown.

var = 𝑛𝑝(1 − 𝑝) (6.31)

where 𝑛 is the number of trials and 𝑝 is the probability of success. Since the variance is
proportional to the dose, the normalized variance, which is only a function of the success
rate, is then shown in the figure. For the contrast created by phase grating, which is
taken as the difference between the intensities integrated from two regions, the intensity
no longer follows the binomial distribution, and thus the variance cannot be calculated
this way. With the assumption that the number of trials is large enough to approximate
the individual intensity distribution of the two regions as Gaussians, the variance of the
differential signal between the two can thus be found as the sum of the variances of the
individual signals.

Figure 6.11 shows that waves modified by the phase grating possess high sensitivity
to atomic number at the low Z regime, yet the variance is also very high. For cases
with the larger convergence angle, the phase grating indeed shows reduced variance
at the atomic number around 50; however, the sensitivity to different atom species is
also much reduced, even exhibiting reversed contrast against increasing Z. This behavior
indicates that the phase grating may not be an ideal way of wave modification if both
dose reduction and improved contrast from weak scatterers are desired. For the electron
probes formed with amplitude grating, an improved contrast sensitivity compared to
ADF is shown at large convergence angles. Even though the contrast response may not
be as strong as the one achieved with phase grating, the variance is much lower, and thus
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a higher signal-to-noise ratio can be expected.

Since the main advantage of the designed waveform is the sensitivity to the projected
potential value compared to the vacuum rather than only the local difference of it, a series
of transmitted waves with different modulation are simulated, assuming interacting with
a 1 nm square homogeneous phase object. The phase shift induced by the phase object
ranges from 0 to 2𝜋, and the resulting contrast under different imaging conditions is
shown in figure 6.12

In this simulated experiment, no local phase variation can be found within the phase
object. For sharp unmodified electron probes, this results in almost unnoticeable varia-
tion in the transmitted wave, and thus almost no signal in the dark field can be found,
with the exception of some very weak contrast for 25 mrad probe at phase shift around
𝜋, which is a result of the long tail of the probe at smaller convergence angle. The result
acquired with amplitude grating, on the contrary, shows contrast directly related to the
interference between the central probe and the side probes, as described in equation
6.26, and thus the contrast peaks at phase shift equal to 𝜋. Contrast variation as a result
of phase-grating modified incident wave shows a more complicated relationship with
phase shift. The contrast here is a result of the intensity difference between the two
regions that originally possess a phase of 0 or 𝜋/2. When the interacting object creates
a phase shift between 0 and 𝜋, constructive interference is created in the region with
𝜋/2 original phase shift, and when the object creates a phase shift between 𝜋 and 2𝜋,
constructive interference appears in the opposite region. As a consequence, a contrast
reversal can be found at the phase shift of 𝜋, as seen in figure 6.12. Furthermore, it is also
shown that vertical grating of both phase and amplitude shows stronger contrast than
the radial ones. This is due to a higher residual amplitude found inside the ring, which
consequently reduces the intensity distribution that samples the vacuum and thus the
condition for the optimal wave design is not strictly met.

This hypothetical experiment shows that the modified waveforms of both phase and
amplitude grating are very effective in imaging phase objects of a relatively flat phase
profile. However, it should be noted here that to create side probes or rings at a mean-
ingful distance, the density of the grating needs to be very high; otherwise, unavoidable
interaction between the reference wave with the sample would reduce the benefit.

6.5 Conclusion

In this work, the maximal difference that can be created in the exit waves by different atom
species is introduced together with the concept of orthogonality between the quantum
states describing the electron waves. As suggested by equations 6.15 and 6.26, a waveform
that interacts with only the most different part of the projected potential and the vacuum
can be utilized to distinguish various types of atoms with the maximum efficiency.
Several designs are thus tested and indeed show the said improvement. The 𝑃𝑒 for
exit wave or atom differentiation is lowered with the designed waveform. The effect of
the modification is especially pronounced when the convergence angle is large, as the
sampling of the projected potential can be done more precisely. The contrast response
against the atomic number is also enhanced when the modified waves are used. Finally,
the tests with flat phase objects show that for the modified waves, the intensity variation
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Figure 6.12: Contrast of different wave designs against homogeneous phase objects that
create different levels of phase shift.

in the CBED does not rely on local phase variation thanks to the reference wave that
probes the vacuum, which is an advantage that cannot be exploited by sharp electron
probes formed by regular apertures.

For the sake of the discussion in this work, the imaging condition used to demonstrate
the benefit of waveform design may be rather difficult to achieve for the technology
nowadays, but it also provides valuable knowledge of do’s and don’ts for future devel-
opment of electron microscopy. For example, figures 6.10 and 6.11 imply that the pursuit
of a higher convergence angle and sharper electron probe without the employment of
wave modification will face its limit in the improvement of the contrast and sensitivity to
atom species. In contrast, with the current probe correction technology or even optical
systems without a probe corrector, the efficiency in imaging weak scatterers can already
be improved with a designed waveform.
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General Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis is dedicated to the development of methods that utilize the result of elastic
scattering of the fast electrons to inspect the sample. Two imaging methods are thus
proposed, as well as potential novel techniques based on not only the elastic scattering
events but also the concept of waveform design. These works are not established on new
understandings of the scattering event, but the advancement of technology, including
faster detectors, more powerful computers, and the creation of programmable wave
modulators, makes new playing grounds on which once unrealistic ideas may now be
realized.

The first chapter of the thesis writes basic knowledge about the electron beam, including
its interaction with materials, its creation, and factors that affect its properties. With this
understanding, the imaging mechanisms of a few common imaging modes of TEM are
discussed, including the corresponding hardware that collects the necessary signals.

In the second chapter, several important methods involved in the making of this thesis
are introduced. It begins with an introduction to the modeling of the elastic scattering
events and the propagation of electron waves in the material and followed by several
renowned imaging methods based on the wave nature of the transmitted electron and
the phase shift created by the electron-sample interaction. In addition, statistical analyses
of TEM data are discussed, with a few examples related to the investigation of sample
thickness variation.

In the third chapter, the riCOM imaging method is discussed. The formula and the
contrast transfer function are presented in detail, and the benefits of the imaging method
are also showcased, including the sensitivity to light elements, the low-dose imaging
capability, and the low computation demands, which leads to excellent processing speed.
The method is implemented with a streamed data pipeline from the detector, and with
that, real-time imaging on a microscope has been demonstrated. Live feedback that
allows operations, such as sample search, focusing, and astigmatism correction to be
performed at a lower dose is therefore achieved.

The fourth chapter introduces an approach to achieving real-time imaging with AI. A
CNN is trained to perform waveform retrieval with data collected only from a few probe
positions in a STEM experiment, and the predicted exit wave is then used to reconstruct
the transmission function localized at the probe position, which is closely related to the
sample potential. It is shown that this imaging method possesses the ability to achieve
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super-resolution with regular or higher doses and also generates an interpretable output
at a lower minimum dose limit compared to traditional imaging modes. Besides, the
contrast of the reconstruction shows that both light and heavy elements can be imaged
without sacrificing the sensitivity to atom column density, which means that different
element types and column thicknesses can be intuitively distinguished with the resulting
contrast.

The fifth chapter describes a device that introduces a programmable phase plate that can
create phase shifts to different parts of the passing electron wave. The phase sensitivity
to the applied voltage and its beam shaping ability has been shown, as well as several
possible applications of the device in TEM. Despite that most of these applications are
only realized on a proof-of-concept level or demonstrated with simulations, they serve
as important examples of how TEM experiments can benefit from the ability to modulate
waves at a high degree of freedom.

The sixth chapter discusses the possibility of differentiating elements with elastically scat-
tered electrons and the optimal waveform design for this purpose. With the derivation
based on distinguishing quantum states, the result shows that our search for optimal
wave design arrives at a similar conclusion as a few other reported works. The ideal
waveform is shown to be composed of two coherent parts: the central probe that is used
to sample the imaged target and a partial wave with an equal intensity that samples the
vacuum and provides a referencing phase level. It is shown with simulated examples
that the improvement in the accuracy of the differentiation is significant when the central
probe is sufficiently sharp to interact with only the very center of an atom. The current
probe correction technology cannot create a probe with adequate sharpness fulfilling the
criterion to optimize the differentiation of targets as small as an atom, yet it is shown that
for the imaging of a broad and flat phase object, the reference wave can indeed enhance
the contrast between two such phase objects of difference phase level.

The third and fourth chapters are dedicated to imaging methods that provide live feed-
back. A dose-efficient imaging method with live feedback is necessary to enable true
low-dose electron microscopy as it reduces electron-inflicted damage during various
operations on the microscope. For both proposed imaging methods, there is room for
improvement. As mentioned in chapter 3, riCOM’s algorithm does not take into account
the radial distribution of the electron. Not utilizing every information from the scattering
is obviously sub-optimal when it comes to achieving maximum efficiency. It also makes
riCOM not yet capable of completely replacing other common imaging methods, such as
HAADF, since it is not sensitive to features of comparable size of the probe. This problem
can be partially compensated by simultaneous imaging with other modes, for example,
ADF or second-moment imaging. Nevertheless, it is worth exploring the possibility of
creating an algorithm that utilizes information including the COM shift, the radial dis-
tribution of the diffraction pattern, and possibly more while maintaining high efficiency
and low computational demand. Like other applications utilizing machine learning, the
CNN used in AIRPI can always be trained better with more data. For example, data
generated with a larger variety of sample types and optical conditions can help make
the reconstruction more robust and applicable to complex situations. Improvements in
other aspects of the CNN design may also benefit the performance. For instance, AIRPI
is currently trained with 2D images of the CBED patterns, which can make the recon-
struction process straightforward since the retrieved waveform is built with 2D arrays
given by the CNN. However, such data input of the CNN is also incapable of taking
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full advantage of the data-driven detectors since frames need to be built from the events
before the neural network can work on the data. Besides, the symmetry of the data is
not utilized. For example, if data are rotated 90 degree for both the 3 × 3 CBEDs cube
and the 2D arrays of each individual CBED, the retrieved waveform should be the same
as the original with a 90-degree rotation. Such symmetry may be exploited with a dif-
ferent network design, and if so, the complexity of the CNN may be reduced, and the
efficiency of the reconstruction can thus be increased. In addition to the improvement of
the algorithm for better imaging results, it is also worth exploring how TEM applications
can take advantage of the live updates and the low-dose imaging efficiency. For exam-
ple, non-delayed feedback is helpful not only to a human operator but can be arguably
even more beneficial for the automation of the TEM. An image analysis program can
process the real-time reconstructed images acquired under a low-dose condition and
give a prediction of the following step/operation for the acquisition of the desired data.
This information can then be shared with, e.g., the scanning engine, the controller of the
lenses, and even the probe corrector to achieve complete and adaptive TEM automation
with maximum efficiency in terms of dose usage and time consumption.

For the phase device introduced in chapter five, to realize the expected applications and
to achieve what cannot be done with current TEM, it requires further improvement in
some aspects. Without the ability to constantly monitor the shape of the electron probe
in a TEM, the desired probe shape can only be assumed with prior knowledge about the
characteristics of the phase plate, which necessitates precise and stable phase modulation
abilities that are not yet the case based on experience. To make such improvements, new
ways to characterize and inspect possible defects of the device are crucial. With the
current workflow, many aspects of the phase plate’s performance can only be learned
when the phase plate is inserted in a TEM, which is only possible once the manufacturing
of the phase plate is nearly finished. This restricts corrections and improvements that
may be done once a problem is noticed and also limits the understanding of the problem
since the response of the phase plate can not be safely probed with the high-energy
electron probe of a TEM. It seems that a smooth production of a stable phase plate is only
possible if a comprehensive performance examination can be done at an elementary level,
which may or may not rely on a TEM. This would enable inspection and amendment of
the device at different stages of manufacturing, reducing non-ideal behaviors of the final
product.

When a stable and highly adaptive waveform can be easily generated, improvements
and implementation of the optimal wave design can be realized and tested on a TEM.
Within the discussion of the sixth chapter, the advantage of using a reference wave boils
down to increasing contrasts in an individual CBED collected from a single probe po-
sition. As demonstrated in the discussion, for imaging methods that directly utilize
such contrasts, such as ADF, improvements in sensitivity to the induced phase shift can
thus be expected. For other imaging modes that perform phase or waveform retrieval
based on the recorded results of scattering events, enhanced contrast should in theory
also improve the reconstruction outcomes. Further investigation into a reconstruction
algorithm that utilizes the information provided by the reference wave, as well as the op-
timal imaging condition, not only has the potential to create a new dose-efficient imaging
method but also possibly bring new insight into the design of the optimal waveform and
sampling strategy. By combining the wave modulation and the formulation in quantum
mechanics, the optimal measurement scheme for other material-related properties may
be created. Some of the current TEM experiments include procedures to first acquire a
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high-resolution image of the investigated sample, from which the desired information is
then extracted. However, such an approach may require a higher dose than necessary
due to the dense sampling for the intermediating step of image formation. Instead, if
the investigated property of the material is not very localized, one or a series of broader
illumination with designed waveforms may be more efficient in obtaining the necessary
information describing a general property of the inspected material.

Most of the works included in this thesis come with a certain level of realization or
on-machine implementation, with the only exception of chapter 6, where the realization
of the concept has already been done and reported in other publications. Indeed, more
than often a proposed method is only accepted once it is tested on actual data or run
on an actual machine, and thus implementation, in that sense, is an inseparable part
of creation. While the implementation of an idea can be full of technical issues and
hardware limitations, often giving the impression that the project has derailed further
and further away from the pursuit of science, the process, on the contrary, is surprisingly
educational and often provides clarity of the very concept that is being implemented.
During the course of my Ph.D. education, I feel very fortunate to find myself surrounded
by people full of experience in materializing and implementing ideas. Besides hoping
that the work in the thesis can help make a TEM a better tool for inspecting materials, I
also wish to convey a positive attitude toward making tangible creations based on novel
ideas and concepts.
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List of Abbreviations

2D Two Dimensional
4D STEM Four Dimensional Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

ABF Annular Bright Field
ADF Annular Dark Field

BF Bright Field
CBED Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction
CCD Charge Coupled Device
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function

COM Center of Mass
CTEM Conventional Transmission Electron Microscopy

DED Direct Electron Detector
DF Dark Field

DPC Differential Phase Contrast
EDX Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy

EELS Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
FEG Field Emission Gun
FIB Focused Ion Beam

GPU Graphics Processing Unit
GS Gechberg-Saxton

HAADF High-Angle Annular Dark-Field
ICL Integrated Classification Likelihood

iCOM Integrated Center of Mass
iDPC Integrated Differential Phase Contrast

LAADF Low-Angle Annular Dark-Field
PE Probability of Error

POA Phase Object Approximation
PMT Photomultiplier Tube

riCOM Real-time Integrated Center of Mass
SCS Scattering Cross-Section
SEM Scanning Electron Microscope
SSB Singel Sideband

STEM Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
TEM Transmission Electron Microscope

WPOA Weak Phase Object Approximation
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Real-time integration center of mass (ricom) reconstruction for 4D STEM. Microscopy
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Topic: Optimized Probe Design for Atom Identification
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Topic: Image Reconstruction from 4D STEM Dataset Using Neural Network
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1.1 Common operation modes and components of a TEM. (a) Parallel illumi-
nation utilizes a broad beam to interact with a relatively large area of the
sample. (b) A convergent beam with a convergence angle 𝛼 creates a sharp
probe at the sample plane. The wave at the condenser aperture plane
𝜓𝑎𝑝(®𝑘), incident wave 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟) and exit wave 𝜓𝑒(®𝑟) at the sample plane, and
the transmitted wave at diffraction plane 𝜓𝑑𝑖(®𝑘) and image plane 𝜓𝑖𝑚(®𝑟)
are indicated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

1.2 (a) The cropped wave by a round aperture can be described by a cylinder
function with uniform intensity inside the opening of the aperture and
zero intensity outside. (b) The diffraction of the aperture image forms the
probe, which can be described by an Airy disc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

1.3 Common imaging modes. (a) In CTEM, the intensity of the exit wave is
recorded by the detector, which outputs an array of pixel values at once.
(b) In STEM, the diffraction pattern of the scanning probe is formed on
the detector plane. The recording of the data is done sequentially and
synchronized with the scanning of the electron probe, resulting in a 4D
dataset if the diffraction pattern is recorded with a pixelated detector or a
2D image if electrons within a specific angular range are counted with a
single-pixel detector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

2.1 Computing the transmitted waveform using multislice simulation. The
projected potential of each slice is first calculated by integrating the po-
tential in the direction of wave propagation. The waveform evolution as
a result of scattering and propagation can be calculated by computing the
cascaded effect of all the slices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

2.2 A phase plate that introduces a phase shift of −𝜋
2 to the unscattered wave

(solid lines) has the effect of creating destructive interference with the
scattered electrons (dashed lines), thus enhancing the phase contrast in
the final image. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

2.3 Computation of the COM and DPC signal. The gray disk represents the
CBED pattern on the detector plane. The COM of the CBED is found by
taking the first moment of the intensity distribution recorded by a pixelated
detector. The DPC signal from a segmented detector is calculated by taking
the difference between intensity recorded by opposing segments. . . . . . 20
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2.4 Solving the twin problem with overlapping probe functions. (a,b) show
the retrieved object with probe functions 𝜓𝑎 and 𝜓𝑏 individually. Since
the probe functions possess central symmetry, and thus their individu-
ally retrieved object phase suffers from the twin problem. (c) shows the
solution when both probe functions are considered, and the false twin is
suppressed, as only one of the twins is supported by both illuminations. . 23

2.5 Scattering cross-sections and distribution of the components. The mea-
sured SCSs from the HAADF image are shown in a histogram. Three
components corresponding to column thicknesses of 1, 2, and 3 are re-
sponsible for the measured distribution. The distributions of individual
components are drawn in dashed curves, with their mean indicated by the
black vertical lines, and the combined distribution in the solid curve. . . . 27

2.6 Example of an ICL curve calculated from experimental data. The selected
local minimum is highlighted in red. It determines the number of different
atomic column thicknesses captured in the HAADF image. Image taken
from [75]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

2.7 Selecting process of a hypothesis test. The observation results in a mea-
sured SCS of 𝑘. The probability 𝑃(𝑘 | H𝑖) for each component can be found
at the intersection of the vertical line at 𝑘 with the probability distribution
function. The component resulting in the highest probability, 𝑖 in this case,
is then chosen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

2.8 Visual representation of the PE can be found as half of the overlapped
region of the hypotheses. The intersection point in between is marked by
𝑋=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

3.1 Frequency spectra of a set of kernels acting on a COM shift map of size 500×
500. The presented examples include, from bottom to top, the template
kernel with a size of 101×101, a smaller kernel with size of 41×41, template
kernel with a high-pass filter, low-pass filter, and band-pass filter. The
dashed line shows the predicted transfer function with line-integration
approximation. The two vertical lines indicate the cutoff frequency of the
filter or the inverse of the kernel size, and the circles at the intersection
of the vertical lines and integral indicate whether a cutoff frequency is
applied to the specific design. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

3.2 The two approaches to perform riCOM reconstruction. (a) The conven-
tional approach where the cross-correlation can be seen as the sum of the
products of the COM shift array multiplied by a moving kernel. (b) The
decomposed approach where the contribution of the individual COM shift
vector is calculated and added to the riCOM reconstruction. . . . . . . . . 41
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3.3 Layout of the GUI. The Menu column on the left allows the user to change
various settings, such as scan size, riCOM Kernel, filter settings, virtual
STEM settings, and interfaces for live mode and file dialogues. During
a running reconstruction, a CBED is plotted at the bottom of this menu
to visually assist the tuning of the pattern center and integration area for
vSTEM interactively. All other windows are floating panels and can be
moved and resized. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

3.4 Real-time reconstruction of SrTiO3 while tuning the magnification, defo-
cus, and stigmator. (a) The magnification is increased during the scanning.
In the topmost part, the contrast reveals a layered structure of the FIB
lamella, and with increasing magnification, the atoms can be captured in
the image. (b) Tuning focus is reflected by the change in the shape of atomic
columns. (c) Tuning the stigmator affects the electron probe’s sharpness
and also the contrast between atoms and the vacuum. (d) Simultaneous
imaging using riCOM, ADF, and iCOM. RiCOM successfully images the
crystalline structure in the center of the image and the 𝑂 columns, which
are missing in the ADF image. The small kernel size used in riCOM re-
construction reduces the long-range intensity distribution shown in iCOM. 44

3.5 Reconstructed image from an experimental zeolite dataset with different
doses (Full dose: 1.27𝑒+4 e/Å2). ADF images are generated by integrating
the intensities in the detector area beyond the convergence angle at each
probe position. For SSB reconstruction, a frame-based dataset is first
generated from the event array, with the detector space binned down to
32×32 (8 times smaller). For riCOM reconstruction, three different kernels
are used: 21-by-21, 61-by-61, and 61-by-61 with a band-pass filter. The
insets show magnified versions of the center of their respective images,
and the red arrows point out intensity fluctuations within the holes. The
last row shows the Fourier transform of each reconstructed result. The
radial averaged frequency spectra are represented with yellow curves,
the frequency components of each kernel in red, and the line-integration
approximation in black dashed curves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

3.6 Components of the noise images at different frequencies. The noise im-
ages are rendered by applying a virtual ADF detector, riCOM with kernel
size 21, and riCOM with kernel size 61. Three levels of dose for noise
realization are chosen, and the curves are drawn by averaging 30 random
noise configurations at each dose. The weighting functions given by the
line-integration approximation are also presented for the riCOM results in
dashed lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49

3.7 (a) Reconstruction results of a simulated zeolite dataset with different
kernel sizes. The red and blue lines indicate the locations of intensity line
profiles drawn in subplots (b). (b) The intensity profile shows that the
intensity inside the hole area increases in riCOM-21 results but decays in
riCOM-61 towards the center. (c) A step function for analogy shows that
removing low-frequency components may cause imaging artifacts similar
to the ones seen in reconstruction results from smaller kernel sizes. . . . . 50
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3.8 Sampling of the phase ramps with three electron probes. The intensity
distributions of the probes are approximated with cylindrical functions of
different widths for simplicity. Two probe positions are shown in each
case for comparison: one at the center of a ramp and the other at the foot
of the same ramp where the phase is locally flat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

3.9 RiCOM, iCOM, and ADF reconstruction results at various dose levels and
convergence angles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

3.10 Reconstruction results of a FIB lamella under low magnification, riCOM
reconstruction with a kernel size of 11, 41, and ADF imaging with a virtual
detector are used. The low-frequency contrast plays an important role in
imaging samples of larger scale, and the shape of the lamella makes a
more pronounced contrast by the reconstruction with a larger kernel size
(riCOM-41). The chemical differences between the layers can hardly be
noticed by any riCOM reconstruction, due to the insensitivity to scattering
angle, compared to the strong contrast created in the ADF image. . . . . . 54

4.1 General workflow: A patch of the phase object (1) of a 4D-STEM dataset (2)
is reconstructed by extracting a 3x3 kernel of adjacent CBEDs (3), using a
CNN (4) to reconstruct the amplitude (|𝜓𝑒(®𝑟)|) and phase (𝜙𝑒(®𝑟)) of the exit
wave of the central CBED (5) and using the phase object approximation
to reconstruct the object patch (6) from the reconstructed exit wave and
an estimated probe function 𝜓𝑖(®𝑟). Patches are then stitched together by
complex addition to yield a reconstruction of the full phase object. . . . . . 58

4.2 Example of an exit wave retrieval taken from the validation dataset, illus-
trating the inputs and outputs of the CNN, as well as the Fourier transforms
of the (real space) exit waves. Intensities and amplitudes are depicted in
log scale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

4.3 The CNN architecture used in this study is a modified U-NET with sep-
arate, real-valued phase and amplitude outputs. The inputs are the esti-
mated probe function

��𝜓𝑖 ,in(®𝑟)
��, the recorded CBED patterns

����̃�𝑒 ,in(®𝑘)
���, and

the approximated aberration phase profile 𝜙𝑖(®𝑟). The predicted output are
the amplitude of the central CBED

��𝜓𝑒 ,out(®𝑟)
��, the phase profile of the cen-

tral CBED 𝜙out(®𝑟) The model leverages global residual learning through
added skip connections of the probe function to the output. Each "convo-
lution layer" is composed of a 2D convolution layer, batch normalization
and a swish activation function. Each "convolution block" consists of 3
consecutive convolution layers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
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4.4 Demonstration of super-resolution capabilities on simulated datasets with
infinite dose. Compared are CNN reconstructions and standard SSB pty-
chography (b). Their corresponding Fourier-transformed (FT) intensities
show the maximal spatial frequency achieved by each method (d, e). For
the FT image of the SSB result, a circle indicating twice the convergence
angle is added, which corresponds to the maximal spatial frequency of the
method. (c) shows the intensity along the line profile drawn in each image.
Markers on the x-axis indicate atom positions. (f) depicts the integrated
intensity of the FT images along the y-axis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

4.5 Reconstruction results of three different approaches. (a, b) Reconstruc-
tion performed on datasets without and with data repetition, respectively.
(c, d) SSB reconstruction done on datasets without and with data repeti-
tion, respectively. The Fourier transforms of the reconstructed images are
shown below. Notice that in (a) vertical streaks of very strong intensity can
be found, which originate from an unknown defect of the detector, also
reported by [82]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

4.6 Reconstruction results of simulated MgO particle. In the left column (a, c,
e, g) the images are generated with infinite dose, and in the right (b, d, f,
h) the dose is set to be 500 electron per Å2. The images in each row are
built with the same step size, as well as the step/probe-width ratio. The
colorbar in the bottom left panel applies to every image in the figure. . . . 69

4.7 Phase response of the CNN compared to ground truth transmission func-
tions for simulations of single atoms throughout the periodic table at
infinite dose for (a) peak intensity, (b) mean over 3x3 pixels around the
atomic position, and (c) mean over 5x5 pixels around the atomic position. 71

4.8 Phase response of the CNN compared to ground truth transmission func-
tions for simulations of single atoms throughout the periodic table at
infinite dose for (a) peak intensity, (b) mean over 3x3 pixels around the
atomic position, and (c) mean over 5x5 pixels around the atomic position. 71

4.9 Reconstructed images of an edge of an Au crystal using f.l.t.r: CNN re-
construction, HAADF, LAADF and SSB. Line profiles across the nanorod
illustrate the thickness dependence of the corresponding signals. . . . . . 72

4.10 The dose dependency of the various reconstruction methods. The panels
on the left show reconstruction results of a simulated twisted bilayer MoS2
with the proposed methods (CNN), SSB, iDPC, and an intensity profile
across two atoms indicated by the red line, from top to bottom respectively.
The line profiles averaged in the perpendicular direction over 1.6 Å are
drawn across a Mo-S2 pair, and shown with the ground truth. cross-
correlation values 𝑥𝑐 are given with respect to the ground truth phase
object in the panel of each result image. IDPC values were normalized by
the maximum value of the transmission function. The panels on the right
show the Fourier transforms of the reconstructed object images. Profiles
on the bottom show the integrated intensity of the Fourier transforms in
the 𝑦 direction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
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4.11 Parameter distributions of most important simulation parameters of the
training dataset, consisting of 742,688 samples. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

4.12 Comparison of the Neural network reconstruction (left) and iDPC (right)
of a FIB lamella, including a hole in the center. This illustrates a reasonable
tolerance of the proposed method towards thickness variations and bending. 77

4.13 Additional iDPC reconstructions for comparison of samples presented
in the paper, f.l.t.r: experimental Gold nanorod, experimental Zeolite,
simulated twisted bilayer graphene with infinite dose. . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

5.1 (a) Sketch of the working principle of the phase plate, where only 2 pixels
are drawn. (b) 3D render of the setup and the main components, including
(c) the phase plate, (d) the voltage sources, and (e) the phase controller
computer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81

5.2 Phase sensitivity matrix and the corresponding root mean squared error
of the linear fitting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82

5.3 Realization of various electron quantum states. The three columns of
figures, from left to right, are the phase configurations set on the phase
plate, the resulting experimental probe images, and their simulated coun-
terparts. Note the excellent agreement between expected and obtained
results showing successful arbitrary wavefront shaping. . . . . . . . . . . . 85

5.4 Defocused probes formed by defocusing the microscope lenses (top row)
and the phase plate (bottom row) at 300 keV acceleration voltage and an
opening angle of 1 mrad. Note the close similarity of both, showing that
the phase plate can mimic the action of a round lens to up to 200 nm
defocus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

5.5 Simulated ADF images of various probe shapes (see the insets) and their
Fourier transforms. The line profiles (orange lines) are taken at the position
of the white dashed line in each image. Zero in the difference image is
indicated with a black line, while in other images zero is set at the bottom
edge of the figures. The intensity profile in the round aperture image is
halved for better presentation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

5.6 Schematic of the adaptive probe correction with phase plate. The HAADF
images before and after the correction are shown below. . . . . . . . . . . . 89

5.7 Simulated phase reconstruction from recorded diffraction patterns with
various illuminating beams. (a) The ground truth phase image of the
object. (b-d) Reconstruction results from illuminating beams formed by
a conventional round aperture, flat phase plate, and phase plate with
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